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Selected As A Best All Round Kentucky 00Inmunity Newspaper

The Primary
Source of News
In Murray and
Calloway County

THREE SECTIONS TODAY
Today's Ledger & Times
includes two regular section of
the newspaper of 8 and 12 pages
each plus an 8-page tabloid
section for Kroger making a
toal of 28 pages.

Member of Associated Press

In Our 94th Year

Murray, Ky., Wednesday Afte'noon, May 2, 1973

10' Per Copy

Agnew Assigned To Expanded
Role In Domestics By Nixon
WASHINGTON(AP) — Seek- new to a new position as vice with Agnew and at a 30-minute
ing to put his White House in chairman of the Domestic Cabinet meeting.
order, President Nixon has as- Council at the White House.
"It's a meeting that has to be
signed Vice President Spiro T.
Although this will involve the seen as important," a White
Agnew an expanded role in the vice president more deeply in House source said. "We can asformulation of domestic policy, policy deliberations on the do- sume that the subject dealt
it was learned today.
mestic front, sources said he with the future more than such
At an hour4ong meeting was in no way taking on the things as Watergate."
Tuesday, Nixon assigned Ag- functions of John D. EhrlichA participant in the Cabinet
man, domestic policy assistant meeting said Kenneth R. Cole,
who resigned Monday.
executive director of the DoPart of Agnew's new duties, mestic Council, will take over
it was said, would involve liai- some of the duties handled by
son work with governors and Ehrlichman and eventually
local officials, putting him back may replace him.
in a field from which he was
It was also reported that
removed in Nixon's second- Stephen B. Bull, assistant to
term reorganization.
the President, has taken on
Agnew's new role came to added duties in short-term
light shortly before former Sec- scheduling and paper flow. It is
Truman
Turner
calls retary of the Treasury John B. not considered likely that he
yesterday to see if our Evening Connally, a potential rival for will replace Haldeman—but
Grosbeaks are still around. the 1976 GOP presidential nomi- rather that the chief of staff's
They are. His are.
nation, announced in Houston duties may be taken over in
his switch from the Democratic part by the Office of ManagePleasant to see Mr. R.A. to Republican party.
ment and Budget.
Winstead of West Virginia. He
A restructuring of the White__ _ Haldeman and Ehrlichman
went to Murray State a few House staff, made necessary by were seen leaving the White
years back and is staying here the resignations of Ehrlichman House Tuesday carrying stacks
temporarily. He followed the and chief of staff H.R. Halde- of documents, even as the FBI
Blue Bird box measurements man, was the subject of presi- mounted a 'round-the-clock
and put up some. He also put up dential discussions Tuesday guard in offices containing Waa Purple Martin box on a big
tergate-related files.
limb but the limb broke and he
Press Secretary Ronald L.
fell and broke his arm.
Ziegler said the guard was
posted "to physically protect
Reading the other day that a
the files to make sure that acblind person said she missed
cess and removal of any files
most seeing the color of an egg
were supervised in accordance
yolk and a blade of grass. Most
with very strict procedure." He
of us see these two phenomena
said FBI agents checked everyevery day and think nothing of
Four young persons from the thing removed by the two reit. When you get to feeling sorry Sinking Spring Baptist Church signed aides.
for yourself you might were declared winners in the
White House sources said
remember this.
Kentucky Baptist State Sword that before Haldeman and EhDrill and Memory Work Session rlichman resigned, they inWell, we had a supper that we held Saturday, April 28, at the spected government files, seeklike last night. Wife fixed some Beechniont Baptist Church, ing documentation for their
turnip greens, black eye peas, Louisville.
claims of innocence. The
sliced up some white onions and
They are Kent and Sherry search apparently resulted
fixed a big pan of corn bread. Harrison, son and daughter of from news accounts that fired
We chopped up- the onions and Mr. and Mrs. Larry Harrison of presidential Counsel John W
mixed them in with the black Hazel; Renita Collins, daughter Dean III was prepared to give
of Mr. and Mrs. Bill Collins of Investigators documents relat(See Seen & Heard, Page 121
Murray Route Seven; Meleah ing to an alleged White House
Paschall, daughter of Mr. and coverup of Watergate.
(See Watergate, Page 12)
Mrs. Billy Paschall ..Murray
Route Four. 'All *or these
families are members of the Temple Hill Lodge Will
Sinking Spring Church.
In order to participate in the Hold Meeting Saturday
state events, persons must have
Temple Hill Lodge No. 276
The Murray Clothing Bank, won in the Church drills which
Free and Accepted Masons will
located in the Douglas gym- were held at Sinking Spring
meet in a regular comnasium north of the Tappan Church on February 18, and
Plant, on North 2nd Street, will then have won in the munication on Saturday, May 5,
at seven p.m. at the lodge hall.
be closed from May 11, to ap- Associational drills which were
Work will be in the Fellow
proximately September 1.
held at Locust Grove Baptist Craft
degree. All Masons are
Persons planning to donate Church on February 26.
invited, according to a lodge
clothing in the near future are
Rev. Terry M. Sills, pastor of
urged to bring it to the clothing Sinking Spring Church, said spokesman.
bank as soon as possible before preparation for this work was a
May 11, in order that the clothes part of the regular Sunday Rummage
Sale Will Be
may be sorted, hung, and evening Church Training
distributed by that time.
program under the direction of
Held, Courthouse Area
Such clothing may be left at Mrs. Juanita Collins, Mrs.
one of the pick-up points or a Mildred Harrison and Mrs.
A rummage sale—will be held
home pick-up may be arranged Frances Paschall.
in the Calloway County Courby contacting Mrs. Harry
The state winners received a thouse area in downtown
Conley, phone 753-8132. Donated special edition of the Broadman Murray on Friday, May 4,
clothing will be picked up Sword Drill Bible and the state starting at ten a.m.
during the summer months winner's seal to go on their
The sale, featuring a large
when and if indicated, Mrs. certificate. The Explorers State selection of clothing, will be
Conley said.
Bible Drill includes ages eight sponsored by the Hazel United
Those needing clothing to through eleven.
Methodist Church.
take care of present and later
summer demands are also
urged to pick them up before
May 11, as the bank will be open
during the summer months for
emergencies only, a spokesrnan
said
Pick-up points for clothing
are St. John's Episcopal Church
nursery, 1620 Main Street; First
Presbyterian Church, north
entrance vestibule; First
United Methodist Church,south
entrance, Education building.

Seen&Heard
Around
Murray

Is
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Honor Students
At Murray High
Announced Today
CELEBRATES 65th Birthday—Dr Hugh L. Houston, chairman of the Board of Directors of the
Houston-McDevitt. Clinic, tac., was honored on his 65th brithday on Friday, April 26, with a luncheon
hosted by the personnel there. With him is his wife, the former Hontas Kelly. Dr. Houston was
president of the Clink from 1936 to 1972 when he became chairman of the board and Dr. C.C. Lowry
was named as president of the Clink. The Murray doctor, son of the late Dr. E.B. Houston and the
late Mrs. Jessie Houston Roane,graduated from Vanderbilt University in 1933 and interned at Richmond, Va. Dr. Houston is chairman of the Board of Directors of the Peoples Bank of Murray, Ky.,
Inc., ad is a past president of the Kentucky Medical Association.
•(Staff Photo by David HW

Gow Wendell Ford To Deliver
Commencement Address At MSU

Cathy Christopher and Penny termous, is fourth honor
Terhune have been named the student.
Mark Compton, son of Mr
top honor students in the 1973
graduating class at Murray and Mrs. John Compton, is fifth
High School according to school honor graduate.
Standings of these students
principal, Eli Alexander.
Miss Christopher, daughter of are as follows, according to Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Alexander: Cathy Christopher
Christopher, will graduate at 97.76; Penny Terhune 97.23;
the top of her class as Bob Pinkston 96.42; Ellen
valedictorian
and
Miss Quertermous 96.39; and Mark
Terhune, daughter of Mr. and Compton 96.33.
Mrs. Russell Terhune, has been
Commencement begins with
named salutatorian.
baccalaureate services at First
Standing in third place Baptist Church at 8 o'clock on
scholastically is Bob Pinkston, Sunday evening, May 27.
son of Mr. and Mrs. William L Graduation exercises will be
Pinkston.
held in Ty Holland Stadium at 8
Ellen Quertermous, daughter o'clock on Tuesday night, May
of Dr. and Mrs. John Quer- 29.

Young People
Named Winners
At State Meet

Murray Clothing
Bank Accepting
Items For Summer
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The Weather
Cloudy and mild with showers and thundershowers today.
Continued cloudy and cooler
tonight, with a chance of showers and possibly a thundershower. High today in the upper 60s to low 70s, low tonight
in the mid to upper 50s. Decreasing cloudiness and cooler
Thursday, with a high in the
low to mid 60s. Fair and cool
Friday.
Kentucky's extended outlook
Friday through Sunday
Fair and cool throughout the
period. Lows in the 40s, except
pper,34 in northern and eastSaiur(v.
Highs in the 60s.

I '

A total of 884 students have
the university
Commencement exercises a.m, in
Friday, May 4, for the 50th fieldhouse. No baccalaureate filed for degrees this spring,
spring graduating class in service will be held this year. including 697 for bachelor's
Murray State University
Honorary Doctor of Laws degrees and 167 for master's.
history will climax another dregrees will be conferred on The exact number of graduates
academic year on the campus. Ford and four other men during will be determined when
Gov. Wendell H. Ford of the ceremony—former Gov. university officials have
Kentucky will deliver the and U.S. Sen. Earle C. checked the candidates to'
commencement address at lk ,Clements, First District U.S. certify that requirements have
4Congressman Frank A. Stub- been met.
FREE FINE DAY
Mid-year graduates, as well
blefield of Murray, E.B.
The Calloway County Public Howton, retiring chairman of as spring term graudates, will
Library has declared Thursday, the agriculture department, go through the cap and gown
May 3, as a "free fine day" and Preston (Ty) Holland, who ceremony since no formal
when persons may return last fall relinquished duties as commencement program is
overdue books to the library football coach at Murray High
(See MSU, Page 12)
without paying charges. The school after 43 years in the post,
library will be open from 11:10
a.m. to eight p.m. on Thursday Flea Mart & Bake Sale
and the night depositiory will
also be open throughout the day Planned At Legion Hall
for the benefit of patrons. This
A flea mart and bake sale will
special "free fine day" is being
held to give students at Murray be held at the American Legion
State University an opportunity Ball .on.-.Saturday, hiay
Three persons were injured in
to return their books free of starting at seven a.m.
The event will be sponsored a two car collision Tuesday
charge before the close if the
Murray about one o'clock on the
the
South
spring semester, a library by
Palesdne Road off Highway 94
Homemakers
Club.
spokesman said.
East, according to the report
filed by Kentucky State Trooper
Randle Cruse.
Injured were—Mrs. Laura
Jones, Benton Route Nine, who
sustained multiple contusions
and a laceration of the chin. She
was hospitalized at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital and
transferred this morning to the
WICKLIFFE, Ky. (ATh —
Gov. Wendell Ford, in a let- Benton Municipal Hospital.
The U.S. Weather Service has ter to President Nixon and the
Jack Morrison,St. Louis, Mo.,
predicted that floodwaters will Office of Emergency Pre- treated and released at the
rise two feet higher than they paredness said public, private emergency room of the Murraywere Tuesday in four Western and agricultural damage in the Calloway County Hospital.
Kentucky counties along the seven counties exceeded $6.6
Randy Lee, Dexter Route
Mississippi River.
million.
One,treated and released at the
Damage estimates to farms
The governor asked for sup- local hospital.
in Ballard, Carlisle, Fulton, and plementary federal assistance
Trooper Cruse said Morrison
Hickman counties along the to the Western Kentucky resi- was going west on the Palestine
Mississippi, and in Henderson, dents affected by the heavy Road and was attempting to
Livingston and McCracken rains and flooding.
turn left into a driveway at the
counties along the Ohio already
Hayden Fox, meteorologist in crest of a hill. Lee, going east on
amount to some $5 million
charge of the weather station the same road, came over the
at Cairo, m., said Tuesday an- hill, swerved to the left in an
other inch of rainfall is forecast attempt to miss the Morrison
for the upper Ohio River basin car, but the right fronts of both
and the Cumberland and Ten- cars collided, according to
nessee river valleys today.
Trooper Cruse. Mrs. Jones was
But Fox said the rains are a passenger in the car with
not expected to contribute sub- Morrison, the trooper said.
stantially to the flooding probMorrison and Mrs. Jones
lem because the relatively low were brought to the hospital by
Ohio River is acting as a reser- a Max Churchill ambulance.
voir.
At Wickliffe, the only town in
the state invaded by floodwaters, 14 of the 31 homes flooded
at the height of the March flood
have been surrounded or
flooded again.
The Ohio River is expected to
crest at 42 feet Friday at PaduHomecoming services will be
cah, three feet above flood held at the Temple Hill Upited
stage.
Methodist Church on Sunday,
The Mississippi is expected to May 6.
crest Thursday at New Madrid,
Rev. Clovis Kemp, pastor .of
Mo., the nearest reporting point the church, will be speaking at
to the four Kentucky counties the morning worship hour at ten
on the river.
a.m. Sunday School will be held
Gov. Ford said about 2,100 at eleven a.m. A basket dinner
•
persons are unemployed be- will be served at noon.
cause of the flooding, and more
Gospel. sAiing will began at
'than 250 hornen are still under, one p.m.JM all singers and
water.
listeners invited. Among those
In Paducah, water again whO will be present are Wayne
crept over low-lying fields, and Cathy Perrin.
which had been free of water, Persons interested in the
last week.
upkeep of the cemetery may
Rain fell throughout Westera,,__Jggve_ their., *mallow' at a
ATE WINNERS in the Kentucky Boptku State Sword Drill and Memory Work Session at BeeehKentucky T11e-Say, but i'VT§ not speclail tabie to be set up at the
Baptist?lurch, Louisville; were, left to right, Kept Harrison, Sherry Harrison, Renita 011ins,
expected to increase main river ,Fliurch oat Sunday.'
clash Paschall,all from the Sinking Spring Baptist Church.
floodinit.

Three Persons
Injured Here
In Accident

Floodwaters In W. Kentucky
Counties Predicted To Rise
Two Feet Higher Than Tuesday

Temple Hill Church
To Hold Its Annual
Homecoming Sunday

Cathy Christopher
Valedictorian

Penny Terhune
Salutatorian

Lake-Area Firms Apply
For Boat Dock Permits
Two lake-area firms have
applied for permits to construct
boat dock facilities on Kentucky
Lake, according to the Army
Corps of Engineers in Nash-,
vile.
Sportman's Ledge and
Martha, Route Fi, Benton,
has applied for a permit to
relocate existing and construct
additional recreational boat
dock facilities at Mile 4.7, right
bank, Jonathan Creek.
Some - Other - Piece - Resort,
Route One, New Concord, has
applied for a permit for existing
and proposed recreational boat
dock facilities opposite Mile 1.0,
left bank, Cypress Creek.
Plans indicate that the
Sportman's Lodge construction
will consist of a 44 by 254-foot
floating- dock with 26 boat
mooring slips, a new floating
breakwater,64 feet long, held in
place with six four-inch spuds;
relocating a 35 by 144-foot Lshaped dock to provide
moorage for pontoons or similar
craft; and the conversion of an
existing 22 by 45-foot floating
boathouse to a 22 by 22-foot
repair shop with a 16 by 16-foot
boat mooring slip.
The Some-Other-PlaceResort work will consists of a 26
by 40-foot boathouse; four 10 by
16-foot covered boat mooring
slips:and a dock building 30 by
50 feet. The overall size of the
dock is 40 by 116 feet with an
eight-foot wide access ramp
extending 99 feet from the
water's edge to the dock.
Approval is also requested for
a proposed swimming area
approximately 200 by 200 feet,
GOLDEN AGE CLUB
The Golden Age Club has
changed its meeting to Friday,
May 11, according to 0. C.
McLemore, president. The
potluck luncheon will be held at
the social hall of the First
United Methodist Churcb at
noon on May 11 instead of this
Friday as previously scheduled.
FREE DOG
Two German Shepherd dogs,
eight Itfontffs old, females, are
free to persons for pets. For
Information call 436-5624.

which will be marked with a
buoy line.
Decisions as to whether the
permits will be issued will be
based on evaluations of the
impact of the proposed constructions on the public interest,
an Army spokesman said.
Factors affecting the public
interest include navigation, fish
and wildlife, water quality,
economics, conservation,
aesthetics, recreation, water
supply,
flood
damage
prevention , ecosystem, and, in
general, the needs and welfare
of the people.

Students Sold
Full Page Ad
The attention of the reader is
called to the page advertisement yesterday which
was sold by Distributive
Education students of Murray
High School. The students sold
this ad as one means of raising
funds to send several students
to the National Distributive
Education meeting at Atlantic
City, New Jersey.
Students selling the ads were
Lamar Harrell, Jennifer
Tabers, Denise Morrison, Anna
Ftedmon, Mary Devine and
Nora Wyatt.
Readers are urged to read
this ad and to note the many
merchants and individuals who
aided them in this project. The
center of the advertisement
shows students involved in
various areas of instruction
offered by the Distributive
Education and the copy indicates just what DE is and
what its purposes and goals are.
Several persons contributed
to the project even though they
did not purchase an advertisement.
The main layout was completed by Anna Redmon with
the 'other students assisting.
This ad is part of the unit of
instruction on advertising
Distributive
taught
in
Echtentton I at the Murray',
Vocational School by Mrs. Vicki
Shell
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Ten Years Ago Today
Lituont•'rune

nut

Deaths reported are Marvin A. Broach of Coldwater, age 81, and Mrs. Thelma Allie Brooks of
Dexter Route One, age 57, both yesterday.
A music-drama based upon the invention of radio
by Murray's Nathan B. Stubblefield has been
Written by Paul Shahan and Mrs. Lillian Lowry and
Will be produced May 23-25 at the Kenlake Amfohitheatre.
• Prof. Bill Boaz of the Art Department of Murray
:State College was speaker at the meeting of the Zeta
Department of the Murray Woman's Club. Mrs.
Raymond T. Hewitt is Zeta Chairman.
Pork roast is advertised at 29 cents per pound in
,the Johnson's Grocery ad this week.

20 Years Ago Today
. Mrs. Martha Drennan McCullen, age 78, died
yesterday at the Murray Hospital.
• The J.N. Williams Chapter of the United
Daughters of the Confederacy will promote a drive
for funds to erect a memorial to Nathan B. Stubblefield at the front of Bowman Cemetery where he
is buried.
Pvt. William E. Hopkins, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Davy Hopkins, completed basic training at the
-Medical Replacement Training Center at Camp
'Pickett, Va.
New officers of the Hazel High School PTA are
!Mrs. L.J. Hill, Mrs. Wylie Parker, Mrs. Billie Joe
EStrader, and' Mrs. Russ Taylor.

1,..‘ Declare his glory among the heathen, MS wonders
"-among all people. Psalm 96:3.
: How often it is that unbelievers hear our corn.plaints instead of our song of glory and praise.

• *
Thus far 131 students -- 91 men and 40 women —
have applied for residency next fall in the University
-'of' -Kentueirr's -u-nelergraeluate eeedueationai--dormitory, Blanding Tower 1. The dorm can house
166 students. The new dorm arrangement has caused
much controversy.

4 MOTORWAYS

Key to safe driving
is concentration
'.:
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By JON THOMPSON
Copley News Service
Concentration is really the
key to it all, the key to staying
alive and in one piece while on
the road.
Lack of concentration —
talking to a passenger, daydreaming or whatever, leads
to mistakes. And we've all
seen the fruits of a mistake
some poor soul has made
while he was driving.
A survey by the National
safety-Council recently revealed a group of the most
common driving errors and
just a glance indicates that
some of them are purely the
result of not concentrating on
the rather serious job of driving.

:t:
Several Of the errors named
"
..:••• by the National Safety Council
are as follows:
— Distractions. The attractive nuisance of a flashy billboard, a pretty girl in a short
skirt or an accident in an adjacent lane.
— Inattention. Caused by
illness, personal problems,
too much to drink or by just
plain carelessness.
— Poor vehicle condition.
Failure to pay proper attention to proper vehicle maintenance, every phase of it, is every bit as dangerous as reckless driving.
-- Poor passing techruques.
Swinging out too soon, attempting to pass too many
cars at one time, inability to
: properly judge distances
quickly, pulling back into the
lane too soon — all can lead
to big trouble.
— Driving too fast for preconditions. Driving is
Yarling
•
obviously more than just
- guiding and going. tt requires
a little intelligent analysis of
- combinations of factors like
rain, road conditionss fog and
'the arnount of traffic.
• — Following too closely. Air
incredible number of freeway

r.

Randell Miller, Sedalia, individual dark fired tobacco
grading, and Sedalia, team
dark fired tobacco grading;
Gary Trecenbock, South
Marshall, individual dark air
cured tobacco grading, and
South Marshall, team dark air
cured tobacco grading; Kenny
Humphreys, Hickman County,
seed judging.

***
At the Democratic Party's Victory Gala in
Frankfort last Saturday night Gov. Ford announced
that the party's fund-raisin& efforts had thus far
raised $769,328.73. At the same event Ford and state
party chairman J. R. Miller of Owensboto praised 39
year-old John Y. Brown, Jr. of Louisville, thus
sparking more political rumors that Ford and Miller
might support Brown for governor in 1975.
Last week at a Paducah fund-raising party attended
by about 600 western Kentuckians Ford, Miller and
Lt. Gov. Julian Carroll were present. Relations are
obviously strained between Ford-Miller and Carroll.
Miller, in a WPSD-TV interview with news reporter,
Gary Roedemeier, was asked if he could support
Carroll for governor in 1975. Miller replied that
Carroll had never asked for his support and that he
would consider it when asked.

Q. I just paid $150 for a 1959
Chevrolet El Camino. The day
after I bought it I was offered
a lot more for it and was told
that this particular machine
is in great demand. Is this
true — J.M. F,dler, Braidwood,
A.,The '59 Chev El Camino
is a *popular unit. To determine just how much in demand it inn your location and
what it might be worth to you,
ou might talk to sorileone in a
local performance accessory
stdre.

These happenings give credibility to an April 18
front page news article by reporter Jay Gourley of
The Kentucky Post (Covington), who wrote (in part):
"John Y. Brown, Jr. — Kentucky Fried Chicken
millionaire -- may become Gov. Wendell Ford's choice
for the next governor of Kentucky. Asked outright if
Ford had approached him' on the matter, at first
Brown said, 'Well, I think he's appeared interested in
me.' Then later he explained, 'I have had it expressed
to me through other parties, of his (Ford's) in rest
my future'."

i

TOKYO — Japan'
exports this year ni
through the $100-mil
or come quite closi
mark.
This was admitted
luctance" by Minoru
be, executive direct
Japan Bicycle Prorr
stitute at his office or
Akasaka, Tokyo.
Bicycle manufact
Japan turned out ab
lion units in 1972 arx
production figure w
an estimated 8.15 re
indicated. Behind
mated increase of or
units over 1972 is
driving force — the
real" movement no'
ing far arid wide in I
tr5' •
Who in the world
most bicological-rnir
pie? The Dutch, no
United Nations
show that in 1970 t1
people had the hig
centage for bike usa
bicycle per 1,7 persi
mark was a close se
a rate of one per 2.2
Japan stood seventh
per 3.5 persons after
West Germany, Sti
and Belgium, in th
The United States.
below Japan with a r
per five persons. M
owned the largest n
bikes in the world —
million. In this an
was second, with 31
Before the war J
ported a fairly largi
of roadsters, the ho
sturdy, heavy-duty
called the "Tradesn
rier bicycle" in B:
Taiwan, Manchuria
countries in the so-ca
bloc." But now .
makers are no Ionj
ested in the rnanuf
such, homely looli
chines. As a matte
.the roadsters produi
=pan in 1971 accounid
5 per cent of the toe
The bulk of the
made in Japan tr
sleek, silvery affa
equipped with a Ii
speed gear, a tachometer and a ,..dynar
And it is complete wi
view mirror and a
indicating flasher.
Kazurnasa Tsutsi
sales section of Br
Cycle Industry Co.
these up-to-date ma(
so light that cycli
easily ride them
ground with one han
dieted that the 224
cycle would become
of 1973 bicological 1
Japan.
The bicycle marli
pan was long domi
imports from Eng
America such
"Rudge," "Premi
"Dayton" brands. I
port race between
. and America the
eventually won
shrewd English mi
gan to manufactur
machines for export
The regular 28-inch
were apparently
short-sized Japanes.
It was only after
I that major Japai
makers such as Mi
Nichibei began to t
own in the market
out those sturdy roi
large numbers.
• Today, Japan is U
largest bicycle prc
the world, after tt
States.
About 20 per cent
million units being
during 1973 are earn
export and 35 per ri
total output of bicy
are being set aside
ment abroad, Watar

-A- OPEN EVERY NIGHT *

rmib- MURRAY
Ends Ton ite-"BlAri. CAESAR"

A

A

hur.-Fri.- Sat.*

OMAN'S

Hosted by the agriculture
department at Murray State,
the field day competition is
designed to help FFA member
prepare to participate in
statewide competition at the
Kentucky State Fair in
Louisville in August.

Iftlje far

************
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BEST PICTURE
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T
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M *
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Starts Thursday

Peter Sellers
"Where Does
It Hurt7.1"
4944 where1°1840

as Albert T Hopinage Hosprai Admonisfrater

MEET SHERIFF

BUFORD PUSSER
IN THE

@NOVA LOBBY
TONITE 6:00 to 10:00 p.m.
See "WALKING TALL" at 7:30 & 10:00

rn

If you've already seen "WALKING
TALL " and want to meet Sheriff
Pusser come to the CAPRI from
7:30 til 9:00 and we will try to
accommodate you.

* CINEMA 2 *
SHOWTIME 7:08

* *
fwo of Kentucky's 120 counties are considering a
merger. The Northern Kentucky Area Planning
Commission recommended last week that Campbell
and Kenton counties be merged into a single
governmental unit with a population of 218,000.
There are 37 communities, including populous
Covington and Newport, in the two counties. The
commission director, William Bowdy, says the
proposal, culminating five years of study, would
provide a strong, unified and effective government for
the area. The plan would have to be approved by the
Kentucky legislature.

So leave about one car
length of space for every ten
miles per hour of speed.
— Misadjusted headlights.
The sole problem here is not
just that oncoming drivers
may be blinded. You obviously rely on those lamps for light
— but they're not doing the
job if adjusted incorrectly and
thus failing -to thrinv maximum amounts of light onthe
roadway in front of you.
— Traveling too slow for
conditions. A driver who travels at a speed less than that of
the rest of the traffic is asking
to become part of a rear end
accident.
•
.-- Failure to yield right-ofway. When in doubt, let simple courtesy be your guide.

ST. LOUIS, Mo. (ANF)—The Army Reserve Components
selection boards, with the exception of those for general
officers, have been moved to the U.S. Army Reserve Components Personnel and Administration Center (RCPAC).
Convening the boards at RCPAC will enable both board
members and RCPAC personnel to have access to Reserve
personnel records. Having the boards and records at the
same place should improve efficiency in the exchange of information between board suppert personnel and the board
recorder.
The Reserve boards will remain under the general staff
supervision of the chief, Office of Reserve Components, with
administrative and logistical support coming from RCPAC.
A board secretariat at RCPAC will take on the SHIM- job
functions currently held by the board secretariat at the Military Personnel Center in Alexandria, Va.

Dennis Bouland, Farrninton,
weed plant identification; Jan
Gresham, Christian County,
woody ornamental plant
identification; Danny Cox,
Symsonia, auctioneering; Gary
Carpenter, Ballard Memorial,
tractor trouble shooting; and
Danny Ashley, MadisonvilleNorth Hopkins, tractor driving.

or The Fin•st In Merits Entortofnmoof

* cc
In a "down to the wire" effort to approve time
schedules for bringing Kentucky's major air pollution
sources into compliance with state and federal
regulations, the Kentucky Department for Natural
Resources and Environmental Protection has
scheduled a joint hearing with the U. S.
Environmental Protection Agency. The department's
Division of Air Pollution and EPA representatives will
hear the compliance schedules of 283 of the state's
major air pollution sources at a Frankfort meeting
May 22 in the auditorium of the State Health
Department building.

accidents, particularly in urban areas, are the result of
tailgating — following too
'closely. Your reactions, as
fast as they may be, still allow
your car to cover a lot ground
before you can act. And your
caerstp=outs
whose motion must be
checked.

Automotive question g of
general interest will be answered in this column. If you
have a question about your
car, motorcycle. boat or recreational vehicle write Motorways. Copley News Service.
in care of this newspaper.

The winners in the events
were:
Steve McCuiston, Calloway
County, individual dairy
judging, and Calloway County
team dairy judging; Hobert
Hales, Hickman County, individual soil judging, and Lyon
County, team soil judging; Dale
Wilson, North Marshall, in
dividual
burley
tobacco
grading, and Farmington, team
burley tobacco grading.

'

a.•*
Gov. and Mrs. Wendell H. Ford will host the annual
Derby Day breakfast at the Executive Mansion this;,--Saturday. Then at about 5:45 p.m.(EDT) Gov. Ford
will present roses to the owner of the winning
thoroughbred of the 99th annual Kentucky Derby at
historic Churchill Downs in Louisville.

'Thoughtfor Today

se.

namental plant identification;
auctioneering ; tractor trouble
shooting; and tractor driving.

CENTRAL

Japc
push
bike

Selection Boards Move
For' Guard, Reserve

Caldwell Wins Top
Honors In Contest
Held Here Friday

High
County
Caldwell
School's chapter of the Future
Farmers of American won top
honors Friday in the 20th annual
Agriculture Field Day competition at Murray State
University.
•
Competing against 35 other
By SENATOR CARROLL HUBBARD
•
•
chapters in 12 major contests
************************************
that drew more than 1,000
students to the university's 356MAY FIELD, Ky. — Floods which now cover more
acre laboratory farm, Caldwell
than 100,490 acres of Kentucky farmlands have been
County compiled 3,580 overall
termed "a first-class agricultural disaster" by state
points to edge second place
officials.
Lowes High School by 88 points.
until
an
Even as the waters continued to rise
Hickman County finished
expected crest this week, nearly all of the state's corn
third in the overall competition
of
end
at
Use
silage
for
scrapped
be
have
to
crop will
with 3,356 points, followed by
this season. The rain and floods are now endangering
Fteidland in fourth with 3,317
the state's tobacco crop.
and North Marshall in fifth with
Bill Padon, assistant commissioner of agriculture in 3,243
possibly
couldn't
Kentucky, says: "Much of the corn
Caldwell County had one tie
mature enough for anything but feed before harvest".
for first place, two second
Padon predicted the corn loss at $2 million to $2.5
places, a third, two fourths and
million to Kentucky farmers and said that if the rain
two fifths to amass the winning
continues "wildfire (a tobacco disease) will destroy
point total.
the supply of young tobacco plants." Wildfire
Steve Wallace of Caldwell
flourishes in sodden ground, so it's too early to tell
County tied with David Damron
exactly how far it will spread. Padon estimates that
of Ballard Memorial for first
the loss this year for tobacco farmers will be about $1
place in the individual general
million to $1.6 million.
livestock judging, and Lowes
"Kentucky's $2 million soybean crop faces
won the team event in the
complete destruction and the state's $500,000 cotton
general livestock judging, with
crop is destroyed," Padon says.
Caldwell County as the runThere still would be time to plant soybeans with a
nerup.
chance of survival, Padon indicates, but the first
freeze this fall will likely catch the crop in an
Other major contests inImmature stage. Cotton would have had to be planted
cluded: individual and team
before now for it to mature and several previously
dairy judging; individual and
planted cotton fields are flooded.
team soil judging; individual
• 4.
and team burley tobacco
The annual alumni banquet of Murray State
grading; individual and team
University was attended last Saturday by about 500
dark fired tobacco grading;
MSU supporters who shared in honoring retiring
Individual
and team dark air
President and Mrs. Harry M. Sparks. Tributes and
cured tobacco grading; seed
gifts were presented both honorees.
judging; weed plant inThe screening committee of the MSU Board of
woody ordentification;
Regents is still actively pursuing the sixth president of
the university. The committee met last Friday and
Saturday, interviewing seven applicants. Several more
applicants are to be interviewed during May. Earlier
thinking was that the new president would be chosen
and announced by June. This appears to be doubtful
now.
CINEMAS
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Meanwhile, Brown's father (JYB, Sr.) is a candidate
•
*
-for-the House ott ft-Prcesentativet'4e-LemirAft..*
Plete4eciat-•Leate Freak Show—Fri.-4.1219.390"brother-in-law, William H. McCann, a Lexington ' *
trwith Roadrunner Film Festival
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attorney, is a candidate fOr ttte State Senate.. . • -
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MURDER.
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PRODUCE

FROZEN FOODS

TOKYO — Japan's bicycle
exports this year may break
through the $100-million level
or come quite close to that
mark.
This was admitted with "reluctance" by Minoru Watanabe, executive director of the
Japan Bicycle Promotion Institute at his office on Aoi-cho,
Akasaka, Tokyo.
Bicycle manufacturers in
Japan turned out about 7 million units in 1972 and the 1973
production figure will reach
an estimated 8.15 million, he
indicated. Behind the estimated increase of one million
units over 1972 is a strong
driving force — the "bicological" movement now spreading far arid wide in this country.
Who in the world are the
most bicological-nunded people? The Dutch, no doubt.
United Nations statistics
show that in 1970 the Dutch
people had the highest percentage for bike usage — one
bicycle per 1.7 persons. Denmark was a close second with
a rate of one per 2.2 persons.
Japan stood seventh with one
per 3.5 persons after Sweden,
West Germany, Switzerland
and Belgium, in that order.
The United States was far
below Japan with a rate of one
per five persons. Although it
owned the largest number of
bikes in the world — about 40
million. In this area Japan
was second, with 30 million.
Before the war Japan exported a fairly large number
of roadsters, the homely but
sturdy, heavy-duty vehicles
called the "Tradestnen's carrier bicycle" in Britain, to
Taiwan, Manchuria and other
countries in the so-called "yen
bloc." But now Japanese
makers are no longer interested in the manufacture of
such, homely looking machines, As a matter of fact,
he roadsters produced in Japan in 1971 accountaloterb...1
5 per cent of the total output.
The bulk of the bicycles
made in Japan today are
sleek, silvery affairs, each
equipped with a five or 10speed gear, a tacho-and-speed
meter and a dynamo lamp.
And it is complete with a rearview mirror and a directionindicating flasher.
Kazurnasa Tsutsui of the
sales section of Bridgestone
Cycle Industry Co. here said
these up-to-date machines are
so light that cyclers could
easily ride them off the
ground with one hand. He predicted that the 22-inch minicycle would become a center
of 1973 bicological fashion in
Japan.
The bicycle market in Japan was long dominated by
imports from England and
America such
as the
"Rudge," "Premier" and
"Dayton" brands. In the export race between England
. and America the Britons
eventually won as some
shrewd English makers began to manufacture 26-inch
machines for export to Japan.
The regular 28-inch vehicles
were apparently unfit for
short-sized Japanese cyclers.
It was only after World War
I that major Japanese bike
makers such as Miyata and
Nichibei began to hold their
own in the market by turning
out those sturdy roadsters in
large numbers.
Today, Japan is the second
Largest bicycle producer in
the world, after the United
States,
About 20 per cent of the 8.15
million units being produced
during 1973 are earmarked for
export and 35 per rent of the
total output of bicycle parts
are being set aside for shipment abroad, Watanabe said.

ONIONS

„According to figures published recently, food is still a
Frenchman's No. 1 budget
priority and on the average he
spends more on his car than
his rent.
Frenchmen spend 37.3 per
cent of their income on food,
with meat accounting for 12.8
per cent, and three out of five
households own cars, with 10
per -tent spent on maintenese=
cenj
For rent, the National Statistical Institute reports.

JELLY
18-0z. Jar
Apple-Grape,
Apple-Strawberry,
Apple-Blackberry 3f"8

PIZZA
Morton
GRAPEFRUIT PT PIES

Large 3-oz. Jar
SAVE 70'
111
Chase &
Sanborn

COFFEE
Frosty Acres

GREEN PEAS
ORANGES
1'421)419'
39;
CREAM PIES
,125 Size

Doz.

Morton

Fresh CrisP

Parker
Super Value

Y4 lb. Box

Asstd Flavors

BREAD

14 oz
Kraft
Parkay

5for sioo

16 oz
Loaf

Coronet

Pine-So
Cleans-Disinfects
15-oz. Bot

Hyde Park

Ai9;

Potato
Chips

111941M

39;

101
/
2 oz. Twin

FOOD VALUES THAT ADD•UP TO LOWER TOTAL BILLS
a Wish Bone California
DEL MONTE
Onion
Fresh Grade A
PINEAPPLE

*‘.
EGGS
Doz 49'
Large

Crushed ot Sliced
(with our coupon below)
8%-oz. Can

A TV EATS

Colonial Pure Cane

GOOD ONLY AT

SUGAR

That's Our Specia

Parker's Mkt.

with our coupon below

C

LEAN, MEATY

eNN
Sanborn

ixed Chops

(Chast

Sanborn

Craddock

Pure Pork

Sausage
89;

Lean, Tender
Offer Expires 5/8/73

Minute Steak
cipa4Pme'#'"466(

lb

Flavorite Brand

Sliced Bacon
79;
1-lb. pkg.

FLOUR' I
LIGHT CRUST
Arrowhead

5-lb. bag

_
ISH-BOIVE

Bottles 16 oz

Chicken Parts

;!
111 ;111111)
-0 Lipton

odi

BREASTS 79;lb t
P'
0
496 lb.
Wings

NECKS and BACKS' 294 lb.

a

SALAD
DRESSING
Parke's Mkt.

FS Ex.,..5/8/73
FitmONNMQOre

Parker's Mkt. Coupon
Instant

* FRESH CUT *

THIGHS.69,lb.

59;

ftt
T11.-SD-14

Off Any

•
Coupon
Worth

Redeemable onlY at -

Plain & Self-Rising

12-oz. Pkg.

696 lb.

itwoomm
This

Brand

WIENERS
49c
LEGS

Food is No. 1
on French budgets

Kraft
Blended

leno's
Cheese & Sausage

New Texas Yellow Sweet
Kyodo —
Copley News Service
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PARKER'S MARKET COUPON.

AI

COLONIAL
0.

Lipton Tea oe
SAVE 70'
with this

5 lb.

0II

11
Lrg. 3 oz.coupon609
jar
Good Only At Parker's
Om
Offer Expires 5/8/73
immomiLmLwlibeoe.isi.mb.4 %III NI MEI

..YOU CAN'T BEAT OUR PRICE!!"
Located in Downtown
Shopping Centers
7 a.m.' to 9 p.m.
6 Days A"Week

55; L'

With coupon
Offer Expires 5/8/73
Good Only at Parker's Mkt
MEMir

SHOP WHERE
YOU.CAN
SAVE!!
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99th Kentucky Derby Expected
To Be One Of The Fastest Ever

Thoroui
First 30

By ED SCHUYLER JR.
Associated Press Sports Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) Top speed horses like Shecky
Greene and Royal and Regal
and quality finishers such as
Secretariat and Sham are expected to make the 99th Kentucky Derby one of the fastest.
"The way everybody is working, the race will be run in
close to two minutes," Lucien
Laurin, trainer of favored Secretariat said Tuesday.
The Derby and Churchill
Downs track record for 1 4,4
miles is 2:00 by Northern Dancer in 1964.
A field of fifteen 3-year-olds
was shaping up and if that
many start, Saturday's Derby
would be the idlest, with $148,308hto the winner.
Post time is 5:40 p.m., EDT,
with television coverage from 5
p.m.-6 p.m. and radio coverage
from 5:25-5:44 p.m., both by
CBS.
It's doubtful if any Doti
starters will come out of-MU
Derby Trial, which Settecento
won Tuesday by 1 1-4 lengths
over favored Mr. Prospector,
with I'm Guaranteed third in a
field of five. Owner Martin Wygod said he would take 24 hours
to decide if Settecento, ridden

Murray State's beset
will attempt to become
30-game winner ever a'
when it plays Souther

But the real speedster is
Shecky Greene, owned by Joe
Kellman, who set a Hialeah
track record of 1:08 3-5 for six
furlongs, equaled a Gulfstream
track mark of 1:20 4-5 for seven
furlongs and ran seven furlongs
in 1:23 in winning by almost
five lengths in the Stepping
Stone Purse at the Downs last
Saturday
Lou Goldfine, who also trains
Arthur Appleton's stretch-running My Gallant, the Blue
Grass Stakes winner, isn't keen
about starting Shecky Greene
but Kellman obviously is.
"We're not a doubtful starter
any more. We're a probably
starter," Kellman said of
WINNERS OF THE JUNIOR MEN'S TROPHY in the rugged 12-mile bicycle race heici in the
Shecky
status Environmental Education Center of Land Between the Lakes recently were I. to I%) Mike Ramsey,
Greene's
Tuesday.
Sam Kelley, Kirk Johnson and Mike Orten, all of Murray. The races were sponsored by Kentucky's
The jockey assignments for Western Waterland IKWW),a local travel promotion organization; TVA; and The Wheelmen, a local
the probable field:
bicycle club.
Secretariat, Ron Turcotte, •
Angle Light, Jacinto Vasquez;
Sham, Lafitt Pincay; Knightly
Jaime
Dawn,
Arellabo;
Restioss Jet. kiptc...lidk: MY
Gallant, Angel Cordero; Shecky
breen, No Boy; Royal and
Regal. Walter Blum
Max Gluck's Twice a Prince, By HERSCHEL NISSENSON.
a double and Hernandez loaded Philadelphia and the Astros
Bobby Ussery; Mrs. Robert Associated Press Sports
Writer the bases with two more walks. added a pair in the seventh, the
Feinberg's Impecunious,
Manager Bill Virdon of the That got Dave Giusti in.. and second coming when Wynn was
Braulio Baeza; Ed Elsemeyer's Pittsburgh Pirates got
some Virdon out.
hit by a pitch, stole second and
Warbucks, Bill Hartack; Prit- bad news Tuesda5
, night ... and
Bonds tagged a 2-2 pitch up scored on a single by Hector
chard, Thomas and Ressequet's then he got some worse news.
the alley in left-center as Mat- Torres
Our Native, Doe Brumfield;
First the bad news: Virdon thews, Dave Rader and Jinuiry
Greentree Stable's Starkers, was ejected
by umpire Doug Howarth all raced home.
Dan Gargan; Lazy F Ranch's Harvey with
the bases loaded
Fourth-inning home runs by
Forego, Pete Anderson, and and two out in
the bottom of
Stevenson and Stump's Navajo, the ninth inning for protesting Billy Williams, Ron Santo and
Jose Cardenal powered the
Weston Soirez.
ball-and-strike calls.
The assignments of Osaery on
By WILL GRIMSLEY
more popular. For instance,
Now the worse news: With Cubs over Loa Angeles. It was
Chicago's fourth win in a row
AP Special Correspondent
there's Royal and Regal, an Twice a Prince and Arellano on Virdon en route to the clubLOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP)- If impressive handle, not to men- Knightly Dawn were not house, Bobby Bonds slammed a and boosted them into a first- By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
place tie with the idle Mets in
you're going to put a few bucks tion Twice a Prince, Knightly definite.
three-run double that capped a
Milwaukee's John Briggs rethe
NL East, the first time
on Saturday's Kentucky Der- Dawn and My Gallant.
seven-run explosion and lifted
membered the one hit he mansince
June
24,
1970-except
for
by -playing a hunch-it stands
the San Francisco Giants to a
Royal and Regal was sired
opening day-they've been that aged against Oakland's Blue
to reason you'd rather go for a by a horse
stunning 8-7 triumph over the
Moon Odom last season. He'll
named Vaguely
high.
horse named Blue Chip Dan or Noble.
slumping Pirates.
also remember the two hits he
Twice a Prince has
Fred
Kendall
and
Dave
Knightly Dawn than Impe- nothing but
Elsewhere in the National
walloped off the A's rightPrinces dangling on
cunious which means
no his family tree. Kni
League, the . Chicago Cubs Campbell each drove in three hander Tuesday night.
By
The
Associated
Press
'
runs and Nate Colbert doubled
trounced Los Angeles 9-5, MonAmerican League
Briggs, who earlier had exDawn's father was named Sir
home two more as San Diego
This is the horse race that is Gaylord-it
treal
outalugged
Atlanta
9-6
deW.
L
Pet
GB
pressed concern over his lack
figures-and My
trounced
St.
Louis.
hapless
It
gnore than a horse race. It Gallant
spite a pair of home runs by
10 9 .526 came from the great Milwaukee
was the Cards' 16th defeat in 19 of runs batted in, hit a threecan't be confined to the hard Gallant Man.
10 10 .500 % Hank Aaron, Houston blanked games
Baltimore
triple and then belted a
and their seventh loss run
boots and tout sheets. It spills
10 10 .500 'a Philadelphia 3-0 as Jerry Reuss on the road,
game-winning home run in the
There's something inviting New York
where
they
have
out of the backstretch into ev- about the name
outdueled Steve Carlton and
10 11 .476 1
ninth as the Brewers defeated
of Mr. Prospec- Detroit
ery office, bar and private club tor, who came
San Diego pounded St. Louis 10- yet to win.
9 12 429 2
the A's 4-3 Tuesday night and
out of the womb Cleveland
The
Padres
snapped
a
3-3
tie
n the land.
7 11 .389 2% 5. The New York Mets and Cinmoved into first place in the
of Gold Digger. Prospectors Boston
Breeding and form charts_becinnati Reds were not sched- with six runs in the fifth inning American League East.
West
grub for gold and there's a
off
Scipio
Spinks
and Wayne
Come material. Secretaries by horse in
uled.
11 5 .688 "I had been getting my hits
the Derby named Gold Chicago
Granger. Derrel Thomas drove
thousands will giggle and Bag,
American League scores:
sired by Bagdad, and an- Kansas City 13 9 .556 2
in the tie-breaking run with a with nobody on base or I'd
y when they draw in the of9 8 529 2/
1
2 Chicago 6, Baltimore 5; New
other connoting a big payoff, Minnesota
single and Colbert's double sent wind up sending someone from
ice pool. Hard hats and ty- , Blue
Oakland
9 12 .429 4% York 6, Kansas City 1; Milfirst to second or something
Chip Dan.
two more runs across.
Oons suddenly become thorTexas
7 10 .412 4% waukee 4, Oakland 3; CaliforPinch hitter Hal Breeden's like that," Briggs said. "But I
If angles interest you, you
pughbred experts.
nia 6, Detroit 2 and Texas 7.
Tuesday's Games
tie-breaking infield hit with the figured it's a long season and
• All of these amateur railbirds might want to put a deuce on
Boston 6. The Cleveland-MinNew York 6, Kansas City 1
bases loaded and Ron Hunt's I'd start getting some RBIs
lay hunches. All of them can Angle Light, the Wood Menesota game was rained out.
Texas 7, Boston 6
single accounted for three runs eventually."
swayed by the ring of a morial winner by Quadrangle,
California 6, Detroit 2
Pittsburgh's Bob Moot* was
Briggs hit Odom's first pitch
in the eighth inning and led
and, if you like your horses
kiame.
breezing along with a five-hitMilwaukee 4, Oakland 3
of
the ninth-"I think it was a
Montreal
over Atlanta despite
, There's nothing very exciting with a tiwst of lemon, how
Cleveland at Minnesota, ppd, ter and a 7-1 lead when he
the 679th and 680th career slider"-into the rightfield
!about the names of the two big about Vodika?
wet grounds.
walked Bonds to open the ninth. homers by
bleachers, snapping a 3-3 deadAaron.
favorites, Secretariat and
Restless Jet is certain to apChicago 6, Baltimore 5
lock and lifting the Brewers to
But he recovered to get a pair
Darrell
Evans'
three-run
phalli. Secretariat sounds like peal to those visualizing a rockWednesday Games
victory
of forceouts and it appeared as homer in the sixth gave
the
pmnething out of the United Na- et burning to get off the launchKansas City (Splitorff 3-1) at though the Pirates would snap
In other American League
Braves
a
5-4
lead
but
the
Expos
tions, but actually is named for ing pad, but who's going to bet New York (Meclich 2-0 or Kek- their five-game losing streak
games, California whipped Dewent
in
front
6-5
in
the
seventh
ec
nice little lady who served as on Navajo, the Wounded Knee ich 0-0)
Moose issued two more walks when rim Foil singled and troit 6-2, Texas edged Boston 7retary of the late Christ- situation being what it is, or
Texas (Broberg 0-2) at Bos- and pinch hitter Chris Arnold
6, New York crushed Kansas
Mike Jorgensen homered.
opher T. Chenery. Sham got his Forego, with that mortgage ton ( Tient 2-2, N
City 6-1 and Chicago beat Baltitagged reliever Rarnon HernanJim
Wynn's
fifth-inning
name from his papa, Pretense, perpetually staring you in the
California (Ryan 3-1) at De- dez for a grand slam home run.
homer gave Houston's Reuss more 6-5. Cleveland at Minand grandpa, Imitation, not the face?
troit ( Lolich 1-3) N
Gary Matthews followed with the only run he needed to beat nesota was rained out.
kind of labels you'd want atShecky Greene is named
Oakland (Holtzman 3-2 at
In the National League it
tached to a real champion.
after a night -elub comedian Milwaukee (Bell 3-2) N
was: Houston 3, Philadelphia 0;
Kingly names are likely to be and Warbucks can be traced inCleveland (Strom 1-1 at MinMontreal 9, Atlanta 6; San
directly to the Little Orphan nesota (Woodson 1-0) N
Diego 10, St. Louis 5; San'FranAnnie comic strip, but what's
Baltimore Palmer 1-1) at
cisco 8, Pittsbugh 7 and Chifunny when you've got the Chicago (Wood klic
cago 9, Los Angeles 5.
;)ailles
week's groceries riding on the -- Thursday
Oakland took a 2-0 lead in the
Nagames scheduled
vline"
third on Gene Tenace's homer
Then there's Impecunious.
but Briggs then put the BrewNational League
His grandpa on his mother's
ers in front with his basestime. So they head for the priBy JACK WEBB
East
side was Tom Fool and his
loaded triple to left center'.that
vate lakes and waste their
Copley News Service
By THE ASSOCIATED PkESS grandmother was Bank AcW. L Pct. GB
was barely missed by A's outSu per-Scr earners there.
Kentucky swept a double- count. They produced Im- Chicago
12 11‘ .600 A few years ago a thenCalifornia,for example, has
tiader from Western Michigan pecunious'
young novelist wrote a book
12 8 .600 many privately owned lakes.
mother, Soon New York
4 Tuesday as only two of the four Parted.
Pittsburgh
8 7 .533 1% called "Trout Fishing In
California's privately owned
Southeastern Conference base9 10 .474 2% America." I never read it, belakes, their owners assure
Add it up and you've got. -A Philadelphia
ball teams in action emerged
Montreal
8
11 .421 3% cause I understand it is not
you, are always kept stocked.
510 Main
fool and his purse are soon
as winners.
3 16 .158 8% about trout fishing and, if that
They are always stocked two
parted." At Derby time" No, St. Louis
MURRAY, KY.
is so, then its title is a little too
Kentucky won the first game
West
days before you arrive, no
cute for may taste.
14-13 and took the nightcap 4-3. much obliged.
San Francisco 19 6 .760 matter what day you arrive,
Hours:8:00-5:30
But someday someone
In each game, Jim Lett scored
Cincinnati
and they are all fished out by
13 8 .619 4
ought to really write a book
the winning run.
the time you throw your line
Houston
15 10 .600 4
about trout fishing in AmeriExcept Friday 8:00- 8:00
In the first game,Lett scored
in. Los Angeles 11 12 .478 7
ca, and about its demise.
when Kentucky pitcher John
• "You should have been here
San Diego
8 15 .348 10
Nowadays theonweekend
yesterday," says the owner qj
Bowling walked with the bases
NHL
Atlanta
7 14 .333 10
trout fisherman takes his hunthe private lake.'But here,
loaded; in the second game, he
Stanley Fup Championships
Tuesday's Games
dred bucks' worth of tackle,
why don't you try one of these
scored when shortstop Greg
t-of-7 Series
Houston 3, Philadelphia 0
heads for the nearest private
Super-Screamers? The big
Geyer committed a throwing
Times EDT
Montreal 9, Atlanta 8
lake, pays his two bucks for
ones bite them."
error on a ball hit by John
Finals
San Diego 10, St. Louis 5
the dubious privilege of fishBut the big ones aren't bitKoenen
Tuesday's Game
San Francisco 8, Pittsburgh 7 ing in it and then tries to find a
ing them that day. Maybe the
Montreal 4, Chicago 1, MonVanderbilt whipped David
Chicago 9, Los Angeles 5
spot on the edge of the lake
day before.
Lipscomb College 4-3 when treal leads 2-0
Only games scheduled
where no one else is fishing.
But icyou head up for the
Wednesday's
Games
Robert Hendrickson's one-out
Wednesday's Games
This accomplished(and it is
mountains, especially the
No games scheduled
sacrifice fly in the 11th inning
Pittsburgh (Walker 0-0 at San no easy task), he puts his $10
mountains near Yosemite in
Thursday's Games
drove home Ted Shipley.
Francisco (Barr 3-1)
guaranteed Super-Screamer
the middle part of the state,
Montreal
at
Chicago,
8:30
Houston
( Roberts 0-0) at trout lure on his line, throws it
Doug Wessell, who worked
you can get some good fishout and hooks a rock.
Philadelphia ( Lonborg 1-3) N
the final two innings in relief, p.m.
ing.
By the end of the day he is
Cincinnati (Grimsley 3-1) at
struck out five men to gain his
Near Yosemite is the glaout three Super-Screamers
WHA
New York (Seaver 2-2) N
first victory of the year.
cier country, where you will
.and
caught,
Avco
has
if
World
he
Trophy
is lucky,
ChampionMontreal (McAnally 1-0) at
A ninth-inning Georgia rally
still find some glaciers left
three small trout and a blueships
Atlanta (Dobson 2-2) N
fell hort as Georgia Tech deover from a million or so
Best-o(-7 Series
St. Louis (Gibson 0-3) at San gill that will furnish his cat
feated the Bulldogs 2.-1.
years ago when the big ice
one small bite of bone-filled
All Times EDT '
Diego (Kirby 14) N
masses flowed down over the
Center fielder Randy Rhino
-meat.
Finals
country from the north. There
Chicago (Pappas 1-2) arns
and shortstop Frank Turner
Trout fishing didn't use to
Tuesday's Game
Angeles(Dwoning 2-1) N
are many small lakes in the
paced Tech with two hits each.
No games scheduled
• -he like that, and it doesn't -glacier country, and, since
ThursdaY'IrGames
Auburn committed five errors
have to be, if the weekend
Wednesday's Games
they are at least a half-day's
Cincinnati at New York, N
and was bombed by South Alatrout fisherman is willing to
New England at Winnipeg, 9
hike from the nearest semiChicago at Los Angeles, N
bama 12-1, who gamed the doztake
a
few
days
of
his
vacapaved road, and since not
p.m., New Englands leads 1-0
St. Louis at San Diego, N
en runs on eight hits.
tion and head up for the
many people live in the hun7
Thursday's
Games
Pittftsirgh
at
San
Frapcjaco,
w•••Sink;Makk-Orthett.
• ffianntain •coisiviry.-- • "-- ...40=4.
gquare'
dredg"`bf
New Enaiiiorat.
nfpe
'1 hi • the ailY run roilice losA lot of fishermen, though,
wilderness around them, they
p.m.
Only games scheduled
ers
don't think they have, the
are always full of 'fish
by Larry Adams would run in
the Derby.
-With so much speed you
don't know what's going to happen," said Laurin. "One of the
speed horses might forget to
stop.';
Carter Thornton, trainer of
stretch-running ResUess Jet.
concurred:
"I just hope one of those
speed horses don't just keep going. It happened with Jet Pilot."
In 1947 Jet Pilot broke on the
lead and stayed there instead
of fading to win by a head over
the fast-finishing Phalanx.
Besides Shecky Greene and
Royal and Regal, other front
runners expected in the Derby
field were Ynightly Dawn and
Angle Light.
Knightly Dawn will run as
part of a Sigmund Sommerowned entry with Sham, who
won the Santa Anita Derby in a
sizzling 1:47 for 11-8 miles.
Angle Light.the front-running
winner of the Wood Memorial
over Sham and Secretariat, will
run as part of Laurin-trained
entry with Secretariat, Meadow
Stable's 1972 Horse of the Year
who is • capable of explosive
moves in the stretch. Edwin
Whittaker owns Angle Light.

San Francisco Explodes To 84
Win Over Slumping Pittsburgh

Names Give Clues
To Kentucky Winners

Canadiens Take 2-0
Lead With Win Tuesday
By JOE MOOSHIL
Associated Press Sports Writer
MONTREAL(AP)- "It was
a bad bounce for them but a
good one for us," said Frank
Mahovlich, who was the middleman on the key play Tuesday night which lifted the Montreal Canadiens to a 4-1 victory
over the battered Chicago
Black Hawks.
The triumph gave the high
flying Canadiens a 2-0 lead in
the best-of-seven Stanley Cup
final series. The Canadiens
could -lock up the series with
two more decisions in Chicago
Thursday night and Sunday
afternoon.
Stan Mikita, the Hawks' star
center, missed Tuesday's game
because of a painful ripped
middle finger on the right hand
suffered in the third period of
Sunday's game and defenseman
Doug Jarrett was knocked out
of action in the first period
Tuesday night when he injured
his rib cage.
Routed 8-3 in Sunday's opener, the Hawks tried a come-

Rain, Wind

back in the second game when
they tied the count 1-1 early in
the second period on a goal by
Cliff Koroll.

Threaten
Indy Practi

Five minkites later, at 12:08,
came what Canadien coach
Scotty Bowman called "the important goal." A flying puck hit
the sideboards in the Chicago
zone and took a tricky bounce
over defensernan Bill White's
stick.
Mahovlich, who was to score
the game's final goal into an
empty net at 19:26 of the third
period, grabbed the puck and
passed to Yvan Cournoyer, who
hammered it past Tony Esposito for what proved to be the
winning goal.

INDIANAPOLIS A
and high winds thre
curtail activity today
dianapolls Motor Spet
the second day in I
drivers continued pi.)
the May 28 Indy 500.
Gusts of wind up I
per hour lashed the
oval Tuesday and the
Weather Service fore
to southwesterly wind
m.p.h. early today.
"The wind just kept
you and letting you
grabbing you aged
Johnny Rutherford."
wild."
Rutherford took
McLaren racer out to
time Tuesday and saii
was "the worst I've
10 years at the Speed
Gary Bettenhausen
a lap at 196'440 de
firece midafternoon
Bobby Unser, the
winner and the offic
record-holder at the
rived here just in tim•
some o' the 10 driver
brave the winds.
"There's no way
said. "All you can do
outguess the wind sure can't learn ar
conditions like that."
Tuesday's fastest
posted by Gordon
who toured the track
m.p.h. in his Eagle.
Johncock's chief
George Bignotti, said
run, "We're just got'
the brakes in, see hos
check the chassis."
It was too windy
speeds, Bignotti sal
the day Johneock di
m.p.h. lap earlier t
"the wind sock wa
straight down."
Other drivers on
Tuesday were Art Pt
Simpson, Jimmy •
Dick Simon, David H
Bigelow and Johnny

"That was the important
goal," said Bowman, "because
I was afraid it might have been
a different story if they had
taken the lead. Right after they
tied the score, they had their
best skating shift. If they had
gotten the lead, I think they
would have been capable of
shutting us out."

Milwaukee Defeats Oakland
4-3 In AL Action On Tuesday
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Head for hills
for big fish

Kentucky Sweeps
Twinbill Tuesday
over W Michigan

fielder Bill North.
Frank Robinson and Bob Oliver each drove in two runs as
the Angels erupted for a 10-hit,
six-run attack in the first five
innings against the Tigers.
Robinson began the assault
with his fourth homer of the
season and 526th of his career
in the second inning and designated hitter Bill Grabarkewitz
added a solo shot in the third.
Pinch runner Tom Grieve
stole second and scored the
winning run on Jeff Burroughs'
two-out single in the ninth inning as the Rangers handed the

Swen Nater Signs
Virginia Contract
LOS ANGELES
AP) UCLA basketball reserve center Swen Nater may finally
have escaped the understudy
role to which he seemed
doomed.
A number one draft choice of
the National Basketball Association Milwaukee Bucks whose
center is Kareem Abdul-Jabbar, Nater Tuesday signed a
multiyear contract with the
Basketball
American
Association Virginia Squires,
whose centers are somewhat
less imposing.
Terms of the contract were
not disclosed.
If he had gone to the Bucks
Nater seemed certain to play
behind Jabbar as he had played
backup to Bill Walton at UCLA.
The signing will not end the
amateur status of the hot-shooting, 6-11 pivot man, who will
continue to play with the U.S.
All Stars in their series with
the U.S.S.R. national team, an
AAU spokesman said.

slumping Red Sox their 11th defeat in 14 games.
A three-run homer by Bobby
Murcer broke open a tight
game and relief ace Spark',
Lyle recorded his first save of
the season as the Yankees posted their fourth straight victory'
Lyle, who set a league record
of 35 saves last season, took the
Mound in the seventh with runners at first and third and one
out and retired the next two
batters on ground balls. I
Dick Allen hit two homers
and Ed Herrmann added a tworun blast that carried the White
Sox past the Orioles. AlleM.i
first homer in the first soared
into the double-decked left field
stands and bounced out of the
park. Brooks Robinson's second-inning homer gave the Orioles a 1-1 tie but Allen gave
Chicago the lead for good with
a two-run homer in the fourth.

A's Pitt
In Batt

TENNIS .
BAS HOMBURG,Germany - -Patti Hogan, La Jolla, Calif
defeated Lucia Bassi, Italy 6-4.
6-0 in the first round of the
Federation Cup tennis competition.
BASEBALL
NEW YORK -- The New
York Mets purchased journeyman outfielder Jim Gosger
from their Tidewater farm club
in the International League,
replacing John Milner, who is
disabled with a hamstring pull.
FOOTBALL .
CLEVELAND - The Cleveland Browns announced the
signing of two-tune All American running back Greg Pruitt
of the University of Oklahoma
to a multiyear contract for an
undisclosed amount.

By ERIC PRE'
Associated Press Sp
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Young And Old Competing,
In North-South Tourney

Thoroughbreds Will Try To Be
First 30 Game Winner At MSU
Murray State's baseball team
will attempt to become the first
30-game winner ever at Murray
when it plays Southern Illinois

Rain, Wind

Threaten
Indy Practice
INDIANAPOLIS 1API—Rain
and high winds threatened to
curtail acllvity today at the Indianapolis Motor Speedway for
the second day in a row as
drivers continued practice for
the May 28 Indy 500.
Gusts of wind up to 38 miles
per hour lashed the 242-mile
oval Tuesday and the National
Weather Service forecast south
to southwesterly winds at 14-21
m.p.h. early today.
'"the wind just kept grabbing
you and letting you go, then
grabbing you again," said
Johnny Rutherford. "It's really
wild."
Rutherford took his new
McLaren racer out for the first
time Tuesday and said the wind
was "the worst I've seen it in
10 years at the Speedway."
Gary Bettenhausen recorded
a lap at 196140 despite the
firece midafternoon winds.
Bobby Unser, the 1968 Indy
winner and the official speed
record-holder at the track, arrived here just in time to watch
some V the 10 drivers who did
brave the winds.
"There's no way," Unser
said. All you can do is try and
outguess the wind — and you
sure can't learn anything in
conditions like that."
Tuesday's fastest lap was
posted by Gordon Johncock,
who toured the track at 191.083
m.p.h. in his Eagle.
Johncock's chief mechanic,
George Bignotti, said before the
run, "We're just going to bend
the brakes in, see how it is, and
check the chassis."
It was too windy for high
speeds, Bignotti said, adding
ihe day Johncock drove a 199
mph. lap earlier this spring
"the wind sock was hanging
straight down."
Other drivers on the track
Tuesday were Art Pollard, Bill
Simpson, Jimmy Caruthers,
Dick Simon, David Hobbs, Tom
Bigelow and Johnny Parsons.

Wednesday at Carbondale.
The Racers are presently 299, champions of the Western
Division of the Ohio Valley
Conference with a 10-1 record,
and ranked 19th in the nation by
Collegiate Baseball.
The Racers won their 29th
game (two more than any
Murray telin in a season, 5-1
last Thursday at Memphis
State.
The game at SIU will be
Murray's last of the regular
season. The OVC Championship
playoff with eastern division
champion Morehead will begin
Friday at Morehead. A
doubleheader in the best-twoout-of-three series will be
played Friday. A single game
will be played Saturday, if
needed. Game time both days
will be 1 p.m.
Either Bill Emerson (2-1) or
Mike Tieke 4-0) will pitch at
SW. Jerry Weaver (8-0) and
Russ Peach (6-1) will pitch the
series-operung doubleheader at
Morehad.
The Racers not only broke
into the nation's top 20 last
week, they also scored heavily
in national statistics. Their

PINEHURST, N.C. ( AP)—
team batting average of .303
The age spread ranged from
was sixth-best in the nation.
Toni Draper's 58 to the 17 of
Weaver was the sixthBrad Fabel, Kentucky junior
winningest pitcher with 8 vicchampion from Madisonville,
tories, Peach ranked eighth in
as the North and South Amastrikeouts with 12.2 a game,and
teur Golf Championship staged
Rick Weisman was eilchth in
two rounds today.
homeruns with 10. Peach just
Thirty-two survivors of Tuesmissed being ranked in ERA
day's play faced morning third
with has staff leading 1.12.
round action, with the winners
Thieke has an ERA of 1.37 and
returning to the 7,051 yard No.
Weaver one of 2.31.
2 course of the Pinehurst Country Club for fourth round afterFreshman catcher Gene
noon play.
Steuber, who has played in 15
A half-dozen challengers from
games and will catch for
the ranks of the 50 and over set
Weaver at Morehead, leads the
still were around, chasing the
team in batting with a .412
title being defended by 21-yearaverage. Third baseman Steve
old Danny Edwards of EdCoulson is hitting .364, outmond, Okla.
fielder Rick Weisman .361,
12-mile
TICE FRATERNITY, Murray State University, woo a team trophy in the rugged
Whether they could survive
shortstop Leon Wurth .324,
Saturday.
last
Lakes
the
Between
Land
of
Environmental Education Center
two rounds over the challenging
second baseman Steve Barrett bicycle race held in the
Steve Gutowski,Steve lively, and Joe Matthews,
course against considerably
.328, and first baseman Mike The winning team was (I. to r.)
younger opposition remained to
Bono .312. Weisman leads in
be seen.
RBI's with 40, homeruns, triples
The upper bracket included
with 3, and base-on-balls with 36
hardy perennials Bill Hyndt a new season record). He has a
man, 57, from Huntingdon Valspectacular slugging perley, Pa., and Dale Morey, 54, of
centage of .759.
High Point, N.C., each a forBarrtett has 37 RBI's and 9
mer champion.
homeruns: Bono 31 RBI's, 12
Hynciman, who said if he
doubles, and 3 homeruns; and
Grogan and McCuiston will the mile run.
plays well here he may take
By MIKE BRANDON
Coulson 21 RBI's, 4 doubles, 3
come back in the 220 and Eli
Alan Lemons and Alan Jones another prack at the British
Ledger & Times Sportswriter
triples, and 1 homerun.
A few strong events and a lot Alexander will be the third will be handling both the high Arnateueln which he twice has
of untested skill in others will strong contender in the event. and the low hurdles for the been runner up, was paired
Bob Pinkston and Dean Tigers.
against Bill Mallon of Duke
sum up the Murray High track
Lannmg plus newcomer Ray
The broad jump will find University and Marlboro, Mass.
team for this season.
The Tigers will begin their Lane will make the 440 one of Lane, Seigler, Scott and Smith When Hyndman won his third
season Thursday afternoon with the toughest events for the while Lane and Seigler will be in Dixie Amateur title at Miami,
Fla., three months ago he shot
the triple jump.
a dual meet at Ballard Tigers.
In the 890, Eli Alexander and
Steve Porter and Ted Forrest 292 for 72 holes, two shots
Memorial.
As in the rest of the sports at James Fenton, a pair of will be entered in the shot put ahead of Mallon, who tied for
Wilt Chamberlain controlled
Murray
High, the track team sophomores, plus freshman while Dean Limning will join the third.
Lakers
the
the backboards for
Morey faced a match with
found
has
itself in the position of Dewey Seigler will add depth. two in the discus.
and forced the Knicks into outManagers for the team are Peter Green of Franklin, Mich.,
Both relay teams appear to be
and watching
side shooting where they didn't sitting at home
Bill Farris and Phillip Adams. runner-up here 13 years ago as
outstanding.
starting hitting until the fourth the. window pains cry.
team will be com880
"Overall, we expect to be a a University of North Carolina
The
the
year,
the
of
By
time
this
quarter. Then Dave DeBuasposed of McCuiston, Alexander, little short on speed. A lot sophomore.
chere and Bill Bradley scored Tigers should have already had
In the lower bracket, Draper,
six meets under the belt. Grogan, Jones and Thompson, depends on how our freshman
nine and eight points, respec- five or
is able to run in and sophomores can come of Troy, Mich., who won the
he
if
and
when
the
of
because
of
lack
But
tively, to lead the comeback.
the event. Another member of through," Tiger coach John tournament at 50 in 1965, went
Overall, DeBusschere was the cooperation by the weather
against Stan Stops of New Ormost of the season has the 880 relay team, Ricky Hine said
man,
25
with
scorer
leading
losers'
out with
been
has
Lovett,
La. Stops won the NCAA
leans,
been
and
washed
four
away
we
events,
for
field
"As
the
points but he commented,"The
will compose the entire illness.
expect to be strong in the high college division individual title
fact we closed to within three meets
The mile relay team will jump and in the pole vault. If two years ago as a member of
season.
points makes no difference. The
consist of Lane, Lanning, Steve Porter comes around like the LSU-New Orleans team.
will
Tigers
the
Next
Tuesday
fact remains that we are 0-1."
Harrison and Pinkston. Randy we hope, we should also be
Four time winner Bill CampThe second game in the best- be at Calloway for a triangular
with the Lakers and Chapman, Louie Smith and strong in the shot put," lima bell of Huntington, W.Va., who
of-7 final series will be played meet
will be 50 Saturday, went
Trigg County. On May Terry Turner will be entered in added.
at the Forum again Thursday powerful
the
Tigers
at
12
Hopkinsville,
night at 7:30 p.m., PDT, with
in the WKC
another capacity crowd of 17,- will be participating
meet before trying for the.
505 assured.
regional crown on the 19th at
Jerry West led the Lakers at
Fort Campbell.
the start and Gail Goodrich
The strongest event would
paced the second half when
West got into foul trouble. He appear to be the high jump
fouled out finally in the fourth where Joe Resig is the defenquarter, the first time since ding WKC Champion. Resig,
1970 that he has collected six who won the WKC last year by
clearing 5-10, will be backed up
fouls,
Goodrich scored 30, Jim by Todd Harrison, Louis Smith
McMillian 27 and West 24. and Charles Scott.
Another strong event in the
Chamberlain tallied 12 but
more importantly, he hauled field will be the pole vault where
down 20 rebounds and blocked Tony Childress should be one
of the top men in the region.
seven shots.
Cliff Dibble and Jimmy Gingles
will also participate in the
BASKETBALL
event.
Lanier,
DETROIT — Bob
There would appear to be
star center of the National Bas- some good strength in some of
kehall Association Detroit Pis- the sprints.
tons, was given a new five-year
Ken Grogan and Dale Mccontract worth $1.4 million.
Cuiston appear to be good
KitchenAid
KitchenAid
JACKSONVILLE,Fla. — Bob material in the 100 and Alan
IMPERIAL DELUXE
Gottlieb, assistant basketball Jones will add depth to the
coach at Kansas State for the event. Another possibility in the
front-loading
built-in dishwasher
past two years, was named as 100 is Tony Thompson, but he
portable dishwasher
head coach at Jackaonville Uni- has been sidelined for a week
MODEL KDI-17
,
MODEL KDD-67
• -w-versity.
with a pulled muscle.
.Patented SOAK
• FULL CYCLE and
CYCLE for heavily
RINSE/HOLD
soiled pots and pans.

Tigers To Open Track Season
Thursday At Ballard Memorial

Knicks' Rally Falls
ShortAs Lakers Win
By JACK STEVENSON
Associated Press Sports Writer
LOS ANGELES (AP) —
Coach Bill Sharman called for
his defending champion Los Angeles Lakers to improve if they
hope to beat the tenacious New
York Knicks who nearly overcame a 20-point deficit Tuesday
night.
Opening the National Basketball Association championship
playoffs, the Lakers surged to a
93-73 lead at the Forum with
just 1 minute 12 seconds left in
the third quarter.
Then the Knicks came roaring back, finally losing 115-112.
"That was one of the most
frustrating games I ever had to
watch," Sharman declared,
adding:
"I think we caught them a
little tired and if we expect to
win this series, we are going to
have to have better movement
and get the ball down the court
quicker."

A's Pitchers Keeping
In Batting Practice
more than a year," says Paul
By ERIC PREWITI'
Associated Press Sports Writer Lindblad, an A's reliever
Fans must come to the OakOAKLAND (AP) — When the
Oakland A's gathered in Ari- land Coliseum early to see the
zona for spring training, Man- A's pitchers hit. The hurlers
ager Dick Williams quickly as- get 20 minutes of batting cage
sured his pitchers they'd still time, at 10:55 a.m. before day
take batting practice this sea- games, which start at 1:30
,p.m., and at 5:25 p.m. before
. son.
"If they took that away from night games, which start at 8
us, we'd have nothing left," p.m.
The competition is fierce.
says John "Blue Moon" Odom,
"We play a game every day,
who hit two home runs in 1972
but hasn't come to bat this the starters against the relievers," explains Jim Hunter, who
year.
"I don't think any American batted .350 and .219 the past
League pitcher has batted yet. two seasons. "It's 50 cents a
The next time one does will man. The losing team pays,
probably be in the World and if it's a tie, both teams
Series," Odom added.
Pay
"The money goes into a pool,
The American League's new
designated hitter rule, a radical and we have a big party at the
change in big league baseball, end of the season. We had $160
will be in effect for regular sea- in there last year."
Under the rules of the game,
son and playoff games, but not
in the World Series. American a line drive to the outfield
League pitchers will also have grass is a single, a ball that
to bat in the mid-summer All- bounces against the wall is a
Star game, but may not ge4 a double, one that hits the wall is
chance then because of the a triple and one that clears the
fences is a home run.
frequent use of pinch hitters.
"Most of us swing for the
"It will be awfully tough for
the American League pitchers fences," says Lindblad. "It's
when they bat in the Series, easier to score that way than to
after not seeing real pitching in get a bunch of singles."

juA in time for

against Guy Cullins of Denton,
Tex. Cullins fashioned one of
the few upsets of the first two
rounds, a 2 and 1 victory over
Dick Siderowf, 1971 Canadian
Amateur champion from West- . r
port, Conn.
The lower bracket also in- .„
eluded a pair of 51-year-olds. Tony Reale, retired sailor from ,
East Norwalk, Conn., and Dr. ;
Ed Updegraff, three time Walker Cup player from Tuscon,
Ariz., were the veterans.
Reale played Dr. Gus Kozina,
32-year-old Lake Forest, Ill.,
dentist. Updegraff took on Bob
Bryant, a 34-year-old heating
contractor from Charlotte, N.C.
Fabel, winner of nine tournament medals last year, was
matched with Don Kelly of Auburn, Ind.
Edwards, an Oklahoma State
University senior, met Stan Lee
of Baton Rouge, La., winner of
four Arkansas titles.
John Dreyfus of Purchase,
N.Y., who surprised Bobby
Watkins of Richmond, Va., 2
and 1, drew Jay Sigel of Berwyn, Pa., who was four under
par Tuesday in edging Bernie
Dunn of Pitman, N.J., 3 and 2.
The match produced successive
eagles, Sigel's on the par-four
seventh and Dunn's on the par•
five eighth.
Other strong contenders in
the running included: Bill Harvey, of Jamestown, N.C.; Johre:
Birmingham of Pittsburgh,;
Pa.; Mike Killian of Largo,
Fla.; and Denny Yates of At-.
lanta, Ga.
GOLF .
PINEHURST, N.C. — Danny
Edwards, Oklahoma State University, led four other former
winners through the second
round of the North and South
Amateur Golf Tourarnent.
HOCKEY
ATLANTA — The Eastern
Hockey League announced the
formal dissolution of the EHL
and the formation of the North
American Hockey League and
the Southern Hockey League

eiVr;•••
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mother"day
itchonAiél®
dishwashers and disposers

• FULL CYCLE and
RINSE/HOLD
• Soacemaker racks
• with adjustable
dividers.
• Choice of popular colors

KitchenAid
ELECTRA

• Big capacity racks.
No waited space
• Porcplain -nn- opAt
top, color-matched to
the front and side ptinels
• Choice of popular colors.

buy now and

tavvo

food waste disposer
MODEL KWF-1 10
• Continuous feed.
• Automatic reversing.

$10,$15.$20 or more

• ',4 H.P. capacitor motor.
• KitchenAid reliability.

(SALE ENDS MAY 12th)
MORE GREAT VALUES FROM KitchenAid

VOTE FOR

JUST INTRODUCED I
A LOWER PRICED Kitchen-Aid
CONVERTIBLE PORTALE
DISHWASHER

Honesty, Courage and Sinceriey
*If you are against the dope and crime ring
as much as I am, then you need to vote for
me

I AM NO Y.L

CUSTOM MODEL ROC-67
Um it as a portable now. Build itgb
when you're ready.
• FULL CYCLE and- RINSE/HOLD.
• Full I 'A "-thick hardwood top.
• KitchenAid performance and reliability.

man and owe no favors

HAFFORD JAMES
FOR

SHERIFF

•

greatly appreciated."
•

.
4*.

It vothiri 30 days after purchastng, you're not corn.
Oldish/ Wished. your partictoating dealer will take
back the Compactor and return your money

SEE US FOR IMPORTANT SAVINGS AND DEPENDABLE SERVICE.

s

"Your Vote and influence will be

KitchervAid TRASH COMPACTOR
Neatest way yet to uncluttor
your kitchen.
• Exclusive Litter Bin"111 for loading
convenience.
• Exclusive Activated Charcoal Air
Piker to control odors.
• Exclusive Tilt-Away Trash Basket.
Use rt with or without trash bags.
30-DAY MONEY SACK GUARANTEE

plerftrwtfrareyrybita„,ijarne, LL..;441,0V • St -et, Murray, Kv

.
DON HENRY shows his third place'medal that be won in the.
rugged 12-mile bicycle race held in the Environmental Education
Center of Land Between the Lakes recently. He participated in
rotr!in.ts
tilFiblEVIWPSISiwihorso4V-4,2-44•375.Class which hap
from west Kentucky and Tennessee. Don is the son of OA a'rfer'
Ann Henry of 1709 Magnolia, Murray.-Plans are alreadl onderway for fall bicycle races in land Between the Lakes

Court Square
s lurr41. KY

WARD-ELKINS

Phone 7q1713

1
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LERMANS

SUMMER SALE OF

HUNDREDS and HUNDREDS
of your favorite
Dresses and Pant Suits
are available
during our popular
sale.
Choose now for best
selection.

I

D

go

Foreig
Mexic

STARTS
WEDNESDAY

By KATHERINE W
Copley News Serv
MEXICO CITY

FABULOUS

BUY 2 and SAVE

Polyester
Double Knit

Special Purchase

DRESSES

Double Knit Polyester
Print Tops

SPORTSWEAR

SPECIAL

2 for s9

Sleeveless-Short Sleeve
and Long Sleeve

$10

492e.

Sizes S-M-L

$IMS 4644

Many pretty patterns

$
6
and styles

IA

SPECIAL

2 for '13
61!

Nylon Double Knit

Reg. 2"

$2

UDIES

2 for 97

POLYESTER SHORTS
Sizes 8-18

$3

4"

R

DRESS

iteg.

Permanent Press
Dacron Polyester & Cotton Blend

Popular Sport C.lors

JEifig!

LAYAWAY

DM'S DENIM FRAYED

GIRL'S

SHORTS
Revolutionary

ALL SEAMLESS

PANTY HOSE
Made completely without $1
seams in either the panty or
stocking insuring maximum
comfort.

45°
$5

BLOUSEeg.

In pastels and darks

$4

Rog. $5.99

SAFARI LOOK

Reg. '10
Sizes 10-20

Rog. $4.99

Sizes 32-38

CHOOSE the SLEEVELESS

PULLON SLACKS‘.
288
SPECIAL Ili

Pull-on Jamaicas

Collection
of *14" Dresses
only $14 till May_l

Reg. 10" Value

ALFRED DUNNER

LADIES SHORTS
Famous Blue Bell
Denim. Jamaica
Western Style.

Reg. 8" Value

4ft.
re /wit
. tt,

V 21

49

2

for $3
Reg. 1"

7-14

—
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TOPS & SNORTS

3for $1

In Cotton or Nylon
SPECIAL

Sizes 1, 2 & 4 Reg. 39' ea.
SPECIAL

TOPS or
BOXER SHORTS $1ea.

LANOKINS and LULLABYLAND

INFANTS BOX SEilk

Reg. l'' to 1"
3-6x and 1-14

2

"Beg. S3.49

GIRL'S PONCHO CAPES

Shel
Bea

Reg. 8.99 SPECIAL 1

Reg. Price 2

ESKIMO FANS
by McGraw Edison Co.

HI-C,

Enjoy safe cool comfort. 3
steeply pitched blades give
maximum airflow.

CU

BOYS
116111111All

SUPPORT NOSE

2

pr. for $3

Fi
.‘9gs pr.

SHORTS

MEN'S UNLINED

Multi Colors 8

JACKETS

Harlequien Patterns

New Summer
Colors

J.ADIES

1 19

KNEE-HI
Nylon Hose
pr.

DOUBLE KNIT

SPECIAL

S-11-L-XL

30

Reg. 69'

Perfect to wear with slacks and pant suits/

SUPER SPECIAL

SKIN TEES by Schrieber

BOYS NOVELTY

LADIES PANTIES
Sizes 5-8

2

Pr $1
Reg. 59' pr.

Sins # sad

le .

2 F. 120

KNIT SHIRTS

99

kvable
Smooth DOUBLE KNIT Bra
With famous cross-over styling that hfts and
seperates perfectly,. Adjustable stretch straps
and stretch sides enhance comfort and fit.

Fiberfill Reg. 62
A50

-59'...

$266

PAMI
Reg Price
'1.07

4-Pc. Oval Shape
BRAIDED RUG SET
Charles and Rugby Co One 9x12 Ft.
Sizes are approximate. one 3x5
Ft.

Two 2x3 Ft.

Pad%

545

DOUBLE KNITS

266

Beautiful texture solid pastel
and two-tone fancy spnng
colors. Machine washable 60
in. wide cut from full bolts
Others to S4.99

Pickwich

Sizes 8-18

JACKETS
Sirjoc Quality

Sizes 4 - 18 in colorful spring
solids and stripes

399

Regular, Slim & Huskies

Paper

Paper

MS UNLINED

If perfect regularly sell for 1.69
to $2 each

BUFFET SERVER-FRYER
Pretty and ,-practical with While They Last
TEFLON interior for easy
cleaning. Avodado and Gold
1818
Value 29.95

Sizes S-11

GALAXY CAN OPENER

SPECIAL CANVAS SHOE
Bump toe guard -Cushioned Insole-Black/White.
Gold/Red
YouthslIto2
Boys 291 to 6
Men 61
/
2 to 11

White and Decorator Colors
of Avocado or Gold

ITALIAN

for Mon-Teens, Boys
Reg. $1.25

DAYTIME

By

Special

Hollywood briefs
& bikinis In fly.
Ion tricots & nylon satin with
pretty lace.

Latest E-Z Care Fabrics

Slight Irregulars

Run proot acetate brief with woven elastic
leg and waist. Satin tab at waist.

PANTIES

RADIO

for Mom

•••••••

BOYS SHORT SLEEVE

Reg. 69' pr.

MOVIE STAR

a

So E-Z to Sew Polyester

New Styles In

FLARED JEANS

Rec
Choose

SPORT
COATS

599

Sizes 3-7

88

000, Polyes ter

SANDALS and CLOGS

Crisco

with Knife Sharpener 6.75

Reg.
Price
'1.19

The Vogue Look
I-itest, Import Styks Suit A VIALr I Cushion
Insoles Closed And Open Style% ul Thongs,
.and Cluts. Browa,,Whate
(foss Stispl. Slings.

599

2t9
c

PORTABLE MIXER
*3 speed control,'thumb tip
elector, neap OD stands
ArlEk-1111

48 th

98

Foreign firms eye
Mexico's reserves
This was an increase of 4.08
per cent over 1971.
Gas production in 1972 was
18,696 million cubic meters, a
2.6 per cent increase from the
previous year.
Mexico — through Pemex
— presently has $182.9 million
worth of oil and petrochemical installations under construction, including a gas
pipeline from Pemex oil fields
in Tabasco state to Guadalajara, Jalisco, via Mexico City,
that will boost volume on the
route from 606 to 702 million
cubic feet per day, he said.
The director general said
the Pemex has explored and
exploited "only about 10 per
cent" of the areas geologically recognized as likely
sources of crude oil and gas.
"The time has come for
Pemex to look into totally new
areas and to achieve new volumes by exploring extensions
in known fields so as to balance production with proven
reserves," he said.
Mexico's reserves of gas
and oil at year-end were almost 5.4 billion barrels.
Dovali Jaime said oil exploration is under way in 11 of.
Mexico's 29 states, as well as
offshore in the Gulf of Mexico,
Pacific Ocean and Gulf of
California.
Mexico's current production covers 94 per cent of the
demands for distillates. In
1972 imports were made of 7.1
million barrels of gasoline, 2.6
million barrels of diesel fuel,
1.5 million barrels of fuel oil
and 1,0,000 barrels of kerosene, along with some 11.5
million barrels of crude oil.

By KATHERINE HATCH
Copley News Service

While
other nations teeter on the
brink of an energy crisis,
Mexico is steadily increasing
its oil production.
Of course, Mexico also is
developing so fast that It does
have to import some crude oil,
gasoline and the like to keep
up with demand.
But this country's potential
is believed to be so great —
only around 10 per cent of its
likely oil and gas deposits
have been tapped — that foreign oil companies are again
turning their attention to
Mexico.
Antonio Dovali Jaime, director general of the government oil monopoly, Petroleos
Mexicanos (Pemex), disclosed recently that his agency has received foreign offers
of technical assistance in both
exploration and drilling,
backed by offers of credits to
finance necessary production
and transport facilities.
Payment by Mexico for
these services would be, at
least partially, in gas and oil,
5- he added.
Dovali Jaime, while not
identifying the source of any
of the foreign offers, pointed
out that all have been turned
down, "acting on precise instructions from President
Luis Echeverria."
Pemex' production of
crude, condensed and liquid
oil in 1972 totaled 185,010,777
barrels, he said, with the peak
corning in December when
513,000 barrels a day were
produced.
MEXICO CITY —

0:!scr

Americans Asked To Boycott
Shell On Health-Safety Issue

OIL CRISIS

By BROOKS JACKSON
Associated Press Writer
Americans are being asked to
boycott Shell gasoline for the
sake of refinery workers'
health. Shell says it's a bum
rap. The environmental movement doesn't think so.
At issue is a three-month-old
strike by 4,000 Shell workers in
California, Texas, Colorado,
Louisiana and Washington. The

Sierra Club, the Wilderness
Society, Friends of the Earth
and nine other environmental
groups.
What the Oil, Chemical and
Atomic Workers union seeks
are periodic inspections by outside consultants, free physical
examinations for workers, a
voice in correcting any hazards
and access to company figures
on worker sickness and health.

walkout marks one of the relatively few times that workers
have struck over the increasingly publicized subject of job
safety.
The boycott has had almost
no effect so far. Shell says fewer than 3,000 of its several fruition credit-card customers have
returned their cards, and that
sales are actually ahead of last
year. The union concedes it
hasn't hurt Shell's production
much, and with a nationwide
shortage of gasoline developing,
Shell is selling all it can produce.
But the boycott organizers
hope to saturate news media
with their side of the story.
Billboards have appeared in 25
cities. Thousands of bumper
stickers and one million pieces
of literature have been distributed. Pickets have appeared
long enough to attract news
coverage at scattered Shell stations.
The union wants pension improvements and a contract
clause to find and correct
health and safety hazards in
the five refineries and four
chemical plants affected by the
strike.
Shell says the union's true demands are traditional: money
and power. But the health-andsafety issue has attracted boy-

Almost every other major oil
company already has agreed to
this arrangement, without a
strike. The holdouts are Chevron, which employs 500 of the
union's members, and Shell.
The argument is summed up

ar,sry

,-se

Job.
Shell doesn't see much of a
pinch from the strike, so the
union hopes to bring added
pressure through a consumer
boycott. Shell is the secondlargest gasoline merchant, with
stations in 43 states.
The strike doesn't seem likely

to be settled anytime soon.
Shell's struck refineries and
chemical plants are being run
by supervisory and technical
workers. Shell says output is
niormal, but the union doubts
that.

Hospital Report

"Employe health and safety is
Shell's legal responsibility. It
cannot be shared," says Shell.
Mazzocchi replies, "Shell just
wants to keep unilateral control
over the environment of the
workplace."
How dangerous is that environment? The matter isn't
clear. National Safety Council
figures show that the chemical
and petroleum industries have
fewer disabling accidents than
the average for all industries.
Further, these accidents cause
fewer lost days than average.
But the union says it's concerned less about accidents
than about threats to health
from heat, noise and the hundreds of poisonous chemicals
its workers handle. Few official
statistics are available about
what harm refinery and chemical workers suffer from job-induced illnesses. However, union
official Ray Davidson published
a 198-page book in 1970 made
up largely of case studies of union workers poisoned on the

ADULTS-184
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS

Baby Girl Rickman (Judy
Kay, Mother) Route 7, Murray.
DISMISSALS
Loetta
Dorothy
Mrs.
Pridemore, 804 N. 17th Street,
Murray, Dewey Max Dick,
Route 3, Benton, Mrs. Cleve
Jean Paschall, Route 1, Hazel,
Mrs. Donna Coffman McWane,
Box 76, Hardin, Mrs. Revs Gray
Bailey, 618 South 9th Street,
Murray, Mrs. Verna Lorell
Sloman, Route 1, Alin°, Mrs.
Lottie Frances Johnson, 100
Garden, Murray, Mrs. Stella
Gladys Henry, 320 Irvan Street,
Murray, Mrs. Maudie Lee
Garrison, Route 5, Murray,
Mrs. Hattie Paschall, Route 1,
Hazel.
When you are measuring liquids. use a standard liquid measuring cup. Place on level surface and fill to mark Check at

eye level.

cott endorsements from the

Reg.

JELL-O

3 29'
f
"

Bean
Pot Beans

Nib lets

Reg. Price 23'

12-oz. Can

OC

HI-C

23

3

Reg. Price 49' qt

PAMPERS

39

Strained

Reg.

1.07
Reg.
Price 20'

Pacifiers

15

ret_•

LIDS

SPREADABLES

49'

Reg. Price 73'
Pickwich Papers

Reg.
Price 85'

ej

69

Price
1.19

98`_

SNACK PAK

Price 23'

CLUB

Rag.
35'

303 Can

18'

Reg.

35

Price 89'

Cake Mix

39t

Hunt's

Price 49'

Family Pack

Krey Canned

• 41

I

n

Price 2/27' Lt°11
Sliced Slab

BACON

Place Mats

C
)
Reg
99'

Reg.Price 46'
R.

.Reg.
Price 33'

DOVE

25'

19'

Ape. 63'

Shortbread Cookies
Reg. Price 59'

zic

All Meat

BOLOGNA
1 A lb --85*

'
49

Reg.

,49`

Price 52'

Del Monte

Kraft

303 Can

300 Can

39'

Snowy Bleach

42'

ZUCCHINI Malted Milk

Lemonade Mix Stewed Tomatoes
Reg.

Prico 59' Na

Nabisco

28

6
,

Reg

Scott's

Cream or
79' Crowder PEAS

Reg. Price 35'
Wyler's

Room
Deodorant

for

Bush's

Dinner Napkins

69'

Duncan Hines

Reg.

2 lb

Reg. 11'

Liquid Plumer -

PICNICS
STEAKS Pork
39 Ch6151151i- 3
lb. '
A

'
25
Dye
18' 2 25'

Rag. PRICE 95'

QUICK

59

Reg. 73'

Heg. Price 60' 48'
Reg Price 89' 68'
Reg. Price 63' 49'
r
Wizard of Forient

Gillette Eirushless SHAVE
Woodbury hand & Body LOTION
Woodbury Pink LOTION

Planter's Dry Roasted NUTS
Peanuts-Mixed Nuts-Cashew

75€

31'

Health and Beauty Aids

Kleenex

Pears

Reg. Price
42'

Mixed Vegetables
Reg.

Reg. Price 39'

303 Can

0
3E3'
TRAIN
Se
R
Rag.

Nestle's

Del Monte

American Beauty
48 oz

300 Can

Fruit Cocktail

Putman's

Reg.
75'

us

Reg. Price 69' wOV

Carnation Instant
Breakfast
All Flavors

39€

gC

ct 1

59

CAPS

Spaghetti Dinner

'
During and following the first
year of operation, an extensive
evaluation will be made.g
Assuming the program is
successful, Bale indicated the;
legislature will be asked for
more funds for additional.;
•
classroom units.

Del Monte

Reg.
3/39€
Price 2/29'

€

Standard

Reg.
49'

Chef Boy-Ar-Dee

Reg. Price 19'

Paper Plates 12

17t

Reg.
22'

approach."

Reg. Price 21'

Hi
Meat Dinners

Kerk or Ball

"The curriculum will be an
experimental 'venture," explained Bale. "We're allowing
the local district to try their o

Pork and Beans.,7

15 oz. can

JUICES

-

morning session of 20 aM
another afternoon session with
20. Both sessions count as one
unit for that district.

Van Camp

Kraft
Junior Price 19'
ICE CREAM TOPPING
Gerber's SOCKS—
c
1/ OFF
39129
Reg.
Price
4
PANTS
COOKIES R3e2g̀ 23 -SHIRTSCereals Rg.

Carnation

Sionodablin

A. Yes. If you itemize your deductions, used clothing is deductible as a charitable contribution to the extent of its
fair market value at the time
of the gift.
Remember, you can also deduct your cost of transportine
the clothes to the church.

FRNAKFORT, K y . — A personnel and the willingness to
participate in an evaluation
Departmnet of pr
Kentucky
said
Education official recently
that a pilot kindergarten
A classroom unit consists of
program will begin in Kentucky 20
students. Each will be
this fall.
financed by the Department of
According to Don C. Bale,
Education. If there are more
assistant superintendent for
than 20 in the classroom, the
slated
units
100
the
instruction,
school district must supply a
to participate have now been teaching aide at the district's
selected.
expense.
Over 200 units applied for the
definitely
are
"There
pilot program and 100 were
selected from criteria dealing problems in deciding which
to attend
with location, cultural and children will be able
tran- within the district," said Bale.
setting,
economic
sportation pattern, certified "A variety of methods are being
teacher with kindergarten used to determine this."
In many cases, there will be a
endorsement, supportive

Reg. Price 27'

ary Kitcen

6'
10'

P rRi:eg.9'

Forms 1040X are available
at any IRS office.
•
Q. I dropped some old clothes t
off at my church. Can I deduct ‘i
the value of these clothes as a
charitable contribution?

100 Pilot Kindergartens Are Selected

Oyster Stew Corned Beef
•19€
Reg.
Reg'
Hash Price
59' 47
Price 49' a

Reg Price

Reg.

19' 22

Veer en-v.1;13,11

previously filed return. On this
form, you simply recompute the portion that has changed
from your original return and
send it, along with any necessary information, to the address shown in your 1040X instructions. Your amended re.turn must be filed within three
years from the date your orig.
inal return was filed (a return
filed early is considered to have
been filed on the due date), or /.
within two years from the time
the tax was paid, whichever tt,
is later.

€'

GERBER BABY FOOD All Meat

DAYTIME

have deducted the actual sales
tax on the new car I purchased
last year, in addition to the
amount shown in the sales tax
of my 1040 instructions.
A. Yes. If you itemize your de- tables
Can I still claim this deducductions, damage to your car
tion?
caused by an auto accident is
deductible as a casualty loss
whether or not it resulted from A. Yes. Just file a Form 1040X
the faulty driving of either which is designed to amend a

REDKidney
Beans
16 oz

Chicken of the Sea

METER'S

KRAUT

Fruit Drinks
Reg. Price 41'

Reg. 15 oz
Reg.
25'
Price
Price 29'

t

SiaNe

Q. I just found out that I could

Joan of Arc

Bush's

She!lie 303
CAN
Beans 10

Q. I filed my return just before driver, as long RS it was not
the April 16th deadline. When caused by your willful negligence.
can I expect my refund?
Remember, a personal casA. If there are no mistakes on ualty loss may be deducted
your return that might delay only to the extent it exceeds
processing, it normally takes $100. For more details, see
about six weeks after a return IRS Publication 547, "Tax Inis filed. It might take • little formation on Disasters, Caslonger to get your refund, how- ualty Losses and Thefts." It's
ever, disc to the large volume available free by writing your
Internal Revenue district office.
of returns filed in April.

Across from Post Office

Downtown Shopping Center

Bush's

This column of questions and answers on federal
tax matters is provided by the local office of the U.S.
Internal Revenue Service and is published as a public
service to taxpayers. The column answers questions
most frequently asked by taxpayers.

SWANNS MARKET

Price 2/29'

_

year
taxable
-.c;
Department--Interr.:11:&

O'svAlly

eis A4...I

Weal01090

Q. Through my own fault, I
wrecked my car. I don't have
insurance to cover the damage.
Can I deduct this loss on my
1973 return?

by a Shell spokesman and un- April r7, 1973
ion official Anthony Mazzocchi. NURSERY..9

19.5e. Or
I—December al,
U.S.
19_ •_—

Reg
Reg 39'

29'

Longhorn

e
Chees
$
44)9 lb.

73'

59'

Krey. _
Turkey-Beef-Ham
3 Oz pkg.

-279
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By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: Would you advise a husband and wile to
work together every day? My husband is opening a new
business and a lot of people have told me we might get
tired of each other if we're together all day and all night.
We get along very well.
I am a bookkeeper and receptionist so it's not like we'd
CONSIDERING IT
be elbow-to-elbow all day long.
DEAR CONSIDERING: if you get along well together.
and area't elbow-to-elbow all day bag, there's no reason
why it shouldn't work out. Some married couples who are
Rose-to-nose all day enjoy being cheek-to-cheek all night,
while others who are apart all day would be happier apart
all night. too.
DEAR ABBY This is my opinion of your answer to
the mother of the married daughter with five children.
"Mother" said her daughter's husband earns a very modest
living, can't feed and clothe his family properly, and can't
pay his bills. "Mother" was upset because her husband
refused to help out because their son in law gives 10 per
cent of all his earnings to his church.
• Your answer was typical of the over-zealous religious
fanatic You said, "Surely you can't fault a man for honoring a commitment to the church!"
Why not? The son in law obviously thinks more of his
church than he thinks of his family.
To top it off, you advised "Mother" to go against her
husband's wishes and "dip into tha sugar bowl" and help
this family anyway.
I sure hope the father in law wrote and told you where
NAUSEATED IN CINCINNATI
to get off.
DEAR NAUSEATED: He didn't But quite a few albers did, and I Inglteomisig. Masy !waders pointed iutut
a ssaa's first abligalisa is is his family. and if he awn
lazariously, but adequately)
wimpart theat atimpalwly
be abseil agar Ms pstrassal services to the church IN Iwo al
take if lashes
aaaway. fNaw. why didn't I think of that?
with an old prayer shawl.)
DEAR ABBY: I have been reading your column for
Many years and have never seen my problem discussed.
When my husband and I were married, a friend suggested
that we could have a nice sum for retirement if we would
put a quarter in a box every time we made love.
As retirement time approaches I find that the coins
aren't plunking into the box the way they once did. In fact,,
so far this year they've only been plunked twice.
With inflation and all, the way;it is I suggested that my
husband put a S20 bill in the box every time from now on.
The way things are going he would have to pay only a
TROUBLED IN TRENTON
couple of times a year.
DEAR TROUBLED: Between the rise of inflation and
the fall of the plunking, it should average out Hite old times.
DEAR ABBY: My boy friend called me this morning
and said, if I asked you to marry me last night, I must
have been stowed."
MARY BMW
How wield you have answered him?
DEAR MAIM 1111111: rd have said. "Andy
'Yes,' I must have bees crazy."

mid

Miss Anita Redden
Mr. and Mrs. J.W. Redden of Murray Route Four announce the
engagement and approaching marriage of their only daughter,
Anita. to Terry Curtis, sin of Mr. and Mrs. Elvis Curtis of Route
Two, Lewisburg.
The bride-elect will be a 1973 graduate of Calloway County High
School.
Mr. Curtis is presently attending Murray State University,
The wedding will be solemnized on Saturday, June 2, at seven
o'clock in the evening at the Sinking Spring Baptist Church. No
formal invitations are being sent and all friends and relatives are
invited to attend.

Presidents' Day luncheon at the
Wednesday, May 2
borne of Mrs. Glen Hill, 112
The Baptist Women and
Crestview, Paris, Tenn.
Baptist Young Wanst of list
Murray University School
Cherry Corner Baptist(di
will hold separate meetings at PTA will meet in the school
auditorium at seven p.m.
the church at 7:30 p.m.
The Baptist Women and
Baptist Young Women of the
Flint Baptist Church will hold
separate meetings at the church
at seven p.m
Th‘Blankenship Circle of the
United Methodist Women of the
South Pleasant Grove Church
will meet at the home of Mrs.
Jackie Butterworth at 7:30 p.m.

The Spring Creek Baptist
Young Women will meet at the
church at seven p.m.
The Murray Jaycettes will
meet at the home of Mrs. Linda
Waugh at 7:30 p.m.

Mrs. Edward Nunnelee entertained members of Chapter
M of the P.E.O. Sisterhood in
her lovely home in Mayfield on
Saturday, April 28, with a noon
luncheon. Co-hostess for the
occasion was Mrs. James
Berhow, also of the same city.
Charles F. Hinds, Director of
Libraries at Murray State
University, spoke on the subject: "Should We Eliminate
Morality from International
Politics?" He disagreed with
Ted Koppel and Dr. Samuel
Popkins,two recent lecturers in
the University's Insight series,
that morality has no place in
foreign policy, but Mr. Hinds
did say that America needed to
be more realistic about its inTeniational aims. He traced
Koppel's and Popkins' positions
back through some twenty-five
years of academic study at
Princeton, Wisconsin, Chicago,
and Harvard.
The four major "realists"
since 1950, he said, have been
George Kennan, William ApHans
Williams,
pleman
Henry
Morganthau, and
Kissinger. whose views he
discussed. Kissinger was
depicted as viewing the
twentieth century problems in
terms of revolutionary versus
"legitimate" powers. Great
nations, Kissinger observed,
must accommodate their differences unless they are willing
to destroy themselves and
possibly others.
Mr. Hinds saw no need to take
the extreme view, however,
that morality should be
completely divorced from large
power actions. Such a position,
he said, reminded him of the
course of immoral conducts of
Germany, Italy, and Japan in
World War II and of Russia and
China after the war, which
countering
necessitated
"moral" positions which were
also at the same time
realistic courses of conduct for
America to follow.
Mrs. John C. Quertermous,
president, presided. The
Corinthians,
devotion, 1
Chapter 13, was given by Mrs.
Maurice Christopher, arid Mrs.
Howard Titsworth called the
roll in the absence of the
assurer. The reading of the
tninutes and the treasurer's
report were dispensed with in
the absence of the recording

secretary and the treasurer.
A letter from the State
Henry
Mrs.
Organizer,
McKenzie, was read by the
corresponding secretary, Mrs.
Nunnelee. New yearbooks were
distributed and other routine
business was conducted.
Members present other than
those previously mentioned
were Mesdames Olga Freeman,
Charles F. Hinds, Alfred Lindsey, Jr., Frank A. Stubblefield,
and Paul W. Sturm. One visitor,
Mrs. Jan Stone, daughter of
Mrs. Nunnelee, was present.
The next meeting will be held
on June 16, with Mrs. Howard
Titsworth and Mrs. A.W.
Simmons, Jr., as hostesses, at
which time areport of the State
Convention to be held on May
10-11 will be given.

The Murray Music Teachers
Association presented advanced students in its third and
final cooperative recital of the
season on Sunday afternoon,
April 29, in the Choral Room of
the Fine Arts Center.
Mrs. John C. Winter, who
made the opening remarks,
recognized four graduating
seniors and commented that
parents and teachers alike are
especially proud of the students
who, through serious intent and
hard work, have attained the
level of proficiency and interpretive understanding that
allows them to appear in these
programs.
Students who appeared in the
recital, which included works
by such composers as Rachmaninoff, Chopin, and Brahma,
were Rachael Baer, Tamaris
Chisholm, Kathy Halford, Anne
Gregory, Ginger Gilliam,-Scott
Willis, Sheila Smith, Donna
Humphries, Anne Erwin, Chuck
Hussing, and Ellen Burnett.
Teachers represented were
Mrs. Douglas Brown of Hardin,
Mrs. Larry Clark, Mrs. Neale
B. Mason, and Mrs. John C.
Winter.
RECENTLY DISMISSED
Aline Neel of Murray has
been a patient at the Henry
County General Hospital, Paris,
Tenn.

6 GREAT
Fabric IDEAS

Thursday, May 3
Women of the Murray Moose
A musical program will be
presented by Carter School_ Lodge will meet at the Lodge
students at Murray Middle hall at eight p.m
School auditorium at seven p.m.
The Garden Department of
Local presidents of the United the Murray Woman's Club will
Methodist Women will have a meet at the club house at two
p.m. Hostesses will be
Mesdames Hugh Houston, J. W.
Young, Clifton Key, Gene
Brandon, and Dewey Ragsdale.

A
demonstration
on
"Pressing Flowers and How To
Arrange Them As Pictures"
will be given by Mrs. Herman
Darnall for the Senior Citizens
of Murray and Calloway
County at St. John's Center,
West Main Street, at 1:30 p.m.
Bring fresh flowers and a large
book for the workshop.
Friday, May 4
May Fellowship Day program
will be at the First United
Methodist Church at ten am.,
sponsored by the Church
Women United, with Attorney
Sid Easley as speaker. A
potluck luncheon will be served
at noon.
A musical program will be
presented by Robertson School
students at Murray Middle
School auditorium at seven p.m

In A

A rummage sale will be held
In the Courthouse area in
downtown Murray starting at
ten a.m. The sale will, be
sponsored by the Hazel United
Methodist Church.

RICKMAN GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. James E. Rickman of Murray Route Seven are
the parents of a baby girl, Lisa
Members and sponsors of the
Gail, weighing six pounds two Calloway County High School
ounces, born on Friday, April Chapter of the Future Teachers
27, at 8:03 a.m. at the Murray- of America attended the spring
Calloway County Hospital.
district meeting of the FTA held
The new father is a masonry at Heath High School.
contractor.
Tim Erwin of Calloway High
Grandparents are Mr. and was elected as district
Mrs. Macon Rickman and Mr. president. Also elected as
and Mrs. Brent Outland, all of district treasurer was Vicky
Murray. Great grandparents Butterworth, also a student at
are Mr. and Mrs. Ed Rickman Calloway High.
of Murray, Mr. and Mrs. TilghCalloway members attending
man Barrow of Murray Route the district meeting were Tim
Two, and Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Erwin, Vicky Butterworth,
Bomar of Elkhart, Ind
Vera Herndon, Zandra Morris,
Stacy Adams, Danny Futrell,
Melanie Hutchens, Jennifer
Lovett, Ricky Bury, and Terry
BAKER BOY
Eric Reese is the name Sheridan. They were acchosen by Dr. and Mrs. Jack companied by their sponsors,
Baker of 802 South 17th Street, Mrs. Jane Sig and Mrs. Sue
Murray, for their baby boy, Adams.
weighing seven pounds seven
ounces, born on Monday, April
GUMS HERE
30, at 2:40 pan, at the MurrayMrs. R. C. Snell, Jr., and
Calloway County Hospital.
children, John, Chuck, and
They have one daughter, Jennifer, left Friday for their
Amy,age four. The father is an home in Bloomfield Hills,
associate professor in the Mich., after spending the
physical Easter holidays with their
of
department
education at Murray State parents and grandparents, Mr.
University.
and Mrs. R. R. Parker of
Grandparents are Mr. and Murray Route Three. Mr. Snell
Mrs. W.D. Baker of Dunedin, was here for two days before
Fla., and Mr. and Mrs. Gaal going to Paris, France, on a
Reese of.Waterbury, Conn.
business trip.

Hey Dad ...

The Baptist Women of
Kirksey Church will meet at the
church at seven p.m.

Th Night Owl Homemakers
Club will meetagl the home of
Mrs. Kathy Denton, 1806
Monroe, at seven p.m.

Tim Erwin and Vicky Butterworth, students at Calloway
County High School, were elected as president and treasurer
respectively of the District Future Teachers of America at the
meeting held at Heath High School.

Col
Crai

Red &White

For a Mother's day Gift Certificate!!
PRICES GOOD NOW THRU SAT., MAY 5th

GINGHAM
CHECKS

Art Workshop will be at the
Murray Art Guild from 6:30 to
9:30 p.m. with Emily Wolfson as
director on the second session
on organization of a painting
with emphasis on color

There She Is Again .

-
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Charles F. Hinds Speaks At Luncheon Of
Chapter M Of PEO Sisterhood,Saturday

Redden-Curtis Engagement

-
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45" wide
65 per cent polyester
35 per cent cotton.
100 per cent rayon and
assorted rayon blends. 45"
wide.

.Maxwell

CPC
Red & Whitt

App
Fru'
Red &White

Red &White

Red &Whit

Spi(
Nes
Gra
Lys
Cra
Pot
%Gal. Seal

Betty Crock

Fab

Gold Me

Fic
Dia
Toil
Bri

White-Pink

Red & Whi

LIGHTWEIGHT
KNITS
ISO per cent' cotton and
assorted cotton blends.
60" wide.

65 per cent polyester,
35 per cent cotton.
45" wide.

Reg. 8229 yd. Now.

Royal Oak

Gulf

Ch
Aja
Pla

DOUBLE
KNITS

POLYESTER
CREPE

100% POLYESTER
100 per cent polyester.
45" wide.
Machine washable.

Solid and fancy patterned
double knits. 60" wide.
Machine washable, easycare.

Rus a
• WHITE

Phone 753-3882

Saturday, May 5
Final registration- for the
Summer kindergarten, spon.sored by the Sigma Department
of the Murray Woman's Club;
will be held at the Sigma Kindergarterr-room, Ititheitsorr
School from nine to 10:30 a.m

RIO
6' Lb.
Pl. or
Self Ris

MONIQUE FABRICS
Central Center
Mon. thru Sat. 10 a.m.-9 p.p.

Murray, Kentucky

1112111111

••••••400111,111•10..........

•
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LIMIT RIGHTS RESERVED

Cokes
Crackers.

Plus bottles or deposit

Red &White

6P1°°
1.25`

Maxwell House

JOHNSONS
* Open Noon Sundays *

SAMOS
FEATURES

With Coupon

Prices Good Thru May 8

SEVEN FARMS

CHEESE SPREAD

Swift Proten 1st Cut

CHUCK ROAST
Sliced into Chops
4 PORK LOIN
1
/
GROUND BEEF

Pure

Red &White Sliced Or Crushed

BACON Fields Chestnu

Pineapple.

WIENERS

Fields

WIENERS

Fields Little Leager

BOLOGNA Fields Sliced
42

ORANGE JUICE

Gal. Said Sweet Pure

Grapefruit juice. . 79
Lysol Spray Disinfectant 79
Crackers
45'
7

Ritz

CIL

2 GAL
1
100% PURE/
trtat

CO' tla SV*0.1,11

9

yourself to
SUNSHINE
today!

1 lb.

Betty Crocker

RED & WHITE

Fab Detergent
Gold Medal

Flour
Dial Soap
Toilet Tissue
Briquets. ..

with coupon

White-Pink-Gold

39

60 count

PURINA HI PRO
3201.59

59

79c lb
69'ib'
99C lb.

JOHNSONS
Gold Medal
R10 FLOUR

49.

Lb.
Pl. or
Self Rising mc24651
-4spires 5473 .--

Rio

JOHNSONS
MaxHouse
COFFEE

59'

1 Lb.
Bag
ExpIres 5-5-73

/REDS
• WHITE

Dog Food

JOHNSONS
DIAL SOAP

25 lbs.

$399

*
10-oz.
1-lb.
14-oz.

FISH STICKS Frosty Seas
HASH BROWNS

Frosty Acres

4 pack

Frosty Acres

1 42 lb

39'
59'
•69'
59'
?5`

S "1
ONION'
POLE BEANS.'esh
ORANGES
LEMONS
GRAPEFRUIT

100 Count
•

Backs
Necks
Gizards

WAFFLES
Frosty Acres
ONION RINGS
CORN ON COB

39t lb.
19'
19c 1b.lb.
59C lb.

wings

* Produce *

Royal Oak Charcoal

Qt.
.

u.

* Frozen Food

CHARM IN

Red & White

•

Breast
Thighs
Legs
Livers

Aunt Jemina

Shortening
69'

Giant Size
with coupon

CHICKEN PARTS

50 lbs.

$699

REDS
WHITE

RED $
. WHITE

JOHNSONS
Fab
DETERGENT
R15
Giant
Size
irmullew•

29'
39'
39'
39'
10'
cmainci.."
JOHNSONS
Instant
• NESTEA

With A Classified

PUT 111
TO WORK FOR YOU
8 Pram s
vestment
9 Unoeroarment
10 Tavern
11 Jumps
13 Winter
vehicles
16 Waal* 494141
19 Sacred Mow
21 Short jacket
22 Song-i0-act
25 South African
village
27 Part of
fortification
30 Prince of
apostate
angels
32 Royal
34 Cease
36 Pullman
compartment

ACROSS
Pub.isti
Collect
Slenderer
City in Texas
Babyonian

15 Periods of time
17 Mans
nickname
18 Southern
, blackbird
20 Lubricator
23 American
essayist
24 Ice-hockey
Mak
26 Not now
28 Hypothetical
force
29 Retail
estabidlunent
31 Manages
33 Catches
35 Without
clothes
36 Ipneous rock
(pi I
39 King of beds
42 For example

,X•71

2

MO: MOB P000
OOMM OMOP
0MU200 OMU MM
mem MDR 00P
memm OMM RM
02M 00M PORMM
ON MMOOOMM MO
B010M 000 MOP
2: Oen OOP@
OMR OMM OMM
OM 21510 MINOR
PIBMM M0H3
0208 MOM MOM
37 Greek
marketplaces
38 Protecting
tooth
40 Feudal
*bracts
41 Church official
44 Pack away

3

4

5

N46
....

ft

;Y
:::: 15
16
,:•:19 •:":420
i
:•.:.
25 ' 26
.•

111

llibbr

43 King of beasts
tots I
45 Metal fastener
46 Land measure
48 Ouariels
50 Conducted
51 EXI1C1
53 Ample
55 Earth goddess
58 Hurry
59 Devastator
61 Babylonian
hero
62 Sea sages

47
49
52
54
57

Fre powder
Acid
Greek letter
Noise
Printers
measure
58 A continent
labbr
60 Compass point
7

8

9

)0
7.4:'
13

12

11

24
29

-22 , ":•• 23
...',..•'4
32

30 ‘
' 31

,•::*;:;•.V 33
-•.•.1'.!X.
36 37

T

:
S:;:,..
40 41

.„09

:;:... .,

43

45

46
51

52

se

1 Legume
2 Sun god
3 Suffix iike
4 Roman tyrant
5 Spoor
6 Paid notice
7 Parent Icolloo.)

53
7 58 ...7eti59
r
0
•62
„.. v.

4... 61
A.
lhvtr

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

hr

54 ist:53
60

United Feature Symilrate. Inn

AUTOS

FOR SALE

NOTICE

VOLKSWAGEN BUG 1963, 200
miles on new engine. New paint,
new tires, new brakes, rebuilt
front end. $495.00 or best offer.
Call The Bug Doctor 753-0223 or
753-8046.
M3C

; WE'VE
$ MOVED
To •
0

PINTO 1971 sedan, 1600 cc r
engine, four speed transmission.
M2C 1
Phone 753-7740.

IØ

mai
itlisirmysk
slum am
If you want to wish
someone a happy birthday....congratulate
their
friends
on
engagement...send anniversary greetings to your
new
follui...congratulate
parents...or JO!: say
"hello" in a special way,
use a "HAPPY AD" in The
Ledger — Times want ads.
They're fun....and inexpensive too. Just $1.15 for 1
inch. Call 753-1916 and
make someone Happy.
AUTOS FOR SALE

NOTICE

NOTICE
1

t

SMILE TODAY

i'.'.* 35

42

DOWN

HAPPY ADS

Answer to Yesterday s Puzzle

Crossword Puzzle
1
6
V
./12
14
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1966 FORD Galaxie X-L, ex•
cellent condition, good tires,
power steering and factory air. 0
Can be seen at 314 South 13th
0
•
St

1
0

106 N. 4th
Murray, KY.

753-8611
I. M.

Simon & Co.

SHERIFF
BUFORD
• PUSSER

CHEVY II SS-1966, new L.T.1 350
cubic inch engine, posi track 488
rear end, 4 speed, new paint, tow meamosmetwkwid
bar, and hubs, one set of M& H
MUSIC
9.0-29.5-15 slicks. Phone Pairs,
Tennessee 642,0445 between 9:00 PIANO TUNING and Repair.
a.m. and 10:00p.m.
M5NC Jerry Cain, 753-8712. Registered
craftsman Piano Technician
1971 TOYOTA Corolla, 4 speed,
TFC
Guild.
air conditioned, up to 30 M P.G
Excellent condition,$1400.00. Call
PIANO TUNING—Repair436-5574.
M6C rebuilding.
Prompt expert

-""

- We Welcome Everyone
To Our New Location

*TONITE*

6 to10 p.m

THREE BEDROOM
of Murray. Two ba1
fireplace, central
and many extras. f
527-8529.

Shop

Mobile

IN GATESBOROUG
brick home,carpete
bedrooms, living
kitchen, with built
two baths, double
storage room, patio,
and air, nice lot. S
pointment only. Pt
after 5:00 p.m.

c t

Home Sales

TRI-LEVEL four be
large rooms, central
(gas), good well, 9
Murray, 5 minutes
Phone 436-2205 after

e
e

Or Our New Location:
753-9636

for Sheriff
—Teddy Futrell

t'Your Volume Dealer"

E
E
E
t
E
t
:

BY OWNER; tw
bedroom home, all
New floors, new cal
wall, new linoleum
trical wiring and
new water pipes, n
new bathroom fi
kitchen cabinets, r
patio, new oversize
new electric over he
West Main Street. 7;
▪ and see this beautif
will be pleasantl
Price $17,900.00.

IRE ACRE on Bloc
off Kentucky Lake,
Lakewav Shores at
Shores. Good priv
Adjoining T.V.A
$6,000.00. Phone 43
8997.

'24.95

Love. . Funny Face

BEATLE BAILEY

Pearson's Foreign Car

LOOg AT TI-1/5 Er-INN&
5INP! NO ft& 61095
OF iCiaTi-IPA 5TE!
WILL
DERG
NEVER CEA6E1!
..ft41011

gek

iflit$A4
CIita

46

NANCY
HI ,THERE --YOU, LOOK VERY
HANDSOME ,
TODAY,
WILLIE s

ear-2

Ltl.' ABNER
NEVAH AND YOU NEVER
GOT UP WILL.P. WANT
TO
MY'CORPORAL
(THAT CROCKS'
ONE!' SACK!!

Vt
iff

et.

WILL BUY or tral
used guns, or net' g
laying hens. Phone',
16C

INSPECTION PERIOD
FOR THE PROPERTY
ASSESSMENT ROLL

AUCTION SALE
4

THERE'S AN
OLD SAYING --" WHERE THERE'S
A WILL -THERE'S
A WAY"

WANT TO 13

Por
moff

Irr•C
1b

5-2.

tii;1•0. its 5-

BY OWNER new
bedroom house with
kitchen and utility r
stove, storm doors a
Located 1612 Cat
$17,500.00. To see
phone 753-0675.

Before You Buy See...

14.95

SAME \NAY
HOW"D YO" 'CORPORAL
Da-FREEZE CROCK'DID,
YORESELF? IN ISSUE
119.—

COUNTRY LOTS f
Sam Harris 753-8
realtor.

I ONUe NAVE TWENTYFOUR HOURS LEFT!1-1ELP
ME!NELPME!TH15 15
TIE LAST PAY!!AA1/614!

Earl Futrell

I WISH I COULD
GET SOMEONE
TO BUY ME A
CONE

BY OWNER; House
three bedrooms, I
dining room, kitc
room, fireplace, gar
all appliances, inc
washer, refigerE
washer and dryer.
0871.

...

Miles North of Murray

C
I
O

TWENTY EIGHT s
Kentucky Lake, c
Church Road. "Ovei
have been planted
753-6955 after 5:00 p.

—

Which Will Be The
Murray Barber

WANTED! 10

THE PHANTOM

BY OWNER; two
Sharpe Street, b
near schools, shog
university. Phone(II
2494.

-Next Door to IGA

Is Coming
to Murray

10

YOU BOUGHT
YESTERDAY 'P

TWO LARGE wate
Blood River Subdivi
for both. Phone 436
6:00 p.m. 753-8997.

The Chestnut St.
BarberTO Shop
The Sotithside

tg

)erEAR THAT NEW oFrESs

REAL ESTATE F

service. 15 years experience. FLEA MARKET ( antique). May
CHEVROLET, IMPALA, 1971, Rebuilt pianos for sale. Ben W. 5 and 6, from 10:00 a.m. till dusk
1970 JAVELIN and 1972 Gremlin four door hardtop, vinyl roof, Dyer, Murray,Kentucky,. Phone at Happy Hollow Amusement
call 474-2371, after 5:00 p.m. M3P power and air, 21,000 miles. Just 753-8911.
iTFC Park, Highway 68, Aurora, Ky.
like new, $2,350.00. Phone 436Free admission. If interested in
drives
and
DODGE 1963, runs
2368.
M3C BALDWIN PIANOS and organs. selling your merchandise please
good. $100.00. Phone 753-5808.M4C
Rent to purchase plan. Lonardo call 474-2351 or 474-2288. SponBUICK 1970 GS, automatic tran- Piano Company, across from sored by Aurora Funland,Inc.
•Available Full Time
cubic
mis—tm
smission, factory
wheels, Post Office, Paris,Tenn.
M4C M4C
2 amNmmET,
out, fow speed. mom 753- power brakes and steering.
•Trained
mc Phone 753-3473.
AUCTION SALE
8606.
M4P
NEW GIFT shop, opening in
•Experienced
AUCTION SALE,Friday night on Aurora. We would like to display
Highway
641.
three
miles
north
of
your
hand
crafted
gift
items.
For
•Qualified
SOME P1411050PHIES AREN'T
FOR ALL PEOPLE...
Paris. Another load from St..- information phone 354-8469. M8C
Pot Ad paid for Buel E Stalls
Louis. Round front china cabinet,
Campaign Committee, Buel E
tools, dishes, glass, old clocks, PIANO IN storage; Beautiful
Statts, yr , Trees Bow 69,
Murray, Ky
cut crystal, china and lots more. spinet-console stored locally.
Shorty McBride-247 and James Reported like new. Responsible
1TC party can take a big saving on
E. Travis-278.
It3
low payment balance. Write rIMMIWILIMILWIWILWIILIWWW\MIII~\
HOUSEHOLD AUCTION, Joplin Piano Co., Joplin, Missouri
M2P
Saturday, May 5, 1:30 p.m., rain 64801.
or shine at late J.S. McDougal.'
home, 310 North lith Street, FREE BOOT give away, every P
Litor riS & Sons
Friday (women's, men's or
AND I cout_oN'r
Murray, Ky.
I
WEAR somErHoNG
girl's),
at
Vernon's
Boot—Shoe
&
Selling antique walnut bed, oak
ss ALREADY
0
4
dining table, 3 extra leaves, Western Store and Shoe Repair.
SEEN
P
E
size Corner of Sycamore & 4th. TFC
refrigerator, two nice
P
214
Benton,
Ky.
N. Main St.,
- 527-8322
beds, (I iron), stereo, record
P
player, other players, portable
T.V., dinette set, small tables,
tea and wash kettles, wheat
Your Vote for My Dad
cradle, lanterns, quilts, new
2/
1
2
electric blanket, hand work and
(Formerly Neal Starks & Sons)
other pieces, rugs, two oil lamps,
guitar,
lamp,
Victorian
automatic rifle-22, beautiful
pictures and frames,one with fox
hound picture, plaques, jewelry,
IIIMM\11.111MIIIIIILIW11101011\111.11\WWWWILWC
Pol. Ad., Paid for by Earl
a complete teacher printing set,
Futrell,
RR.
1,
IS
Murray,
ZOKKO
PATROLMAN SPIKE
Coca Cola and business adPASSIM& NIS TEST MTh
Ky.
vertising pieces, very old. Spring
FLYING COLORS, DEVIL!
NEW LINE OF REBUILT ENGINES
hand
dehorners,
seat, dinner bell,
tools, two beautiful pictures, RAY'S LOUNGE, South Fulton,
ON STOCK
glass and china, cranberry Tennessee. Every Thursday nite
preserve stand, rolling pin, five "Wolfeman And The Pack."
1961 thru 1965
1966 thru 1970
cartons of old Diamond Brand Open 7:00 p.m., close 12:00
matches, 2 roll type teacher's midnight. Must be 18 years old.
$280 installed
$225 installed
maps, depression and other Have proof of age on you. May 7C
glass, various kinds. China, old
1970 On
$320 installed
fans, wheelbarrow, yard ferterlize cart, electric ironer, boxes
BRAKE JOB
TUNE—UP
Happy Birthday
of small things, French harp, old
papers, knitting needles, books,
JERRY
goat skin and junk.
Don't Forget We Stock Parts
in
Shoemaker
Douglas
charge of sale. Phone 753-3375
TAE•,, ALL gNOW
(Note: due to illnegt, the Good
-- BUG ME
I CAN'T ETAND
Shepherd Church auction has
Located 1 Mile Hwy. 94 E. of Murray
ME6,5•7(61_055 OF
AUCTION SALE
been postponed).
locYTNPASTE, AND
M4C
AT LAST
EToPPED TRYING
TO--

AAUGH! 15 15114E
LAST PAYI..11116 15 ir

BLONDIE

NOTICE

We've Moved

"WALKING TALL"

Members
1
New York Stock
phoEnxech7a5n3g4
e611

Call
753-11

"AH'LL FIGHT se0
I CANT LOSE EITHER—BECAUSE 7
Li KE'sCORPORAL
EM GOING TO FIGHT YOU THE \NAY
CROCK" FIT TN"
HE FOUGHT THE POT- bELLIED
PREHISTORIC
PIGMIES, ISSUE130!!
MONSTERS,ISSUE
I.All CA11.11-

Saturday, May 5, 10:00 a.m.
1 Mile south of Tr -City on Paris Highway
at the late Frank McClure farm
FARM MACHINERY
930 Case tractor with heat cab and low hou-s. 660 Case
combine with cab, 13' bean header, rice and cane tires, like
new. 660 Case combine with cab, 10' bean header, 2 row corn
sheller. 800 automatic Case tractor. W. C. Allis Chalmer
tractor. 1959 GMC with new motor and 14' grain bed, 15' Case
disc with ram. 7' Amco offset disc, 5 bottom more board plow
with tail wheel. 3 bottom more board plow. 4 bottom more
board plow. 500 Atlas Chandler corn drill, rear mounted
tractor seed sower, Mayrath grain elevator, 12' two wheel
trailer, sub-soiler, New Holland side delivery rake, post hole
digger, 400 Case tractor. 1955 Ford 2-ton truck with 12' grain
bed. L-190 International dump truck. Two-10' Case discs with
ram.4 double aluminum feed troughs. Platform scales. 2 calf
creep feeders. 2 king size fans for pig parlor. 4-row thrifty
cultivator. 5 ton Win Power wagon, mounted tractor spray
rig, steel bed and hoist. Mounted Case mower New Holland
tobacco setter. Ferguson hay bailer. Furguson mounted
mower. Case 1 row corn picker. Lincoln electric welder. 2row John Deere drill, rear mounted grader blade. 2-300
gallon tanks. John Deere mounted bushhog, air tank, feed
mixer, auger wagon, two pig creep feeders, 200 bushel hog
feeder. Numerous hand tools, log chains—one lot tobacco
sticks_ Many more items too numerous to mention0

The Calloway County property tax roll will be open for
inspection from May 7, through May II. 1973. This shall be
under the supervision of the property valuation administrator or one of his deputies.

LARGE USED this
Phone 753-9715.

BUYER OF Stara
also jogs, pulp woo(
4147.'

This is the January 1, 1973, assessment on which state,
county and school taxes for 1973, will be due on September
15, 1973.
The tax roll is in the office of the property valuation
administrator in the county courthouse and May be inspected between the hours of 9:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m.

COI( SALE OR

JET BOAT-18', fu
with new trailer. Ur
Will sell for kt or
Phone 436-2427.

('harles F.. Hale
Property' Valuation Administrator
Callon ay County

HELP WAN]

"V NI

!Don't Give It Awqy,
• • •

er

• C.W. Shelton Real Estate
t Auction Company
730 Paris Road
247 1385
Kenttrky

LAND WANTED wi
two of Kentucky
immaterial. Write I
Murray, Ky. 42071.

SELL IT!!

4

With A Classified Ad
Phone 753-1916

k A.

Ab. AIL 446. 411&.

4
h..6.1,116.1

I

HELP WA

Night Cook,apt
Long John Silvi
Road.

WANTED GENE
, employee from 7:00
p.m., Monday throi
.Must be experienced
background in acc
Betty Hill at Pas
Lines.
•

.•
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With A Classified

A d 75C3a:1916
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•

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

HELP WAN1 ED

SERVICES OFFERED

TWO LARGE water front lots in IF YOU have a proven sales WILL PAINT colorful
characters
Blood River Subdivision. $4500.00 potential or think you can sell, on walls or nursery or child's
for both. Phone 436-2427 or after and have desire to earn $500,00 to room, such as one in the Murray
6 00 p.m. 753-8997.
MayllP $1000.00 a month and are willing Calloway County Public Library.
to work, we want to talk to you. 'Please call Mrs. Adams 753-1982.
BY OWNER; two wooded lots, You must have a car, be over 21
M2C
Sharpe Street, beside park, years old, have a neat apcenter,
shopping
near schools,
pearance, we need two men or
'ASPHALT PAVING-driveways,
university. Phone 606) 549women in your area. For perMay8C sonal interview write to Mr. John parking lots, seal coating. For
2494.
,free estimate phone Joe Font
W. Isbell, Box 442 Fulton, Ky. Zip
'Construction
Company,
TWENTY EIGHT acres, just off code 42041, giving age, sex, adMayfield,247-6937.
May 30C,
Kentucky _ Like, .en Ledbetter dress and telephone number. M2C
timich Road. Over 20,000 trees
HOUSE PAINTING-exterior,
have been planted here. Phone
interior-city, or farm. Quality
753-6955 after 5:00 p.m.
M4P
work, reasonably priced. C & J
Painting Contractors. Phone 437THREE BEDROOM house, north
We Need
May INC
4712.
of Murray. Two baths, den with
Part Time Men
fireplace, central heat and air,
CARPET CLEANING -- Profesand many extras. Phone Benton
sional. Commercial or residential
houses,
inspect
to
with
cars
527-8529.
M4P
at reasonable prices. Free
talk to debtors, collect
estimate. Will furnish references.
money, pick up credit
BY OWNER; House 1318 Poplar,
Phone Handyman,753-5827. May
three bedrooms, living room, cards, investigate, skip
10C
trace, etc. No experience
dining room, kitchen, utility
necessary. No selling,
room, fireplace, garage, nice lot,
pleasant work, good pay. SUMMER HEAT won't stop-but
all appliances, including dishyour air conditioner will, if not
You can be our agent for
washer, refigerator, stove
serviced
properly. Call Morris
live.
you
where
the area
washer and dryer. Phone 753Refrigeration Sales di Service,
M5C
0871.
May2C
753-7205.
Call

FOR SALE

GASOLINE
WHILE IT
LASTS
319 GAL.

INVESTIGATORS

Mb.

ATTENTION STUDENTS!
• • Special Summer
Air Conditioned Efficiency Units
Bobby Grogan

I

FOR SALE
16' Pro Model Tide
Craft Bass Boat
with 100 H.P. Evinrude
Motor
•
with
Custom Made Trailer
Phone 753-7252

•Papering
•Painting
•Panelling
•Ceiling Tile
Home

Bill Houghton

1***************************1

BOB'S TV SERVICE

4,
4
4

FOR SALE

21" MOWER, Briggs & Stratton ARMSTRONG'S best line ut pi) FROM WALL to wall, no soil at
all, on carpets cleaned with Blue
engine, $49.88. 5 H.P. Tiller. nylon whitewall tires.
Briggs & Stratton engine, power 775 x 14 or 15" - $16.60 + $2.11 Lustre. Rent electric shampooer
reverse, $147.88. 5 H.P. riding 825 x 14 or 15" - $17.11 + $2.27 $1.00. Big K, Belaire Shopping
mower, 25" cut, Briggs & 855 x 14 or 15" - $18.14 + $2.43 Center.
MSC
Stratton engine, $258.95. 7 H.P. Armstrong Custom supreme 4
riding mower, 30" cut, Briggs & ply pelyester 78 series whitewall NEW 19" color television, $299.95
Stratton engine, $323.95. 7 H.P. tires.
while they last. Roby Sales, Highriding mower, 30" cut, Briggs & F78 x 14 or 15" - $17.40 * $2.42. way 68, Benton, Kentucky. May
Stratton engine, electric start, G78 x 14 or 15" - $18.27 + $2-60 2C
$399.95 Roby Sales Highway 68, H78 x 14 or 15" $19.51 + $2.80
Benton, Kentucky.
May2C J78 x 14 or 15" - $19.70 + $2.89 BEAUTIFUL AKC registered toy
Armstrong's best line of poodle puppies, white, black or
FOR SALE
polyester glass belted whitewall silver. Male or female. 6 weeks
old. Price $50.00 to $55.00. Phone
Polled Hereford Registered
tires.
MX
F78 x 14 or 15" - $20.30 t $2.54 753-4469.
BULL
"178 x 14 or 15" - 920.89 -t- $2.73
One year old.
TRUCK LOAD sale Thomas A
Phone Thomas Lovett
1178 x 14 or 15" - $21.98 -4- $2.96
Edison air conditioners. 10,000
753-5156
$184.25. 17,000 BTU,$233.00.
BTU,
J78 x 14 or 15" - $22.43 +- $3.02
L78 x 14 or 15" - $24.73 + $3.13 20,000 BTU, $260.62. 23,000 BTU,
Armstrong's best line of $285.00. 26,000 BTU, 9318.40. Roby
BABY BED, play pen, dressing
Sales, Highway 68, Benton,
table, boy's infant clothes, girl's polyester steel belted whitewall
May 2C
Kentucky.
clothes toddler 3and 4. Phone 753- tires.
$2.68
3485.
M4C F78 x 14 or 15" - $23.13

FOR SALE
G78 x 14 or 15" $24.27 +'$2.87
H78 x 14 or 15" - $25.58 + $3.10
Luxury
Armstrong Polyester glass
Mobile
Home
belted wide 70 series with raised
* 12' x 65'
white letters.
G70 x 14 or 15" - $23.01 +$2.86
*2 Bedroom
Secretary
EXPERIENCED
COUNTRY LOTS for sale. Call
MR. DAVIS
H70 x 14 or 15" $23.81 + $3.09
needs a job. For further inSam Harris 753-8061 or your
*2 Bath
Armstrong nylon glass belted
M3C
formation call 753-7225.
realtor.
May 24C
(816) 842-2557
*Beautiful
Spanish
wide 60 series with raised white
Decor
BY OWNER new brick three
letters.
or write
TYPIST; WILL do typing in my
bedroom house with living room,
G60 x 14 or 15" -$25.53 + $3.18
home, May 7, through June IL
Phone 753-5452
TRAYCO
1602 Olive
kitchen and utility room, built-in
L60 x 14 or 15" - $28.44 + $3.66
Phope 753-3992 after 5:00 p.m.ITC
stove, storm doors and windows.
Armstrong's best highway
P.O. Box 2177,
Located 1612 Catalina Drive
tread truck tire, tube type.
Kansas City, Mo. 64142
1967 VINDALE, 12x60 Mobile
PAINTING: Willie's Interior &
$17,500.00. To see this house
Office 7531921
home with dishwasher, air
Painting.
Free
Exterior
M2C
650 x 16 -6 ply, $20.93 + $2.58 conditioner, fully carpetedsteps
phone 753-0675
Home 753-4978
estimates. Phone 753-483, 8:00'
KIRBY VACUUMS-The shag
WANTED SOMEONE to livi in
670 x 15 - 6 ply, $20.69 + $2.40 and hurricane straps. Call 753a.m. to 4:00 p.m. or 753-7484, after
rug specialist that adjusts to any
Office
753-4342
700 x 15 - 6 ply, $21.67 + $2.80 7351.
IN GATESBOROUGH by owner, with elderly lady. Must send 4:00p.m.
M6C
June 5C
Don Tucker
carpet. New and used vacuums
- I I
Horn750 x 16 - 8 ply, $28.07 + $3.69
brick home,carpeted, three large references immediately to Route
for
sale.
For
demonstration
825 x 20- 10 ply, $54.16 + $6.14 EARLY AMERICAN sofa like
bedrooms, living room, den, 2, Box 142, Murray,Ky.
PROFESSIONAL CLEANING;
phone Mike Hutchens, your local 900
M4P
x 20 - 10 ply, $65.43 + $7.33 new $85.00, chair with hassock
kitchen, with built-ins, utility, 42071.
carpets, furniture, floors and
wails. service master, all you TWO BEDROOM furnished HORSE TRAILERS for rent and Kirby distributor. 753-0752 or 753- .1,000 x 20- 12 ply, $76.68 + $9.10 825.00,
two baths, double garage with
dining table and chairs
sale
at
0359.
641
Mayl9C
Super
Shell,
Murray,
need to know about cleaning, apartment, private entrance.
1000 x 22- 12 ply, $80.26 + $9.98 $30.00, double bed with box
storage room, patio, central heat
Kentucky. Phone Max at 753AUTOMOBILE
DETAIL
Phone
M2C
Armstrong's best lug or springs and mattress $20.00.
753-1450'
and air, nice lot. Shown by apPhone Mayfield collect 247-7333.
9131.
1TC SEWING MACHINE sale. Heavy traction
EXPERT
type truck tire. Chest $5.00, bookcase $5.00, G.E.
pointment only. Phone 753-8742
June 5C
duty,
full
size.
Regular
$79.95.
A good paying spot with
FURNISHED TWO bedroom
600 x 16 -6 ply, $21.83 + $2.56 portable TV with radio and clock
M3C
after 5:00p.m.
Heavy
duty
zig
zig./
Sale
$47.99.
all fringe benefits awaits
WILL MAKE drapes, shades and apartment, 102 block from college. NEATLY FURNISHED one or 2
670 x 15 - 6 ply, $22.09 + $2.89 $15.00, night stand $20.00. See al
regular $99.95. Sale $63.96.
you, if you know your
cornices. Phone 753-0855.
M4C $125.00 per month. Water fur- badman))apartment. May be seen
TRI-LEVEL four bedroom, extra
700 x 15 - 6 ply, $23.30 + 0.33 1821 Hamilton Ave.
Deluxe
zig
zig.
Regular
$139.95.
at
Kelly's
Pest
Control,
located
business and if you are
nished. Phone 753-0859.
M2C
large rooms,central heat and air
750 x 16 - 8 ply, $30.18 + $4.1.5
Sale
$95.47.
Super
deluxe
zig
100 South 13th Street.
M4C
reliable.
PAINTING-HOMES, churches,
825 x 20- 10 ply, $63.89 + $7.p MAYTAG .WASHER7excellent
(gas), good ivell, 9 miles' from
Regular
$159.95. Sale $114.37.
4, This is a new and used
commercial. Reasonable prices TRAILER, ALL electric, air
Murray, 5 minutes from lake.
900 x 20- 10 ply, $69.92 + $8.51 condition, 8 years old, $75. For
Roby ,Sales, Highway 68, Benton,
point in
car
sales
and guaranteed quality. Nor free conditioned. Two bedrooms. FOUR ROOM house on highway
1000 x 20 -12 ply, $83.21 + $10.52 information call 753-7600.
Phone 436-2205 after 5:30 p.m.
M3C
Kentucky.
May
2C
Madisonville, Ky.
detailed written estimate call Located within walking distance near Coldwater. Phone 436June 4C
1000 x 22- 12 ply, $87.61 + $11.50
See or call collect:
M4P
Clayton & Jarvis at 437-4712 of campus. $75.00 per month. 5449.
TWO TWIN mattress and box Roby Sales, Highway 68, RABBITS: FRYERS, and
Mr.Tom Dockery or Don
BY OWNER; two or three
Water furnished. No pets. Phone
(Wadesboro
May 9C breeding stock. Reagan's Rabwings by Jamison, also 12 by 15 Benton, Ky.
bedroom home, all new inside.. Dury
M2C FURNISHED APARTMENT, 710
June 5P 753-1203.
bitry. Phone 753-4011.
M4C
indoor-outdoor
both
carpet
(red)
502421-7870
New floors, new carpets, wall to
kt Poplar (rear). All utilities
PERFORMANCE
TESTED
like new. Phone 753-9924.
M3C
WILL DO
inum siding, THREE
North City Ford
wall, new linoleurns, new elecROOM furnished furnished. $100.00 per month.
Simmental, Maine-Anjou, BELToNg FACTORY fresh
roofing, gufitsitg on homes. apartment, air conditioned, Phone Lynnville 382-2299.
trical wiring and wall heaters
M8C
Brown Swiss, hearing aid batteries for all make
Limousin and
Sears
Sears.
BY
GUTTERING
Phone 7534783 for free
new water pipes, many closets,
electric heat, private entrance.
tic ing age bulls for sale. hearing aids. Wallis Drugs. M2C
per
installed
M8P $70.00 per month. Couples only. ONE BEDROOM apartment with seamless gutters,
new bathroom fixtures new YOUNG MAN for regular lawn estimates.
Br
bent Farms, Cadiz, Ky.,
your specifications. Call Larry
kitchen cabinets, new enclosed work 5-8 hours weekly $1.60 per
No pets. Phone 753-1203.
-M2C utility, air conditioner, electric
phone days 235-5182 or nights, 235- WELL kept carpets show the
free
for.
753-2310
at
Lyles
M3C
heat. Available immediately.
patio, new oversize garage with hour 753-2926.
5170.
M 15C results of regular Blue Lustre
May 12C
R.W. Churchill 753-7736 or 753- estimate.
new electric over head door. 1613
TWO
BEDROOM
duplex,
spot cleaning. Rent electric
stove,
8395.
West Main Street. 753-9288. Come WANT A second income? For
M4C GOOD PRACTICE piano and
refrigerator,
air
conditioner
shampooer
$1. Kwik-Pik Market,
I.,,rtunity to work part time,
set
GARAGE SALE, Thursday,
to, and see this beautiful home. You
8125.00. $50.00 deposit. 1716 Wells
horse collar mirrors. Also old
Five Points.
M5C
Saturday,
99x12'
Friday
and
will be pleasantly surprised. own hours, have financial
SLEEPING
ROOMS
for
men,
Ext Inquire at 1714B Wells Exwalnut dining table and buffet.
security.
rug,
Phone
753-1470.
green
Mayl
IC
8'x10'
rug,
braided
M4P
furnished, private entrance, air
Price $17,900.00.
tended.
Phone 489-2166 or 753-0176. MfIC
CONCRETE STEPPING stones
M5C onditioned,
19" black and white T.V.,
refrigerator.
and concrete splash blocks.
WANTED BABY-SITTER, 18
games,
frame,
and
Zimmerman
headboard
Apartments,
South
Complete
FURNISHED APARTMENTS,
Murray Lumber Company, 104
hours
per
week.
Phone
753-0917
clothing
M12NC CARPORT SALE,Saturday, May curtains, lamps, lots of
Mit ACRE on Blood River Bay,
living room, kitchen, bathroom 16th. Phone 753-6609.
Maple Street.
M2C
after 8:00p.m.
Remodehng
M4C
and miscellaneous. 1513 Kirkoff Kentucky Lake, across from
and shower and bath. One or two
5, 9:00 a.m.-2:30 p.m. Chair,
M4C.
FREE ESTIMATE
wood
Drive.
Lakewav Shores and Panorama
bedrooms. Zimmerman Apart- ()NE BEDROOM furnished lamps, shower stall, lavatory,
FOR SALE
Shores. Good private location.
ments, South 16th Street, 753- apartment, partial
utilities light fixtures, T.V. stand, toys,
SERVICES OFFgRED
Sharp 1968 Chevrolet two
Adjoining T.V.A. boundary.
6609.
Ma v9C paid. Available May 5, Phone 753- bed frame, twin headboards and TRADITIONAL TOYS of walnut,
753-0961
door hardtop, custom
$6,000.00. Phone 436-2427 or 753- KELLY'S TERMITE and Pest
'4741.
M6C fruit jars. Clothes, mostly little cherry, and pine; pecking bird,
Impala, V-8 automatic with
June 5P
8997.
FOR
ALL
your
additionsFew
men's
4-12.
THREE ROOM duplex ungirl's size
Control, phone 753-3914 100 South
ladder and clown, wooded cars,
power, new tires, light
13th Street, "Every day you remodeling, residential or furnished apartment, 213 Elm NOW RENTING-trailers for women's and boy's clothes. From etc. $2.00 and $5.00. See display at
green, $1095.00.
delay lets bugs have their way." commercial. New or old. Free Street. Rent $75. 00 pet month summr months, near university, Murray, second brick house on County Library', then order at
WANT TO BUY
1967 Chevrolet Impala,
TFC Phone Paducah, Ky., 898-3216 for air conditioned. Mobile Home left past Shady Oaks Trailer
TFC estimates. Call 753-6123.
M4C
753-6625.
two door hardtop, V-8 with
M4C
appointment.
M3P Village, 753-3895 or 753-3482. M6C Court
WILL BUY or trade old guns,
power and air, automatic,
ROY'S LOCKSMITH Service.
used guns, or ne'v guns. Will buy FREE ESTIMATE on septic tank Phone Paris,
burgundy with black vinyl
POLLED
642-6551.
REGISTERED
TFC
carpeted,
EXTRA
NICE
bedroom
trailer,
FURNISHED
TWO
installation. Phone 753-7850. TFC
BOAT AND trailer, 14' Jon boat,
top, $595.00.
laying hens. Phone 753-6940. May
air conditioned, color T.V. water apartment air conditioned, also hereford bull. Ready for service. deep. Two swivel seats, one on
16C
1968 Oldsmobile
Cmr.
.
and
WILL DO trash and
brush JERRA'S REFINISHING & and gas furnished. Deposit efficiency apartment for girls. Gay Hills Victor
48" deck in front on pedestal.
Delmont, two door hardtop
Custom Built Furniture, 6 miles 'required. Phone 753-7358.
Phone 753-3106.
M3C Domino bloodlines. Phone 436- Wired for trolling motor. Phone
LAND WANTED within a mile or hauling. Reasonable rates. Phone South of Murray on Hwy. 641.
with power, light green
M4C
5324.
M2C
TFC
M4C
753-6345.
two of Kentucky Lake. Size 753-6130.
with black vinyl. top,
Jerry McCoy, owner. (502) 492SIX ROOM. house, located 107
immaterial. Write P.O. Box 32-A
$06.011.
8837.
TFC
FURNISHED
APARTMENT
South
12th, furnished. $100.00 per CUTLER 71, york and dare seed
Murray, Ky. 42071.
MSC WANTED TO do sewing, must
196$ Plymouth Sports
idpining
University.
I,iving
have pattern. Call Ernistine.
month. Phone 7534331.
soybeans. Broadbent Seed VACUUM CLEANER, Hoover.
Satellite, two door hardtop
and dining area, kitchen 2 large
Hendricks,phone 753-7347. M3C
May 4C Company, Cadiz, Ky., Phone 235- Frigidaire portable dishwasher
__
with
power and air,
closets, hall, bath, one bedroom,
LARGE USED diaist oi drawers.
MIK' with cutting board top. RCA
5182. _
automatic, white, $650.00.
wall
to
BOAT
REPAIR
wall
carpet, good fur- TRAILERS, 10' and IT wide.
-- Phone 753-973.M3C
black and white T.V. with metal
Sharp 1968 Mustang V-8
niture, air conditioning. Phone Real nice. See Mrs. B.B. Dill at
DRESSES MADE to order. Call
Let us repair
your
camper trailer stand. Recliner cover, never been
wanta
YOU
IF
automatic with new tires,
753-8648.
314 Sycamore Street or phone 753BUYER OF Standing Umber, 753-6124.
M3C
used. Phone 753-9684.
M4C
damaged boat, wood, glass
buy.
you
before
one
see this
avacado green, $1150.00.
also dogs, pulp wood. Phone 753M2C 1551.
M3C
1970
or metal, small or large
Yes.
Expensive?
GLEN STARES
4147.
Jim 4C JOHN'S REPAIR Service.
SAILBOAT-EQUIPMENT.
New
boats
Wheelcamper, sleeps 6, fully
ALMO, KY.
Plumbing-electrical-roofing and
FOR SALE
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY
Shown by ap- and used lasers, 470's, and Flying
equipped.
PHONE 753-2753
Call 436-2211 or
carpentry. Phone 753-5897 days or
Scots,
plus
a
full
line
of
Moody
pointment only. Also AKC
FOR SALE OR TRADE
753-7625 nights.
TFC
AFFILIATE
DISTRIBUTOR
753-0224
LATE MODEL boat, beautiful registered whit toy noddles trailers. Area code 618-524beautiful
.. super sheer
M8C COUCH AND matching chair.
M4C 9654.
L•ondition. Complete for $1850.00. Phone 753-64
GUARANTEED NOT TO RUN
M4C
$25.00. Phone 753-3943.
i trucking, Fleming-Go Marina
JET BOAT-18', fully equipped BULLDOZER WORt
PANTY HOSE
Phone 753-6262. You must see.
Accts will be furnished
dirt and
In
with new trailer. Used 10 hours. also bank gravel,
USED BALDWIN organ. Used
May 21C
vestment frOm 52,496 fully
Will sell for /
1
2 original price. topsoil. Phone Hardin, 354-8138
EIGHT OIGS, extra nice, phone Baldwin grand pianos. Lonardo FARMALL CUB tractor with all
secured by merchandise
or
354-8161, after 5:00 p.m. TFC SCARBOROUGH
Phone 436-2427.
M3C Piano Company, across from equipment, including a belly,
for just a few hours per
COMPARE, SAVE Seamless 436-2220 or 436-5454.
PLUMBING & earnings
week SiSSSSSSSS or go full time
condition. Phone
Post Office, Paris, Ten- mower. In A-I
Electric. Repairs made on all jet In'terested? Call COLLECT 213 aluminum gutters. Atkins Gutter
M4C
753-3943.
WILL DO any type of carpenter and submersable well pumps. 24 938 3821 Or write: BEST BUY Installation. "Financing REDDISH-ORANGE hide-a-bed nessee.
M4C
111,AT WANTED
HOSIERY, INC 5725 Wilshire
a.m.
work. Large or small jobs. New hour
between
7
753-9737
call
sofa,
753-8407
or
753available".
Phone
emergency
service. Blvd No 570 Los Angeles, Calif
or rerraxleling Phone 753M2P YAMAHA 1971-40cc, price 8-TRACK Home tape player,
May 23NC and 9 P.m.
'Authorized Myers dealer. Phone 90036 GIVING YOUR PHONE 8992.
Craig "Pioneer" model, 2
955.
May 30(
1150.00. Phone Wingo 376753-5543.
May 31C NUMBER
speakers, civet 26 tapes, $50.00.
HELP WANTED
2312.
.
M4NC
M3P
Phone 753-6002.
4 BICYCLE DEALERSHIPS
Night Cook,apply in person
available. Manufacturer wants to
BREAKFAST
TABLE
with
4
Long John Silvers. Hazel
establish new bicycle dealerDUNCAN PHYFE couch and
chairs,$50.00.Two twin beds with early American couch.- Phone
Road.
ships. First time offered in this
and mattresses, $25.00 753-753-8378. ,
area. Full factory training In-1444P
i springs
- BULLS or HEIFERS
each. 10 drawer chest, $35.00.
vestment $2,700 to $8,000. Call 417* Five drawer chest, $30.00. An- - 662-3904.
trailer.
M3C
WANTED GENERAL office
From 1 Week to Weaning Age * tique dresser,$50.00. Night stand. ALL METAL two wheel
1972 Honda 50 mint-trail
$40.00.
t employee from 7:00 a.m. till 4:X)
23 YEARS EXPERIENCE *
$45.00.
Couch,
$5.00.
coNnt(ii,ood shape. $165.00 1§51 panel
p.m., Monday through Friday.
•
*
For
Information
Further
.
Refrigerator-G.E., frost is
6195.00. Call 489-2595. MX
be experienced typist with a
FOR THE best in pest e'en-Oro,
coppertone, $200.00. Set french
Dixieland Center Chestnut Street
• background in accounting. See
service and termite control call
uoors, $5.00 - rtiener cabinet. STA,RCRAFt CAMPERS. Shasta
Petty Hill at Paschall Truck
Superior Exterminatirp Com$25 00 Swing Set,' $30.00. ,Phone and 'Golden Falcon, travel
Phone
753-5191
M4C
Lines.
pany, 753-7266.
May 3(
M8P trailers. Plione153-6650. May
753-8918
FOR RENT

FOR RENT

Rental Rates

A

FOR SALE

*.

#
HOLSTEIN CALVES •

prompt Service on All Major Brands
wit(
iab

Phone 489-2101 After 5:00 p.m.
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An AP News Analysis

MSU Commencement . . .

Ala.; Esther Carolyn Brown
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Division of the MurrayJoe Sills is the director.
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was 86 years of age.
wage-price control authority.
figures are expe-cted to be in- papers and Went to the West
Paducah; Danny Mac Gilkey, Wilson Hopkins, Madisonville;
Funeral services will be held
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Cecil T. Dunn of Detroit,
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profile" relating to Ellsberg.
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Hopkins and Brown Funeral Mich.,formerly of Murray, died
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Home. Clinton, with Rev. at a hospital in Detoit Saturday met
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Charles Wiley officiating. night. He was 48 years of age. panel of five labor and five as Haldeman, Ehrlichman, two individuals had broken into
Dean, former Atty. Can. John the premises of the psychiatrist
Santos Howell, Hartford; Karen
Burial will be in the Harmony
The deceased is survived by business leaders named to adGene Clifton King, Jr.,
N. Mitchell, deputy Nixon cam- for Ellsberg until after this inFolk toys from around the June Isbell, Ezell, Kevil; Hartford; Susan M. Ludwig,
Cemetery.
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director
Jeb
Stuart
Magrthe
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cident had taken place,"
world designed and hand-made Brenda Kay Kirk,
Friends may call at the two daughters, Misses Brenda trols.
Pana, Ill.; Margie Kay Lutes,
Although prices have been in- uder, and Frederick C. LaRue, FBI report said. "Such activity by Kent Forrester are now on Martin and Sarah Parman Mt. Washington; Olivia Turell
funeral home.
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glary until after it had hapAll trtoys are made from Unora Gail Norwood, both of Joyce Dean McClain, Puryear,
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G. Gordon Liddy broke into the 'not to do this again."
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Smith,
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Mich.; several cousins.
Murray, Hardyville; Tom P.
office of Pentagon papers deIt was learned the special balancing toys which are made
Funeral services will be held
O'Dell, Hodgenville; Annelle
fendant Daniel ElLsberg's psy- Senate committee on Watergate all over the World in forms
Friday at two p.m. at the St.
Renee Parrish, Henderson;
chiatrist.
is considering granting immun- reflecting the culture from
John's Baptist Church, Murray,
Sharon Petty, Gracey.
Ehrlichman was interviewed ity from prosecution to both which they come. A toy called a
with Rev. C. E. Timberlake
Sophia Ann Pharis, Clinton;
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months living
expenses,
Watergate grand the 15th century.
County and was the son of the
away like a pig in a corn field. Watson, Lynn Grove; Nancy
W. J. Wilkerson, a resident of because the
transportation, tuition, books,
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and insurance. Johnson will
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In his speech on Watergate State University. He has a home
former Nettie Whaley, died the Murray Calloway County
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Johnson is a graduate student
Nixon said work shop where the toys are
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about thirty years ago.
We heard about a fellow the Whitfield, White Plains; Leila
Hospital. His death at the age of
in German at Murray State with
Survivors are one daughter, 77 followed an illness of five he had given XUy. Gen.-desig- made mostly as a hobby other day who had a head that Myatt Woodson, Wingo; R.
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aunate Elliot L. Richardson
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Meat Prices Generally
Just As High As Ever
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A study of parliamentary procedure was introduced in an eighth grade assembly recently at the
Murray Middle School. Students from the Calloway County FFA assisted ID the demonstration.
Staff Photo by David Hill

Murray Middle School Begins
Parliamentary Procedure Study

Officials Warn Victims
Of Floods Not To Try
To Move Back Too Soon
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Newark,Phoenix,Seattle, OklaBy LOUISE COOK
City, DeAssociated Press Writer-- homa City, Kansas
BalOrleans,
New
Boston,
troit,
d
One month after the start
timore, Chicago, Los Angeles.
a week-long nationwide meat
Francisco, Philadelphia
boycott, an Associated Press San
Maine.
Portland,
and
and
lamb
sampling shows beef,
Consumer groups, meanpork prices are generally just
while, have called for another
as high as ever — if not higher.
June Donavan of Imo
boycott.
The AP checked the prices of
Angeles, organizer of FIT
eight meat items in 17 cities on
(Fight Inflation Together) has
April 2—the first weekday of
urged shoppers to skip highdown
the boycott called to force
meats "until something
priced
rising prices. It checked the
gives." The National Consumer
cities
same
the
in
items
same
Congress wants a meat boycott
on Monday, just as consumer
first week in May, followed
the
groups were calling for another
by a week-long fish and poultry
boycott
boycott.
The survey found about 44
per cent of the items were unchanged in price over the fourweek span; 29 per cent went up
in price; 20 per cent went
down; and 7 per cent were unavailable on one of the two
check dates. About half the
Items were selling at ceilingprice levels ordered by President Nixon late in March.
By CRAIG AMMERMAN
James k Kidwell, manager
Associated Press Writer
of a Safeway store in the WashFederal officials have warned
ington, D.C., area, said: "Meat victims of the Mississippi River
is selling just like normal valley floods who abandoned
now."
their homes downstream from
Roast beef led the list of Hannibal, Mo., not to try to
items that were higher in price. move back in too soon. New
The cost of a pound of standing rains in the upper valley may
rib roast went up in nine of the cause new flood problems.
cities checked, with increases
"It's not a time to relax,"
ranging from 7 per cent in Chi- said a spokesman for the Corps
Kansas
cago, Los Angeles and
of Army Engineers in St. Louis
City to 40 per cent in Detroit.
as two to three inches of rain
Roast beef was unchanged in pounded sections of Iowa and
Phoesix cities; down in one,
northern Illinois late Monday
nix, Mix.; and not available in and early today.
one.
Eleven deaths have been reOther meats that were higher ported and damages continued
priced in many places included to mount.
lamb chops and sirloin steak,
The Mississippi River Comup in six cities each. Increases mission said more than 11 milin lamb chops ranged from 8 to lion acres—from Wisconsin to
28 per cent; rises in sirloin Mississippi—remain under wawere between 6 and 24 per ter. Destruction in the seven
.
cent.
states declared federal disaster
The retail price beeeilses and areas was estimated by the
declines genera* reflected commission at more than OM
wholesale costa. Al Lleffort of million. That figure does not inNeb's Market in Phoenix said, clude the future loss to farmers
for example, that the price of
pork he buys "has gone down
significantly. I just hope it'll
stay."
Center cut pork chops were
down about 14 per cent at
Neb's, going from $1.45 a pound
on April 2 to $1.25 a pound on
April 30. Pork chops also went
down in CleVeland, Ohio; Newark, N.J.; and Philadelphia.
The eight items checked were
one pound each of round steak,
center cut pork chops, chopped
chuck, sirloin steak, lamb
chops, veal cutlet, leg of lamb
and rib roast.
The cities surveyed were Atlanta, Washington, Cleveland,

Nixon Again Turns To People;
Asks For Prayers, Not Votes

;

A study of parliamentary
procedure was introduced in an
eighth grade assembly recently
along the 1,500-mile course of
at Murray Middle School.
the Miasisseipi River. Many of Geneva Brownfield, school
them will plant few, if any, guidance counselor, listed some
crops this year.
of the reasons for the study and
The Mississippi and its tribu- introduced the guest speakers.
taries in the upper valley conCathy Cristopher and Joe
tinued falling today. Crests
Resig, high school seniors told
were moving south.
In Jonesville, La., the Red the eighth graders about atand Black rivers sloshed over tending the Kentucky Youth
the top of a dam Monday after:- Assembly and how a study of
Mien, beginning a breakthrough parliamentary procedure could
that federal officials say will help them in high school. Max
cover another 50,000 acres of Hurt, a Murray business Mali
flat delta land with water. Be- and president of the Murray
tween 75 and 100 famthes in the Chamber of Commerce. spoke
neth of the flooding backwaters to the group about the values of
a study of orderly methods for
were ordered evacuated.
An estimated 35,000 persons groups to conduct business in a
remain homeless from Hannib- democratic manner.
al, where the Mississippi has
The students also observed a
crested, to the Gulf of Mexico. team of students from the
The crest is not expected to Future Farmers organization al
reach the Gulf for at least a Calloway County High School
week.
This team has participated in
Officials emphasized that the parliamentary procedure
worst has probably come and contests. They are under the
gone in the upper reaches of direction of Carman Parks,
the flood area, but they cau- agriculture teacher.
tioned against any relaxation.
This study with middle school

7.vgleddi
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East Side of The Square

'Miraculous' cures
face sales ban
Amulets, bracelets, "guaranteed" cures against baldness and creams which have
"miraculous" properties are
on a list of articles which will
disappear from Italian pharmacies and shops.
Health Minister Remo Gasped made the decision retiently alter a months-long Investigation by a quecial team
which reported Mat some of
the products not only were
Useless butin some cases also
Were- dalliZerCeg to hearth.

FFA officers participating
were Phil McCallon, president;
vice
Rowland,
Robert
Flood,
president; Larry
secretary; Donald Armstrong,
treasurer; Larry Tucker,
reporter; and Ronald Armstrong, sentinel. Other members participating were Dennis
Puckett, David Bean, Andrew
Burkeen, Kim Scott, Kenny
Donelson, Jerry Walker, Randy
Wilson, Larry Lawrence, Roger
Potts, Kevin Bailey, Anita
CunButterworth, Pam
ningham, Teresa Durham,
Robert Elkins, Owen Garrison,
Linda Hicks, Donnie Houston,
Charles Hurt, Kathy Lamb,
Winona Lyles, Wade McDaniel,
Donna Nance, Tony Raspberry,
Barbara Rowland, Karen
Saylers, Diane Shelton, Helen
Sheridan, Tina Todd, David
Robinson, Leonard Stevens,
Della Watkins and Nickie
Wilkinson.

We Reserve The Right T
Limit Quantities

edge of involvement or coverup
before late March, and noted
that he had delegated to others
authority over his 1172 campaign operations.
He told personally of the resignations the White House had
announced earlier in the day,
those of presidential aides H.R.
Haldeman and John D. Ehrlichman, and of Atty. Gen. Richard
G. Kleindienst.
And he vowed that justice
will be done, said there can be
"no whitewash at the White
House."
But for much of the 24-minute
speech, he turned from direct
discussion of the Watergate to
the future of his presidency, his
goals for the balance of his
term.
He spoke of a lastingseace;
of prosperity without inflation:

Witnesses Continue To Link
Defendants To Stolen Cars
BOWLING GREEN, Ky.
AP ) — Government witnesses
continued Monday to link stolen
cars to defendants on trial in
connection with an alleged multi-state car theft ring, as the
prosecution began its fifth week
of attempting to show that a
conspiracy existed in the thefts.
Twenty-three persons are
In trial in federal court here in
connection with the thefts.
Claude Dillon Jr., one of several unindicted co-conspirators
who have testified during the
trial, said he stole a vehicle in
Nashville, Tenn., in June, 1970.
Dillon has testified previously
that he purchased cars for Billy
Mayes of Bowling Green, one of
the 23 defendants.
William Barbee, who was indicted in connection with the
car-theft ring, but pleaded guilty aril has been' testifying as'a
government witness, said he
Later obtained the car from
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The fashionable glare killers
Shatter resistant lenses.
New styles and colors for
every Mood

DISCOUNT PRICES

Right Guard
Deodorant
with FREE Trac ll Razor
limit 2
7-oz Can

Reg.
:1 59

Shampoo-In
Hair Color
Go Lighter-Go Darker.
Covers Gray Completely

WESTCLOX NUMM(

99

For Brunetts
Only

OLD ENGLISH LEMON

8 oz. bottie

SUN TACK

Mayes. Barbee said he then
sold it through a Louisville area
car auction.
Also Monday, US. District
Judge Mac Swinford ordered a
warrant issued for Dee Ford,
Louisville car dealer, who
failed to show up to testify.
Ford is one of numerous witnesses called as part of the
prosecution's effort to trace the
path of the allegedly stolen vehicles to later unsuspecting
purchasers. The attorneys in
the case stipulated to Ford's
testimony during the session
Monday.
Another uninclicted co-conspirator, William R. Kingsberry
of Louisville, testified he purchased an allegedly stolen car
from Carroll Pemberton, a defendant from Columba,•Ohio.
Other testimony showed the car
had 'been stolen in Cookville,
Tenn., in 1990.

other upper respiratory
allergies

INVISIBLE HAIR NET
Holds 3 times longer than
the leading hair spray.

SW'

Among the men to whom Nixon gave those inscribed calendars were Haldeman, Ehrlichman and Kleindienst.

For relief of hay fever and

CLAIROL

Reg.
'2"

jobs; full and equal opportunity
for all Americans.
His words recalled those of
his limited personal campaign
In 1972.
Nixon told of his inaugural
gift to top aides and Cabinet
members: special four-year calendars, each date marked to
show the number of days remaining in his second term.
"I looked at my own calendar
this morning up at Camp David
as I was working on this
speech," he said. "It showed
exactly 1,361 days remaining in
my term. I want these to be the
best days in America's history,
because I love America."

ALLERGY TABLETS

Stop, Shop
and

FINAL NET

Participation In
Forum 15 Urged
FRANKFORT,Ky.—Thomas
0. Harris, Commissioner of the
Kentucky Department for
Natural Resources and Environmental Protection, has
urged all concerned Kentuckians to participate in an
upcoming forum on pollution
abatement programs in Kentucky and Tennessee.
At the forum, scheduled for 1
p.m. t04: 30 p.m., May 16 at the
Tennessee Botannical Gardens
in Nashville, the U. S. Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA) will report on its activities in the two states.
"This briefing will provide
and
service
citizens,
professional organizations with
a progress report on EPA activities in Kentucky and Tennessee. I urge all concerned
Kenttekians to participage in
this forum for an exchange of
information on pollution control
activities," said Harris.

students was conducted by W.P.
Russell and Charles Reed in
their social studies classes.
They are being assisted by Mrs.
Brownfield.

By WALTER R. IWEARS
AP Political Writer
WASHINGTON(AP) — Pr.
ident Nixon, his "four more
years" clouded by scandal, has
turned again to the American
people in an effort to rebuild
confidence and trust in an administration shaken by the Watergate affair.
His Monday night address to
the nation was, in effect, a
campaign speech, an appeal to
th..) game electorate that had
re-elec:ed him in a landslide.
Just 13() days into his second
term, Nixon was asking for
prayers, not votes. And, above
all, he was asking for trust.
The President said his own
trust had been misplaced, that
he had 'believed until little
more than a month ago in denials of any administration involvement in Watergate.
At that point, Nixon said in
his nationally televised and
broadcast speech, new information persuaded him that this
might not be the case—and that
there had been an effort to conceal the facts "from the public,
from you, and from me."
Nixon did not say who assured him there was no administration involvement, only that
it had come in response to his
repeated questions from "those
conducting the investigation."
In earlier statements, on
Aug. 29 and again on March 2,
he had said his denial of administration involvement was
based on an investigation by
John W. Dean III, the White
House counsel he fired Monday.
Dean, a 34-year-old lawyer,
has vowed he is not going to
become the scapegoat in the
Watergate affair.
Nixon said that, as the man
at the top, he accepts final responaibility for the Watergate
and any other wrongdoing in
his campaign.
But he alsidisclaimed luiowl-
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Local Cadets Honored At President's Review
The lin eresidenes
of the ROTC Cadet Corp. was
the scene as five young men of
Murray were honored for their
distinguished performance as
members of the Murray State
University Reserve Officers
Training Corps.
Cadets Robert L. Waters of
Route 4 and Edmund D. Fenton
of 315 South 15th Street were
presented the Department of
the Army Superior Cadet
Award, for MS II and MS I
respectively. The Superior
_Cadet Award is the highest
award a cadet can earn within

his repe,ative military science
class and Ls_ based on demonstrated officer potential as
evidenced by ROTC and
academic grades, military and
academic leadership.
Both cadets were also the
recipient of a second award.
Cadet Fenton earned the Sons of
the American Revolution
General Military Excellence
Award for outstanding qualities
leadership,
military
in
discipline, character, and
citizenship. Cadet Waters;
received the United Daughters
of the Confederacy Award

presented annually to the most
outstanding member of the
ROTC Ranger Company.
Cadet Captain Charles Wayne
Henry of Route 3 was presented
the VFW Award for Leadership
based on outstanding leadership
ability as demonstrated both in
ROTC and other campus activities. Wayne was also
presented the Moyers Flight
Trophy as the most outstanding
student in the ROTC Flight
Training Program at MSU.
Cadet David E. Alexander of
1320 Wells Blvd. was presented

the Daughters of Founders and
Patroits of America Award for
the highest academic average
in Military Htstory. This was
the second year in which David
has earned the scholastic excellence award for his military
science class.
Cadet Scott C. Peterson of
1709 Johnson Blvd. was
presented the Rotary Club
Award for Scholastic Excellence by an MS I student.
The award is for the best overall
academic average by A fresh-
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New Tax Ruling May
Help Divorced Parents
By R. GREGORY NOKES
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON(AP) — Some
divorced parents will gain or
lose their children as tax exemptions as a result of a new
Internal Revenue Service ruling.
Because of an unusual retroactive provision in the rule,
both divorced parents also may
be able to count their children
as exem tions for the •.st
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II C. Butter
stick)
% C. sugar
134 C. flour oo
1 tsp. cinnamo
1 tsp. vanilla
2 eggs
1½ tsp. bakirt
Lot tsp. salt
1,2 tsp. baking
IC. mashed 1
le2 C. butterm

three years in some cases.
A spokesman for the Internal
Revenue Service Tuesday said
it expects amended returns retroactive to 1970 will be filed by
some divorced parents who will
want to take advantage of the
ruling.
The parent who contributes
more than half the support of s
child is entitled to claim the
child as an exemption.
Under the new rule, support
provided by a new spouse may
be used to determine which of
the divorced parents contributes more than half of the
child's care.
Previously, support provided
by a new spouse could not be
included in this computation.
An IRS spokesman acknowledged that the result of the ruling could be to take the exemption from one parent and
give it to the other, but he said
there was no estimate on how
many divorced parents might
be so affected.
The ruling is effective with
the 1973 tax year. It also is retroactive to the 1970 tax year in
cases where it will give a parent a tax benefit, but would not
be retroactive where it would
cost a parent an exemption in
,last years

ticott Peterson receives the Scholastic Excellence award from
fta). Brownfield of the Murray Rotary Chili.

lnd Lietutenant James J. Bryant of Murray was presented the Presklents's Sabre as the most
outstanding senior of the 1972-73 school year. Bryant graduated in December and is currently undergoing training at Ft. Benning, Georgia. Miss Nat Bolton, R.O.T.C. Seetheart, looks on as Dr.
Harry Sparks makes the presentation.

A spokesman said the savings
for some divorced parents
could be significant for past
years and said they may want
to file amended returns, using
Form 1040 X.

Wayne Henry receives the Leadership Award form Colonel
Palmer Peterson, professor of military science.

BIG! BIG
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Colonel Peterson presents the Scholastic Excellence award to
David Alexander.
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Dr. Harry Sparks presents the Superior Cadet Award for M.S.
H to sophomore Robert L. Waters.
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• Philcomatic tuning system simplifies tuning
• Hideaway control panel with decorator French doors

LP:le

MORE LIFELIKE PICTURES EVERY TIME. Select the channel, the

Enclosure

Philcomatic electronic circuits give you a perfectly tuned color
picture Walnut finish contemporary style cabinet OS 65.14 5

A visit wt
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PHILCO.

Portable TV
50441 MAIN STREET

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

42071

All solid state transistor chassis
No small tubes to burn out
Weighs only llYs lbs. Convenient
up front controls issis

* NOTICE *
The Tennessee Valley Authority offers to contract for
custodial services in campgrounds in Land Between the
Lakes from mid-May, to mid-September 1973. The
campgrounds are Hillman Ferry, Rushing Creek, Piney,
and Carrip Energy.
Sealed bids will be received by Division of Purchasing, 102
Lupton Building, Chattanooga, Tennessee 37401, until 10
a.m...EASTERN STANDARD TIME May II, 1973. (Local
Time at Chattanooga, Tennessee)
Parties interested in more information, bid forms, and
_inspecting the areas-should contact Land Between the
lakes, TVA, Golden Pond. Kentucky. Office hours are
7:00 alt. to 3:45 p.m, Monday through Friday. telephone
502-924-5602..
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Germans, Norwegians, Swedes Like Coffee Cake
The only thing that smells
better than bread baking in the
oven is coffee cake freshly
baked from the oven. Intriging
aromas of spices and yeast will
attract everyone to the kitchen.
The recipes this week offer a
variety of batters. They include
cake type, easy mix yeast
dough, as well as the,traditional
kneaded doughs. Kneading
dough may help you work out
some frustrations; punching the
dough can help relieve tensions!
Streussel and kuchen coffee
cakes are a gift to American
cooks from German bakers.
Streussel means large lumps of
sugary, buttery topping on
coffee cakes. Kuchen in German
means coffee cake.
Jule Kaga is a Norwegian
fruited sweet bread flavored
with cardamon. It is usually
baked only at Christmas time,
but with candied fruits available
all year it is a delicious bread to
serve any time. Serve thick
buttered slices with the morning
coffee.
Swedes are a coffee-loving
people, and are fond of baked
sweet breads to accompany
their coffee. Swedish Almond
Muffins are made by the batter
method and are classified as a
quick and easy yeast treat.
The Cream Cheese Coffee
Cake is a delightful American
contribution. Using cream
cheese in the batter makes a
rich smooth cake. This coffee
cake is so good you will want to
serve it when company comes.
Although you may use selfrising flour in these recipes, I
have found the results are better
if only plain flour is used in the
yeast doughs. Plain flour gives a
bread-like texture which is
desired in yeast bread doughs.
BANANA STREUSSEL
COFFEE CAKE
la C. Batter or margarine (1
stick)
% C. sugar
1% C. flour *
1 tsp. cinnamon
1 tsp. vanilla
2 eggs
4 tsp. baking powder
/
11
4 tsp. salt
1
/
'a tsp. baking soda
1 C. mashed bananas
C. buttermilk
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confecuoners' sugar icing.
SWEDISH ALMOND MUFFINS
4 C. warm water (118 to 115
3
/
degrees)
1 pkg. active dry yeast
4 C. sugar
1
/
lisp, salt
4 C. flour
/
13
1 egg
1,4 C. margarine( %stick)
1 C. Chopped almonds
3 The. sugar
Put warm water into a large
warm bowl. Sprinkle in yeast,
stir to dissolve. Add V4 cup
sugar, salt and half the flour.
Beat 2 minutes on an eleectrie
mixer or 300 vigorous strokes by
hand. Add eggs and margarine.
Gradually beat in the remaining
flour until smooth. Mix in ½etip
Got a question or a comment about homemaking? Address almonds. Spoon into greased
Asket Basket," In care of Mrs. Sally DuFord, muffin cups, filling each
It to
2 full. Combine
1
approximately /
Route 1, Springville, Tenn. 38256.
remaining almonds and 3
tablespoons sugar. Sprinkle
Dear Sally,
over tops. Let rise until doubled
Would you please ask for two recipes? They are "Kidney
in bulk, about an hour, Bake in a
350 degree oven for 20 to 25
Bean Salad" and "Mississippi Mud Cake." U anyone should
ask for some I have, I will be glad to send them to you

ird I

aside % cup of this mixture for
the topping. To the remaining
add
the
crumb
mixture
4 cup sugar, vanilla
1
remaining /
and eggs. Stir until smooth.
Blend in bananas.
Combine the remaining 1 cup
flour with the salt, baking
powder and soda. Add dry
ingredients to the batter
alternately with the buttermilk.
Blend until smooth. Turn into a
greased 10 inch pie or cake pan.
Crumble the Streussel topping
over the batter in the pan. Bake
in a 375 degree oven for 35-40
minutes or until cake tests done.
•If self-rising flour is used
omit the baking powder and
salt.

Recently_ I Received the Following
COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTIONS
FRANKFORT
April 6, 1973
Mr. Huel Wimpy Jones
Calloway County Jailer
Murray, Kentucky 42071
Dear Mr. Jones:
I was pleased to have the opportunity to discuss jail
op4rations with you and your wife during my recent visit to
the Calloway County Jail
A copy of my report on the ial will be encolsed with this letter.
If I can be off any assistance to you in the operation of the jail,
will be glad to help
Sincerely
LeRoy Porter
State Jail Consultant
LP:le
Enclosure
CALLOWAY COUNTY JAIL
Murray, Kentucky
A visit was made to the Calloway County Jail on March 29,
1973, by LeRoy Porter State Jail Consultant. At the time the
iail population consisted of 14 adult males.
Everything was much the same in this all as it was at the
time of my previous visit. It is a well operated facility and I
am afways impressed upon visiting this place of the good jail
climate, that is, the attitude of the prisoners while incarcerated in this facility. The climate in this jail is of high
standard and in my tour of the jail I find that the prisoners
have no complaints whatsoever about their treatment.
In fact, as I mentioned in a previous report, the food served in
this jail is very good. I observed this morning that the
prisoners were being served Ags, bacon, rolls, coffee and the
type of meal that should be served in jails but more than often
are not. I want to compliment Mr. and Mrs. Jones on their
feeding because there is little for the prisoners to look forward
to except the meals and adequate meals play a large part in
good human relationships.
The housekeeping was very good The jail was in good neat
and clean order
In discussing the many jail problems and the operation Oi a
successful and safe jail with Mr Jones, the value of experience towards Ibis goal came up. I informed Mr. Jones that
in my association with the many county Jailers throughout
the state of Kentucky I find that experience and know how
plays a very important part in the operation of a safe secure
and humane jail and that the Jailers who are now in their
third or even fourth successive term of office often tomes
have the safest and best operated jails in the state.
Mr and Mrs Jones aC usual were most cooperative and
Pleasant during this visit
LeRoy Porter
State Jail Consultant

Huel 'Wimpy" Jones ,for Jailer

This proves, ladies and gentlemen, that experience
is most important in the operation of our jail
Pot. Adfiald for by Huel Jones, Box 651, Murray,Ky.
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CONFECTIONERS SUGAR
ICING
A little of this icing drizzled
over baked coffee cakes puts a
very pretty "finishing touch" to
your baked goods.
I C. Confectioners sugar, sifted
4 Tbs. fruit juice or water
/
11
Combine confectioners sugar
and juice to make a thin icing.
Drizzle over warm rolls of
coffee cake.

FACE IS FAMILIAR, BUT—Postman George Bayliss and a
canine observer by the name of "Mr. Chips," give each other a
mutually respectful wide berth. Mr. Chips, seemed to be having
trouble recognizing Postman Bayliss in his new Postal Service
regulation walking shorts. The encounter ended with each going
his own way but making regular checks over the shoulder to
check the other's rogress. Setae is Dallas, Texas.

Thanks for the boquet for the "Basket", Mrs. Hall.
4 tsp. salt.
1
/
Dissolve yeast with 1 tsp. flour
and 1 tsp. sugar in 144 cup warm
water. Set aside to rise. Blend
butter and sugar together. Add
eggs and yeast mixture, mixing
well. Blend In flour salt and
milk. Let rise until double in
bulk. Divide batter equally into
three 8 or 9 inch greased cake
pans. Put filling on top of each
kuchen. Let rise again until
doubled in bulk. Bake at 350
degrees for about 25 minutes.

To the Voters of
Calloway County

VOTE III

CREAM CHEESE COFFEE
CAKE
The cream cheese adds a rich
smoothness to this breakfast or
dessert
coffee
cake.
2 C. butter or margarine
1
/
stick)
8 oz. cream cheese
I". C. sugar
2 eggs
1 tsp. vanilla
4 C. flour
/
13
1 tsp. baking powder
4 tsp. salt
1
/
4 tsp. baking so&
1
/
4 C. milk
1
/
Filling (Streussel;
1 C. light brown sugar
4 C. flour
3
/
1 tsp. cinnamon
ti C. butter or margarine
k"2 C. chopped nuts optional)
Cream butter, cream cheese
and sugar until fluffy. Beat in
eggs and vanilla, blending well.
Add sifted dry' ingredients

alternately with the milk. Turn
half the batter into a gram&
9x13" cake pan. To make the
filling combine all ingredients
until the particles are about the
size of small peas. Spoon large
drollops of the filling over the
batter, save some for the top.
Pow- the rest of the batter over
the filling and crumble the
remaining filling on the top.
Bake in a 350 degrees oven for
35-40 minutes or until cake test
dune.
* If self-rising flour is used
omit baking powder and salt.

Thanking you very much,
Mrs. Clarence Hall, Jr.
Como,Tenn

Fruit Filling:
Use canned pie filling or slice
fruit and mix with sugar and
cinnamon to put on top of
kuchens.
Cheese Filling:
2 C. creamed cottage cheese
FILLED KUCHEN
C. sugar
A "no-knead" yeast batter los
1 Tbs. flour
with a cake like texture which
1 egg
you fill with fruit or cheese
1 Tbs. melted butter
filling
margarine
1 pkg. active dry yeast
llsp. lemon rind, grated
1 tsp. flour
I Tbs. lemma Pelee
1 tsp. sugar
Combine all ingreaents
(=lb
water
4 cup very warm
1
/
together and mix well. Spread
U5 degrees)
Cream butter and /
2 cup
1
on top of kuchens, before the
1 C. butter or margarine
4 cup flour.and
sugar. Blend in 344
second rising.
sugar
%.c.
the cinnamon working *ell into
eggs
the crean.ed butter and sugar to 3
JULE KAGA
c. sifted flour
4
/
41
make a crumb mixture. Set
A sweet fruited bread flavored
with cardamon Makes 1 large
round loaf.
4 C. Milk
3
/
vs C. sugar
1 tsp. salt
4 C. margarine ii stick)
1
/
4 C. warm water MO to 11.5
1
/
degrees)

:•:•:

minutes or until done.
Makes 12 muffins.

2 pkg. active dry yeast
4 c. flour (about
1 tsp. ground cardamon
c. raisins
4 c. chopped candied frul
1
/
44 c. chopped almonds
Scald milk and stir in sug
salt and margarine. Cool to luke
warm. Pour warm water into a
large warm bowl. Dissolve
yeast in the water. Stir in milk
mixture and 2 cups flour and
cardamon. Beat until smooth.
Stir in enough additional flour to
make a stiff dough. Turn out
onto a floured board. Knead
until smooth, about 10 minutes.
Place in greased bowl, turning
to grease top. Cover and let rise
until doubled in bulk, about an
hour.
Punch down and turn onto a
floured board. Knead in raisins
and frtOt. Form into a ball;
place on a large greased baking
sheet. Cover and let rise until
doubled in bulk.
Bake in a 375 degree oven for
about 40 minutes. Frost with

OTASCO
WHAT A PAINT SALE!

1.

SAYE EVEN MORE ON
OUR FINEST OVALITY
MAJESTICPAINT!

8q2

SAVE
JetSpeedINTERIOR
FLATFINISH LATEX

12GALLONS FOR
SP6

AP
L

FAST DRYING LATEX WAU. PAINT. Clean up spills, brushes and
tools with water! Easy to apply on walls. Washable finish.
Choice of colors. xi-441/40-3

maw
paarertruPANT

2GALLONS FOR

jet no

1 GAL. 796
4.99

FAST DRYING EXTERIOR LATEX. Gives reliable protection at low
cost! No primer needed if surface is in good condition. Use
on all types Of surfaces. White only. 30-500 1

v•PAINT
ROLLER
Itt TRAY

DROP
CLOTH

For faster and sm:other
pointing. xi-no-i

BUY 2
SAVE

F.COAT
114ORIPIASTIC
EXTERIOR
26411USFOR

10"
Dries bug free in 30 minutes. Resists peeling,aocking and mildew.' Wide
choice of calor* se-alfzisi

9 ft. x 12 ft. plastic 30475
761
-sit-s. .
9 ft x 12 h. paper. 30

Hospital Report
April 28, 1973
ADULTS..95
NURSERY..?
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Baby Girl Sego (Hannah Mae
Sego), Route 8, Benton.
DISMISSALS
Max Ronald Dowdy, Route 6,
Murray, Robert Perry Hornsby,
Harold
Op Olive, Murray,
Vernon Hill, Route 2, Murray,
Fred Henry Fernegel, 112 N.
lath Street, Murray, Mrs. Judy
Carol Scribner, Route 7,
Murray, Mrs. Joetta Letta Lee
McClain and Baby Boy, Route 3,
Benton, Mrs. Linda Kay Odom
and Baby Boy, Route 5, Benton,
Mrs. Wanda Kay Futrell arid
Baby Boy, 1702 Dodson,
Murray. Mrs Euna Elizabeth
Bury, New 'Concord, Richard
Randolph Roberts, Ratite 3,
Murray, John Clemar Smoot,
Route 3, Mayfield, Mrs. Lettye
Wilson,
1662
Freeland
Calloway, Murrayp Mrs. Birdie
L. Rirlette, 112 Spruce Street, Murray

Replicas of 36 of the most
popular styles. 61 949
EFFORTLESS IKON STARTER. Throttle control located on handle Side discharge. e4211e
•
EASY SPIN START
•
POWERFUL 3-HP
BRIGGS & STRATTON
ENGINE

USE
VASCO
t'REDII/

LIFE-GARD
REAR SHIELD
•
STURDY 14-GAUGE
STEEL DECK

POWERAVOWER HEADQUARTERS
Self-Propelled, Fii-Wheels,
Choose from Rotaries, Riders,

JMIN7
THERMO-SCOPE

vn

TILLS YOU WHERE TO L008 FOR
FISH. Indicates both water
temperature & depth You'll
know instantly the temperature at any depth to 80 feet.
Operates on penlight battery
62 366 I

TFIESE PRICES GOOD AT Alt OTASCO STORE

Prices Good Thru Saturday Only1
9-8

Bet-Air Shopping Center
73.14391 -
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8.1-Air

CASH

10 OUNCE

Shopping Center

COKES

TREASUR

.1 69;

This Week
Win:

6Bet.
Ctn's.

plus
deposit

Prices Good Through May 8

Simmons

Limit 2 ctn's with '7.50 additional purchase,
excluding tobacco and dairy products

unched,.
supply of br(

VIVA

Towels

Rolls

BUSH

$100

BLUE PLATE

HYDE PARK

COOKING OIL
skeA

48 oz. Bot.

poo

6 ica4nozs,1

Hominy

BISCUITS

79;

SHOWBOAT'

Spaghetti

Cremora

14 0z.$ 1 00
cans 111

FROSTY ACRES

22 oz. Jar

ROYA! 3R1NCE

Orange Juice
atokow

uwyti \too\e
\keoe\

too

HEINZ

SHOWBOAT

Peas

14 oz. $
Cans

Dry PACK

Baby Fitt]

00

FOL:yERS

COFFEE
with coupon belt

Goto
1100as

Save 4.93

2

Tomatoes

lb.

with these c upons

...,

COUPON
Limit One Per Family

Folger's

79s

94-73
Expires
At Storey's
Good I

COFFEE
6-ez. Jar

COUPON
Limit One Per Family

COUPON
Limit One Per Family

COUPON
Limit One Per Family

Gt Size

Folger's

,COFFEE
1-1b. Can

COUPON
Limit One Per Family

93t

Sepals 54-n
Good Only At Storey's

COLD
POWER
49-oz Box

Gen.Milb

Dial

Gt Size

SOAP

OXYDOL

59, 3/39 49..2. 69

Expires 54-73
Good Only At Storey's

COUPON NO. 44494
limit One Per Family

6

RegSize

Expires.5473
Good Only At Storey's

Box
Expires 54-73
Good Only At Storey's

BUC
WHEATS
9-oz. 1/79$
Box L
Expires 54-73
Good Only AtStorey's

COUPON
Limft One Per Family

Sea Pack

.

COUPON NO. 44591
Limitthse Per Family

Gen Mills

Shrimp It WHEATIES
Batter - 12-oz.
1 lb. - $1°
• Expires 5-8-73 ''
Good Only At Storey's

Box

COUPON
Lhnft One PeiFeislly

..
len° Double Cheese

JenO Sausage

Ajax

PIZZA MIX CLEANSER

* 29-oz.
2/69 • Box

Expires 5-8-73
Good Only At Storey's

COUPON
Lnilt One Per Family

COUPON
Limit One Per Family

89,

Expires 54-73
Good Only Atstorey'.

21-oz.
Can

PIZZA MIX'

15

t

Expires 5-8-73
Gorki Only At Storey's

I 7 OZ
#

Box 69C

r'xiAree 5-843
GoNi Only At Storey's

•••••
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FAMILY PACK

JR CHEST

FRYERS

00

30

Split Breast lb 79
Legs

;. Haske Simmons

75*
lb 69'
lb

Thighs

lb.

Card No unched,.
wins a y supply of bread

37‘ek
FULLY

FRESH STOREMADE

6

iiny

Donuts

14-oz.89t
cans O9*

Doz.

COOKED
SMOKED
SHANK
PORTION

79$

HAM
Boneless
Center Cut
Slices

HYDE PARK
1.29

KLEE MADE
St. Lou is
Style

8 oz.

Bologna

59t

lb.6

ior

22 oz. Jar

FRIED CHICKEN .16„ Chicken $A59
DINNER BOX

69'

•10 Potato Logs
•6 Rolls

ROY A''RINCE

PORK CHOPS
FRESH LEAN

Morrell Econ. Bulk

Bacon

Pork Steak

lb.69`

FRIED CHICKEN
DINNER BOX .2

y Fild

Lb.

Chicken

89t

$1"

•3 Potato Logs
Rous

TENNESSEE PRIDE

FOLDERS

OFFEE

PORK SAUSAGE
Family Pack

Gr. Beef

REELFOOT

k88

pon belt

ARROWHEADS

Weiners

KREY ALL MEAT

re 14.93

Weiners

th these cloupons
COUPON
Limit One Per Family

N
Family

Jell°

15t ,

8-73
Itorey's

Ajax

Sausage

PIZZA MIX

;ER

T

Box

,CLEANER

69 . . . _39

#
i. xplres 54.73
(ou Only At Storey's

5

COUPON
Limit One Per Family

-28-oz. Bot

Expires 51-73
Good Only At Storey's

COUPON
Limit One Per Family

COUPON
Limit One Per Family

Food Wrap
.,.
DETERGENT BAGGIES
.
ct

Aiax

32-0z. liot5gt
Expires 5-8-73
Good Only At Storey's

2
Pkg.

25c

Expires 54-73
Good Only At Storey's

12 oz. pkg.

COUPON NO. 44497
Limit One Per Family

Gen. Mills

69

COUPON
Limit One Per Family,

White Cloud

SNACKS
qi,

COUPON
-1Amit One Per Family

Robin Hood

FLOUR

TISSUE
a,

29v

Expires 5-1-73
Good Only At Storey's

2 Roll q- 1Pkg.

j/89s

Expires 51-73
Gird Oid'y At Sto NI,

5

•
lb. Bag

COUPON
limit One Per Family

Log Cabin
, SYRUP

12 oz.

Pkg.

COUPON
Limit One Per Family

Dishwasher

ALL

69 Bo, 69 .....,......63

EXpires $4-73
,
Good Only At Storey's

• 24 oz.

...Expires 54-71
Good Only At Storey's

Expires 54-73
Good Only At Storey's

59'
COUPON
Limit One Per Family

FINAL
TOUCH

c
63
_

33 oz.

Expires 5-8-73
Good Only At Storey's

•
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ware of outfits which make a
person pay for his own recording session. Good firms should
be willing to foot the bill. If
not, get written proof of what
they promise to do -- before

The Nashville Sound

Kentucky Congressmen
Artists Should Be Careful
Approve Of Resignations
When Signing New Contracts

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
The resignations of the U.S.
attorney general and three
White House aides drew the approval Monday of Kentucky's
three Republican mesnbers of
Congress, including Sen. Marlow Cook who called the Watergate scandal "a plague on the
nation, a plague on political
history."
Hours before the resignations
were announced Monday, Cook
issued a formal statement calling for "elimination" of John
NEW BIBUOGRAPHY —Miss Betty Bowden (right). government 4ae111141101s Niirariaa at Murray State University, shows
of
Conrad lieGterara, Elistrict 1 drug program coordinator, some
of
compiled
has
she
bibliography
the
la
the matelfili BMW
government plailladhas available at the university library. Also
shown are: WfflardAlls,president of the Calloway County Council
on Drug Education, mil Mrs. James Kline, circulation librarian
at Murray State.

Copies Of Bibliography
Available At University
Copies of a newly-prepared
bibliography listing government publications available in
the Murray State University
library dealing with drugs and
drug abuse were presented to
members of the Calloway
County Council on Drug
Education at the April Metting.
Entitled U. S. Government
Publications on Law Enforcement and Its Related
Fields," the bibliography was
compiled by Miss Betty
government
Bowden,
documents librarian at Murray
State.
Half of the 300 entries of the
documents are publications on
drugs and drug abuse
different
by
distributed
government agencies. The
library at Murray State is a
designated depository for
selected federal government
publications, and all of the
material is available for use by
U e public.
Miss Bowden's bibliography
lists material heid at Murray
State to make it easier far
teachers, educators, students

.
"This bibliography is
designed to provide an introduction to the . . . popular
literature on law enforcement
and its related fields," Miss
Bowden states in the introduction.
Copies were distributed to
Willard Ails, president of the
Calloway County Council on
Drug Education, to the Mental
Health Center, to the Calloway
County Health Center, and to
representatives of community
organizations present at the
council meeting_
—this is a tremendous asset to
the drug council members who
are working with these
probletes," Ala said. "I'm
Impressed with the scope of the
holdings at the Murray State
library."

"Copies of the bibliography
are available at the reference
room desk and interested
persons are welcome to atop in
and look through and make use
of it," said Merles F. Hinds,
*rector of libraries at , the
adversity.
Copies are also being mailed
and other interested people to to the other Kentucky univerthe sity libraries and to the regional
utilize
and
locate
libraries.
documents.

Ehrlichman, H.R. Haldeman
and John Dean fro. the White
House staff and also demanded
elimination of "anyone else

%Filo hiss been touched by, or
imolicated in, this fiasco."
After the announcement of
those resignations, Cook said he
hoped Nixon would act to immediately phase out the Committee for Re Election of the
President, contending the committee had played a role in
damaging relations between the
White House and Republicans
In Congress.
Cook termed the Watergate
bugging "just absolutely a
damnable exercise in the misuse of powers of government."
Meanwhile, 5th District Rep.
Tim Lee Carter said he believed the resignations were

Doctor
in the Kitchen'

"the thing for them to have

By ALAN WEISON
Associated Press Writer
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) —
The do's and don'ts of signing
music contracts are foreign to
many new artists nowadays
and the result has been the wilbudding caDistrict called the resignations ting of hundreds of
reers.
"it
that
"long overdue," adding
One of the fastest ways for a
strikes me that if these men
to
had no involvement, there'd be new singer or songwriter
-making
of
intentions
his
stifle
resignations."
for
no reason
Gov. Wendell Ford, in a It big" is to sign his name to a
statement issued at Huron, contract which he only thinks
Ohio, before he returned to he understands. It's a matter of
Frankfort Monday night, ques- priorities, patience and legal
tioned Nixon's decision to ap- guidance.
"One of the recurring probpoint Defense Secretary Elliott
Richardson to take over as act- lems is the young artist who
ing attorney general. The comes into town fresh off the
Democratic governor said it is bus and signs the first piece of
"inappropriate" for Nixon to paper with the first person who
appoint persons from his "inner
circles" to top leadership posts
in view of the Watergate scandal.
Democratic Sen. Walter
Dee) Huddleston called MonThe Shangri La Paradise
day's resignations "a minimal World, an elaborate nudist restep" to restore public con- sort, opened recently at the
fidence in government and said
spot where American mishe hopes they indicate Nixon is sionaries landed 153 years ago
-finally willing to make an all
t.o "save" the natives from
heathenism and to clothe their
out effort to get to the bottom
naked bodies in Mother Hubof this political scandal."
bards.
Huddleston called for an imThe resort, located at Kaipartial investigation of the Walua-Kona, accepts only men
tergate and expressed doubt
as members, but they may
that Nixon appointees could
have women as guests.
,
conduct such a probe.
"The evidence looks much
like Ehrlictunan, Haldeman
and Dean knew about Watergate" Carter said. "This has
been a tragedy and we should
get rid of everyone involved."
Rep. Gene Snyder of the 4th

promises to record him," says
Dick Frank, a Nashville lawyer
who's been negotiating contracts for music personalities
since 1958.
"Rarely do they read what
they're signing," he said.
"More often than not, the inexperienced new artist is going
to fall into the hands of borderline outfits," says Frank.
The explanation for such a dilemma is twofold: infatuation

with the idea of stardom and
fly-by-night recording companies whose lure is often deceptive.
"It's the anxiety to get their
voice before the public and the
fear that if they don't sign
what's before them, the chance
will escape," Frank added.
"It's a complex thing and you
never know that you're in
trouble until you wiggle your
ears and your head falls off."
In hopes of stemming the tide
of bad contracts, the Country
Music Association in Nashville
publishes a pamphlet entitled
"What Every Song Writer
Should Know." About 50 of
them are sent daily to persons
seeking advice. A portion of it
reads:
"The first rule for the inexperienced writer should be:
Never pay any money to any
publisher for publishing a song.
Nor should payment be made

Hawaii nudists
'go native'

making payment.
—In the first year of a contract, the recording company
to setting lyrics to music, mu- "should not only agree to
sic to lyrics, examining of man- record but also to release one
uscripts or promising to publish single during each six months,"
he says.
and promote."
contracts:
—Management
Infesting the publishing busi"song Never give a manager full poware
so-called
ness
sharks" who, for fees ranging er of attorney. "In effect, it's
from $20 to hundreds more, giving a whole series of blank
promise to puf a person's checks to the person."
—Songwriting or publishing
poems to music, says the CMA.
Make sure the pubcontracts:
publishers,"
so-called
"These
obaccording to the CMA handout, lisher agrees in writing to
tain a certain number of
"will send you impressive and
recordings of your music,
enforceable contracts. However
which if not obtained within a
no sane person would sign

those contracts if he or she actually understood them."
What it all boils down to is
this: never sign any contract
without obtaining the services
of a reputable attorney knowledgeable with music contracts.
"Artists look on this as more
of an obstacle than it is. Re-

spected attorneys wouldn't turn
down a man who wanted advice
simply because he was broke
right then,"'safff'F'rank.
"Besides, the boy may come
back with the biggest hit to
ever come down your street,"
he said with a broad grin.
Here's a brief list of some
other rules to follow in signing
contracts:
—Always thoroughly understand any contract before signing it. And, from the start, get
copies of your own.
—In general, says Frank, be-

certain period of time — like
two records per year — will
give the artist the right to terrninate contract.
—Booking contracts: "Should
provide at the very least a minimum gross either in terms of
dates and-or dollars."
--Beware of so-called indemnification clauses, found In
90 per cent of the contracts.
They make an artist respon-

sible for damages if sued by
another firm, whether he is violating a contract or not.
"Every reputable business
welcomes a clear-cut contract,"
says Frank, "to avoid misunderstanding and trouble down
the road with the artist."

By the same token, he cautions, "I've seen cases where
artists have driven such a harci
bargain that it
destroyca."
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Consultant,

Your IndilF.
Look in the se
your birthday cc
what your outlool
to the stars.
ARIES
Mar. 21 to Apr.
Whatever you
into account tie
ideas, changini
which could at
deavors and stra
be important to
TAURUS
'Apr. 21 to May
Your intuitic
reliance stimuli
both will be needsolve some pos
situations. Dc
anxious, howeve
GEMINI
May V to June
Good Mercur
Seek opportunit
immediately ohs
around for ti
Especially favor
and advertising
CANCER
(June 22 to July
Timing will
now. Choose the I
astutely; choo
curtailing as 1
mere chance-tal
LEO
'July 24 to Aug.
Don't be anxic
unexpected ch
work area: it co
beneficial than
don't initiate d
yourself without
Aug. 24 to Sept
A good day
details ably, gi
position deftly a
inhibitions whict
thinking and aci

•
Chanel #5

$1
,

National Dairy Council

diets'
Nutrition. A Young Science
Nutrition, which is a relatively
young science, is particularly susceptible to distortion, fads and
cults We teach that proper nu-

MI101=IBRIEWW1311

VIRGO

by Laurence M. Nursh, M.D.

In my opinion, food faddism
flourishes because it offers responses to some of our most deepseated yearnings—yearnings such
as wanting to believe in miracles,
and, certainly, the desire that
everyone has to win over any
fears he might face.
Now what better way could one
ask for to meet these needs than
to believe that certain foods are
miracle foods and that through
them we will have super-health.
or freedom from ill health' Bo,
sides, the lure of food cults is
not new. It is part of our heritage.
In America, in particular, the
salesman enjoys an
snake
honored place in our history, in
our respect for gumption and enterprise So why not macrobiotic
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Bash

Powdari

&or

$6 00

Emeraude

LIBRA
Cologne 2or
$rl 00

Sept. 24 to Oct
Even your t
could meet with
If you're are yol
track, go ahea
them. Others wi
to your way of
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov.
A day for disc
you do not alien
workers by this
Work out disagn
with logic — ani
SAGITTARIUS
Nov. 23 to Dec.
Stellar influei

Lifts-Fantastic

Make-up
Mirror
'17,66 Valli*

$

1 466

)HOP
AVE7
AT

STORE
Central Shopping ('ester
rice' 4"'"'" t

trition is associated with health

LOSING HMV
National's Hair Consultant
In Murray Friday
WILL EXPLAIN HAIR PROBLEMS FREE

and poor nutrition with disease
The public response to so-called
"health foods" stems from this
concept
Does it matter' Are enough
people involved in food faddism
for physinans like me to worry
about'
The answer is "yes " Estimates
of the market for fad foods run
as high as $1 billion by 1975 And
an indication that "health food"
items have really caught on is
obvious when major food chains
add -natural" food sections to
their stores
My argument for example,
with so-called -organic foods" is
not so much with the items themselves--except that they are unnecessarily expensive My con.
cern is that we could in no way
produce enough food for this
country by such methods and the
fact that such foods are not so
penor nutritionally to those
raised by the more traditional
methods of agriculture in which
chemical fertilizers are used
What Is "Natural"
Since all of us and everything
about us are part of nature, what
can there be that is unnatural? To
me, anything that Is" is "aster.
aL" And as for plant growing,
plants use only inorganic not organic forms of plant food. They

After Trwitms,
Wore Trofroasso '
annlas %west dhow romila$ by $4.st4enal no.. Tripossiwni

FREE CONSULTATION you are slick bald and N'our
MEN and WOMEN jus hair roots are dead you are
1beyond help. If you still
take a few minutes of you1
utilize nitrates, potassium, iron
MAY 4 have hair on the top of and phosphates as determined by
time on FRIDA
plant's heredity if the soil is
and go to the fibLIDA your head, don't put it off the
deficient in certain nutrients you
doesn't
It
off.
all
it's
-until
will get less crop but the quality
INN MOTEL S. 12th ST.
the plants you get will not be
between 1 p.m. and 8: make sense for a man tc. of
affected. A plant so deficient in
p.m. and ask the des let himself go bald. cer- its own needs would simply withstunted, or die—
clerk for R.L. SEEDER' tainly not without seeing.a er, beitoiwously
would never reach the
and
Scalp
and
Hair
National
fo
, room number, or call
market as food,
I object, then, to so-called "na•
Consultant to see if we can
appointment.
tural" foods because they are sold
There is no charge o help you.
and consumed undet.false premiMale pattern baldness is ses—premises that help to block'
con
obligation...all
the nutrition education efforts in
a neat this country to help our people
sultations are private, you the cause of
their
will not be embarrassed in majority of cases of -.Wow best how to choose
food wisely. Next week we'll talk
any way. Learn how you baldness and excessive more about this.
can treat yourself right i air loss, for which no
is
effective.
the privacy of your ow method
a,
National's Hair consultant Apra 21, 1r3
home.
If you are not alread cannot help those who are ADULTS..911
lick bald after years of NURSERY .5
slick bald, how can you
NO NEWBORN ADMISSION
hair loss.
gradual
actually
sure what is
DISMISSALS
causing your hair loss? WRITTEN GUARANTEE- - Mrs. Gloria Jane Miller, 1300
Even if baldness seems t
If you are accepted for Kirkwood Drive, Murray, Rural
"run in the family," this is treatment, -you will be Route Jones, 312 S. 9th Street,
Murray, Billy Rex Paschall,
certainly no proof of the given a written guarantee
Route I, Hazel, Mn. Mavis Lee
cause ef your hair loss.
on a pro-rated basis ,from Inman, 114 Rigeria Courts,
Many conditions- can beginniug_to.eod.
Murray, Clar'ence Dunce
Route 6, Murray, Mrs. Pauline
cause hair loss. NI) matter
AMERICARD Cooper, Route I, Hazel , Mrs.
which one is causing your BANK
Manche Jo Childress and Baby
hair loss,- if you wait until ACCEPTED 1-Boy, Route 1, Benton, Baby Girl
Sammons, 1103 Olive Street,•

Hospital Report

i)on'tPotIt OffUntilIt's

.01f!

Sez

MIrroMatic

Pressure
Cooker

Clairol

Jewelry

Hairsetter

1/
2 PRICE

$8"
Indy Shick

Chinon

Warm sari Creamy

Aluminum

Faberge
Gift Set

'24.95

Signal Lite
and Spot Lite

Salad Set

59'

59'

I629

PHOTO
BLOCK

Can & Bottle
Opener

SPONGE

59'

59'

59'

596

Flip Top
Mirror
with trinket

Stapler

bcrs

59'

59'

Cern On Cob
Crystalized
Set
4Dish•s
Salt & Pepper
e`5'
Bah & Pepper
Shakes
Recipe Stand
Shaker
Corn Cob
‘..qh ca,ds
Hotdorw

59' 59'

59'

59'

Charcoal
51 09

Charcoal

Folding Grill

Lighter

684 684
51

/9 tIWWINit•

%

a

.•,...

..

Hibachi Grill

S198 Elsewhere

59 95 Elsasettitra

127
$

r

a
11

$189 Elsasseuss•

Pal Vitamins
51 X.

issowhere

60 s
$117

Elsewhere

112

25 Els•wh•i•

$1 47

PURCHAC

$1 49 Elsewhere
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Mis IT

Coloring
Shampoo
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$1°7 $2 73'
27

$2 50

aS

Miss
VO-5

4!
21

Whopped

:Adorn
:T.
'
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-Clairol

20 2
:
.5111 irOn 24
.

59'

WITH EACH

Foam Cooler

•

1194
swe;
1
VOSC11

iPf;
l

Lilt Home
Permanent
B„,,,

•

ICE DRINK SPOON

•
30 Chian

Bar-B-aue
Grill

$788

699
$

Rack

THIS WEEKS OFFER
10'1420'

10 Pound RsQ

Ir

Roger's Stainless
Tableware Offer!

r7- 1

24"

Accordion
Tie

59'

23

,Asa

SALE
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1111Lima.
eatherproo
Brush & Shoe
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Magnifying
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Photos
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PURPOSE

594
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Elsowhor.

'20.95
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6.95

30 Cup

1 977

elephone
List Finder

Utility Table

Perculator

Skin Care
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° I
Et I
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2111..
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•
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COM!,11101i1111
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LET'S REMINISCE

Your Individual Horoscope
Frances Drake

FOR THURSDAY,MAY 3, 1973
your ingenuity, adaptability
Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find and capacity for extra work and
what your outlook is, according
production on short notice. All
will be rewarded.
to the stars.
ARIES
CAPRICORN
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) er
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)
Whatever your plans, take
Teamwork will be important
into account new trends and now, so make it a point to
ideas, changing maneuvers associate and work with those
which could affect your en- whose interests and aims are
deavors and strategy. This will similar to your own.
be important to outcomes.
AQUARIUS
TAURUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
(Apr. 21 to May 21) ti'Ctif'7
Avoid tendencies toward
Your intuition and self- restlessness and unruliness.
reliance stimulated now. And Note warning signals. Many
both will be needed if you are to errors andomoys% can thus be
solve some possible "tricky" prevented. Shun extremes.
situations. Don't become PISCES
anxious, however.
( Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
GEMINI
A different tack may be the
(May 22 to June 211 11441trick you need now. See all sides
Good Mercury influences. of a project or discussion, and
Seek opportunities where not do not permit pleasure to
immediately obvious; they are supersede duties.
around for the claiming.
YOU BORN TODAY are a
Especially favored: journalistic delightful combination of the
and advertising interests.
artistic and the practical — a
CANCER
situation which opens up many
(June 22 to July 23) 43141:2) fields in which to harvest the
Timing will be important success which can be unnow. Choose the hours for action deniably yours. Unlike many
astutely; choose those for other Taureans, you have a
curtailing as smartly Shun strong gift for leadership and,
mere chance-taking.
should you choose business as a
LEO
career, . would make an ex(July 24 to Aug. 23
cellent executive, promoter,
Don't be anxious about some salesman or financier. With
your
in
unexpected change
your imagination and love of
work area: it could prove more beauty, however, you could do
beneficial than you think. But even better as a writer, jourdon't initiate drastic changes nalist, artist,
musician,
yourself without good reason. dramatist or literary critic. Do
VIRGO
toward
tendencies
curb
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 22) WP
jealousy and stubbornness,
A good day for handling however. Birthdate of: William
details ably, getting past op- Inge, playwright; Samantha
position deftly and overcoming Egg,ar, film star.
inhibitions which prevent smart
• • 16.-thinking and action.
YOUR PERSONAL tionoscove
LIBRA
FOR 1473 For • persawal 1411.0e9e
torecast on hee1M, roperflt. love and
(Sept. 24 to Oct M)
marriage. wend $I 01 Phall IS cants In
coin ter postage and Isaneglag to
Even your brightest ideas
,
could meet with opposition, but :
170
.
v6
".."
..
:
°1"
rt
"
=
0"
"
if you're sire you're on the right
ftrarnran
ADOR
th
entltrintAM
nrto
19i1n1t, '
14
1
ZIP,and DATE OF 015TH I to be sure
track, go ahead and launch
you get the r1ipht forecast tor your
them. Others will come around
atenec sign)
to your way of thinking later.
SCORPIO
IMAGE FADES
(Oct. 24 to Nov. M) MAP
It would seem that Hugh
day for discretim Be alara—litener's hedonistic world is
you do not offend friends or Co. - being invaded by reality judgworkers by thoughtless words. ing by the notices posted in
Work out disagreements, if any, each room of the Playboy
with logic — and graCtodkriess. Club Hotel, Ocho Rios, JamaiSAGITTARIUS
ca: "For baby-eitting serNov. 23 to Dec. 21) )6
° vices, please call the house0
Stellar influences stimulate
keeper."

1.14

)(Q'

J2

Moonlight music
sounded sweeter
By HELEN M. PAGEL
Copley News Service
Originally Fairgrounds
Park was exactly what its
twine implies — the fairgrounds for the County Agricultural Society. But land was
acquired for a park and quite
appropriately it was called
Fairgrounds Park.
In the early part of the century the park was beautifully
landscaped. There were steps
leading down to what was
'mown as the sunken gardens,
where there were formal
flower beds and a fountain.
There were tennis courts
where many spirited matches
were held, but the players
looked very different from today's tennis players. The men
wore long trousers and
striped shirts with stiff collars, and unbendable straw
hats.
The ladies wore full dark
skirts known as "short skirts"
because they barely reached
the ankle, stiffly starched
white shirtwaists with long
sleeves and high collars, and
little flat straw "sailor" hats
trimmed with a severe band
of grosgrain ribbon around
the crown, which sat squarely
on top of their heads and were
firmly anchored by means of
long fancy hatpins. How they
ever managed to play such an
active game as tennis in outfits like that is a mystery, but
they did it.
There was a little brick
building near the courts, with
straight hard benches along
the walls inside. Here the
ladies could go to change from
their street shoes to tennis
shoes and be safe from prying
eyes. No lady would dream of
removing her shoes in public
in those days.
There were swings and
slides and a sandpile for children and on a warm summer
day whole families came to
enjoy the facilities and eat a
picnic lunch in the shade of
the huge trees which grew in
the park.
There was even a baseball
diamond of sorts, but no playground director.
The boys umpired their own
games, and fistfights over decisions were usually kept to a

minimum.
But one of the most popular
forms of entertainment was
the band concerts which were
held there on summer everings. There was a bandstand
in the middle of the park, and
different local bands took
turns giving concerts there.
Many people drove long distances — say as much as eight
or ten miles — to attend these
events. The park would be circled with "rigs" and the people sat in the buggies and
listened to the music while the
horses stood patiently. Maybe
they enjoyed the music, too.
People who lived near
enough walked to the park
and sat on the grassy slopes
which made a natural amphitheater,for the park itself was
in a sort of hollow. There was
only the sky over their heads,
but who in the world needed
an auditorium, or even
wanted one for that matter?
The best au-conditioner in the
world couldn't compare with
the freshness of all outdoors.
The finest upholstered seats
were no more comfortable
than the grassy banks, and
somehow the music seemed to
sound sweeter out under the
stars than it ever could in any
music hall.
stirring
were
There
marches such as "The Stars
and Stripes Forever," "Under
the Double Eagle" and "Repasz Band." There were romantic waltzes such as "Daisies Won't Tell," "My Sweet
Mona" and "Little Annie
Rooney." There were the incomparable songs of Stephen
Foster which are so seldom
heard today. But anyone who
has ever heard the strains of
"My Old Kentucky Home" by
moonlight will never forget it,
and those who haven't are to
be pitied for not knowing what
they have missed.
The concert always ended
with "The Star-Spangled Banner" and everyone stood up
and sang it fervently, whether
they could sing or not. Somehow,it gave them that exalted
feeling that everyone seems
te he so frentically searching
for today. Gadd it be that they
aren't searching in the right
place?

YOUR KEY TO VALUE
Hours: 8-5:30, Except Friday 8:00-8:00

make *Nat adectaut moat An de 2ueeit 6voatt 4oste
,(14vtleoued
7

CHORISTER VACUUM CLEAflER
POWERFUL BUT QUIET
SWIVEL TOP WITH EASY DROP IN DUST BAG
ASSORTED TOOLS FOR CLEANING ALL CHORES

-p

WHIRLWIND AS POWERFUL AS ITS NAME
MODEL # C 350

26.00
RNAL 12-SPHD MIXER

Stars
Nk%it CH

WHITE OR AVOCADO
MODEL

/et/
•
THUR • FRI • SAT
MAY 3, 4,

N 437 A

12.16
RIVAL

um wall

$

EXCLUSIVE
CLICK CLEAN ACTION
AVOCADO WHITE
OR HARVEST GOLD

DELIVERED with NORMAL INSTALLATION

WITH SHARPENER'

• ,r

15.2 ,c7 REFRIGERATOR
1
41111.

•

• COMPLETELY FROSTLESS
Top from:Jr holds 150 lbs.
• 10.9-co. ft. lighted refrigerator
• Porcelain-enamel finish interior
•

•
_ 1.11141ealgOollis,

04
77

; -4:
7
44111,,I;u:
)111---.1-"•4

—

74.- -.1
4 :41

22.1 c4 CHEST FREEZER
• Porcelain-on-steel interior
• Thinwoll cabinet takes only
277/ex 5934m. floor space
• Adjustoble cold control; defrost drain
• Lift-out basket; safety lock, "pop-out" *ey

20.0
4

I

_

12 CUP TEFLON COATED 4.98 VALI

UPRIGHT FREEZER

• 5 package rocks, 2 juice racks in door
• 4 inside shelves plus bottom trivet
• Holds 700 lbs. of easy-to-reach food
• Thinwall construction, only 324 in. wide

amaeas•

IONER
11,000-RTU AIR CONDIT
thermostat

nit

Sears
19*91,•CIIIDUCII ASO OD

• 3 speeds • Adjustable
• Dehumidifies 761Sts.41ftisture daily
control
air
-way
4
•

e
log Solos Offic
Soars CataCenter
Murra , .

Southside Sh sing

1.42 •
9.46
BUflDT BlifIRD
fluted Tube Pan
3.00
HS
EL
CLOC
TRAV
RIVAL OOMPH
49
3% QT.

ma
SHOP IT PHONI 0191

753-2310

AVOCADO OR FLAME
•

MODEL,# 3100

1'/

BY SETH THOMAS
POPULAR SHADES IN SIMULATED LEATHER
LUMINOUS WHITE EASY TO REWLETTERS
BRASS TRIM 7.95 VALUE
•
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Southside
Shopping
Center
12th &
Story -

ADAMS
FOOD MKTS.

Northside
Shopping
Center
10th &
Chestnut

U.S• Choice

Chuck

694

-M.-

ROAST
SMOKED

means

BUYING POWER
AT YOUR IBA STORE
U.S. Choice
1 4 PORK
/
$
9
3.
SWISS STEAK _
LOIN

9;

SUNFLOWER

FLOUR

PICNIC4
(Sliced

(Sliced)
lb

83;

25'

Whole PEELED TOMATOES 25'

Snack Crackers

IGA

PRINGLES

12-oz. Box

Twin Pkg.

MAXWELL HOUSE

39
29'

,
7

Aunt Jane's

CUT GREEN
BEANS
No. 303 Can

Duncan Hines CAKE MIX
CHECKER COLA

White, Yellow,
Devils

28-oz.

ICE MILK

DETERGENT

303 can

20-oz. Loaf

25;

29'
49'

Cold t,9
)
ti
er
Pow
29;
TISSUE

39'

COLDWATER ALL

PARKAY

4 Roll Pkg.

37'

32 oz

69'

VANISH

19'
49'

29.;

WINDEX

3 lb

55'

20 oz

49'

Ripe, Yellow

.29;
"to

Big Roil

Giant Size

37'

TOMATOES

BREAD

39'

FRUIT
COCKTAIL

Ripe, Red

(GA,

Qt

DETERGENT

Scot

Y2 Gal.

49'

Fabric Sottrier

TOWEL

Viva

25';

Del Monte

1 lb. Quarters
IGA

Baby Sweetheart

Swan

14-crt. Jar

Bread & Butter PICKLES

Gal.

Del Monte

59'

COFFEE
1 lb 134

9

lb.

PUREX

BLEACH

No 303

2-oz. Can
/
61

-ACON

Hermitage

lb.

TOMATO
CATSUP
14-oz bat

TUNA

531)

Del Monte

Del Monk

Star Kist

lb

BANANAS
.9
lb

GRAPEFRUIT
Ed ch

10;

SIZE

WASHINGTON STATE EXTRA FANCY

CALIFORNIA

Watermelon
-sir
Jumbo Oranges
Delicious Apples

RED-RIPE, JUICY

6
6

WASHINGTON STATE EXTRA FANCY GOLDEN

Red Radishes

CRISP SALAD

FRESH CORN

TENDER GOLDEN

MELONS

HONEYDEW

CANTALOUPES

LARGE, FRESH

4

PLUMP, SWEET, CALIFORNIA

SIZED FOR BAKING

Texas Grapefruit
Idaho Potatoes

JUMBO 27 SIZE

Cherry Tomatoes

PLUMP

Celery Hearts

FLORIDA FRESH

PKG.

FOR

FOR

LB
BAG

69c

69c

LB.39c
89c

19c

$1.

29c

49c

49c

WHITE GEORGIA

SALADSIZE
TOMATOES

6-CU. FT. BALE

VINE-RIPE

$1.29 EACH OR

Marble Chips j Sphagnum

NATURE'S
FINEST CONDITIONER

CLEANr, DECORATIVE

Make Kroger your headquarters for all your
garden needs: Fertilizers, Humus, Top Soil,
Seeds and Holland Bulbs,

Nut AVAILABLL AT
ALL KROGER STORES

ON YOUR LAWN &
6ARDEN NEEDS
AT KROGER!

JUICE ORANGES

FRESH FLORIDA

CENTER
CUTS

MEDIUM
VEGETABLE
BOWL

IRONSTONE

Owl
Owl

st.

A

$109

SALT & PEPPER
SET

IRONSTONE

VALUABLE COUPON

JUICE
ORANGES 5-baibg

FLORIDA

WITH OUR COUPON OFFER ON RAGE 3

CHUCK
ROAST

U.S. GOVT. GRADED CHOICE BEEF

SUPPLEMENT TO.
Murray Ledger and Times
Paris Post Intelligence,

SAUCER

IRONSTONE

PLAN MEALS BEFORE SHOPPING and

. and we're trying to help!

WE HEAR YOU

The Federal Government has prepared
many useful publications to help you
get the most out of your food dollars.
Write to:
Superintendent of Documents
U.S. Government Printing Office
Washington, D.C. 20402
for a free list of books and pamplets many of them free -about food, cooking
and shopping aids.

LET THE GOVERNMENT HELP YOU.

bone could actually cost you more, regardless of the difference in price! For
example, if short ribs cost less than boneless chuck, the chuck may be your best
buy because you probably will get only
one serving per pound of the short ribs as
compared to 3 to 4 servings from the
chuck!

THINK OF PRICE PER SERVING, NOT
PER POUND. Meat with a lot of fat or

often are priced 5c-10c-20c-30c a pound below regular prices — sometimes even
more, depending on cut. If you have
freezer and the money to invest, you can
stock up and save on future meals.

BUY THE SPECIALS. Meat items on sale

shop with a list. Buy only what you need
and use what you buy. V'asted food ii
wasted money.

PENNY-PINCHING
POINTERS ABOUT
PURCHASING
MEAT

with this coupon and 85.00 purchase, excluding
tobacco lend fresh or frozen milk products in
Term, stores) end in addition to any other purchase requirements. Good thru Tues., May 8.
Limit one.

TOP VALUE STAMPS

EXTRA

KROGER GLADLY
lEgar
biddhing
HONORS
""FilEIDIET"
T
GOVERNMEN
U.S.
FOOD STAMPS
FOOD STAMPS

Bakery prices in this ad good thru Sat., May 5.
All other prices good thru Tues., May 8, or until our next ad appears. Limit rights reserved.
Copyright 1973. The Kroger Company.

•rrr

,
1-lb.
4-oz.
loaves

29c

PI2 0
K GS $1

EA

1-LB.

i9

10-02.
PKG. I

ROYAL VIKING

PKG

-44.441141
"
.
11 1100W

10-oz. Fruit Strip
or 11-oz. Apple Butter
Coffee Cake
ea.

49c

DANISH PASTRIES

LARGE'

BROWN 'N SERVE 302. CLUB OR 12-02.

Dinner Rolls
Mini-Twin Rolls 2PKGs79c
Angel Food Cake , 49

FUtLY-BAKEO

2k3;z7W

COUNTRY
STYLE ROLLS

Frenth'Bread

3

12-0Z.$ .
PKGS.

P
9-43
KG
2S. $ .

31-oz.
7
1
$1

3

with our
coupon
offer

Italian Dressing 34LEs$1.

KROGER

JA

3

3

HAMBURGER
MAGIC

KROGER

Circus Peanuts

GOLD CREST

Starlight Mints

GOLD CREST BUTTERSCOTCH DISCS

1blbxSC
0
-

KROGER
SALTINES

4:A

WITH OUR
COUPON

.111MINIIMINt•

49c
65c
3-LB.
CAN

14-02.
BOTTLES

6 <1,1.1s 89c

2

(115141

GREEN BEANS

AVONDALE CUT AND SHELLED

r.1,°,4,E 29c Pork & Beans

KROGER

BELDALE

DEL MONTE

Scans

Whole Kernel Golden or Cream Style White

KROGER CORN

$2.45 Catsup
s
e-Oz.
ox 79C
Shortening

PKG

AVONDALE
'TOMATOES

French Dressing

KROGER

Black Pepper

KROGER

Non-Fat Dry Milk

KROGER INSTANT 'MAKES 20 QUARTS"

1-lb. $1
1-oz.
cals

SWEET PEAS

KROGER GARDEN

PANTRY-STOCKING, MONEY SAVING

Wiener Egg Buns 3 4`g $1.

Cracked Wheat 3LVLEs$1.

NEW ORLEANS CELLO WRAP

SANDWICH EGG BUNS OR

CAESAR STYLE OR

3p8,cgts.

1-pint 19c
12-oz.
bottle

BIG K DRINKS

$1.

LARGE GOLDEN

Shortcake Shells
3
Pound Cake

WIENER ROLLS

FOR

LOAVES
O
ES$ .

ALL FLAVORS

3

PKG. OF 4

3

JUMBO
TOWELS

SANDWICH BUNS OR

1-LB. LOAF

Wheat Bread
Raisin Bread

ROUND WHITE OR HONEY

5

,

MEL
BRAD

KROGER

NORTHERN

I $1101111.
2

69

12-ct.
Pkg.

Crunch Bars

CHILLY THINGS FROZEN

1? ct
pkg

24-ct.
Pkg.

Fudge Bars

POLAR PAK

IFIOrirto40111110111.110111.11111101011.110110111111111MYINY.1.'

Ice Cream
Sandwiches

FREEZER PLE-EZER

peq•

12-oz.

Cheese Food
Slices

KROGER INDIVIDUALLY-WRAPPED AMERICAN

10-0!
pkg.

Cheese

KRAFT SLICED
HALFMOON LONGHORN

-lb
loaf

$ 25

osc

10-oz.
pkg.

Cheese

KROGER RAT TRAP

Cheespred

KROGER

Smooth,spreadable, delicious!
Just right for those bubblinggood cheeseburgers.

63c

8-oz.
pkg.

Natural Swiss
Cheese

KROGER SLICED

3,1u-ibbs.$1

Margarine

Longhorn Cheese
lb.$
11°5

EATMORE SOFT

KROGER MILD MIDGET

C

75
91,4-oz.
Pk91-

Farm Style
Old-Fashioned
BUTTERMILK

ci

KROGER

CTN.

4.11

Biscuits
airds

O

er

6 CANE

Cottage Cheese
woo
Yogurt
4

KROGER

Pimento
Cheese Spread

1-lb.
ctns.

1

MARKET BASKET

VANILLA
OR DUTCH
CHOCOLATE

Margarine

$1"

KROGER HOMESTYLE

tr.,
>

CHOC. CHIP
FUDGE SUNDAE

Ion

USJC

So rich. So creamy. Such
naturally delicious flavor.
No wonder. Every flavor
ingredient is nature's own.
From pure country cream
to real fruits and nuts. No
artificial flavoring is ever
added.

Ice
Cream

KROGER DELUXE

Flavor .. a natual as nature itself

One of the best-tasting
sources of protein. . .and
priced to save you money!

ea.

tter

-

ZEN

2-LB.
PKG.

PKG.
OF 4

PKG.

550

39C
Iv- 650
3118..$1
104-oz. 390

Apple, Peach
or Cherry,
1-lb. 4-oz. pkg.

MIX• OR

Foamy Shave Cream

REGULAR, MENTHOL OR LEMON-LIME

890

760

'

7-oz, Super;
Tube or 11Ioz.
Super Loticon

928

Head & Shoulders
Shampoo

Pepsolent Toothbrush 4pon$1

ADULT • ASSORTED

ekt

11-02.
CAN

••••***

Should***

Bottle
t of 60

Mom

78

Phis Iron

••111114.•
MM.

One-A-Day Vitamins

.12k9of 50

$1.19

•••

•

AtIONOINA

OM.

53c

1 27

with thiscoupon thru Tues.. May 8. Limit one. Sublec,
to applicable taxes

ea.

7-oz. Super Spray or
8-oz. Anti-Perspirant Floral

IS41/1/0/1/1/11/40PF
°5

ira

,.
niksr..

VALUABLE COUPON

PKG
O 40

Secret Deodorant

1010111

Alka Seltzer

25 TABLETS

Kotex lampoons

REGULAR OR SUPER

Pepto Bismol
TTLE
BOTTLE

EA

Toothpaste

REGULAR OR MINT CREST t

20% More Free77
8.75-oz. for

LIQUID

Set4

79

Polident

MATCH

• 9.0z. Kroger Cut or French Style
GREEN BEANS
• 10-01. Kroger Fuidhook or Baby
LIMA BEANS
• 10-oz Kroger Cut corn or
BROCCOLI CUTS
• 10-or Kroger Green Peas or
MIXED VEGETABLES

48c

26 TABLETS

2 LB
PKG

Vegetables

Anacin Tablets

JUST WONDERFUL

980

PKGS
OF 2

5-18.
PKG.

$1.19

3 $1

6-OZ
CANS

STOCK THE FREEZER WITH KROGER FROZEN

Banquet Suppers

BEEF STEW, TURKEY OR SALISBURY STEAK

Pie Shells

KROGER FROZEN 9-INCH

Hair Spray

13-oz.
can

6

Frozen Potatoes

KROGER CRINKLE -CUT

Orange Juice

KROGER FROZEN

*111PWANIOMPAM•10.1111811Wr'

15''2nz.
cans

DISCOUNT-PRIOD HEALTH & BEAUTY AIDS

4
FRC4Cn ACRES

sRO
Whipped

cans

FROZEN FOODS

•

Topping
Corn on Cob

G ECtiF
.
3
.
13
.
:

"ADM'NDS FROZEN

Frozen
6E,FRESH Taters
Frozen Donuts
Hushpuppies

KROGER

ft
••

•

Banquet Fruit Pies

altfkliet IT*

•

or -oz. pp e
Coffee Cake

EA.

1 LB.
12-07
JAR

200 C T
PKG

KROGER 1 000 ISLAND

pkg. of
2 rolls

'9c Dressing

KROGER

4

1-1b.
oz.
can

1
,ANT $
4

CANS$1

FRUIT COCKTAIL

,

Dog Food

1
•

1-LB.
14z.
CANS $1•

4
4
HC UNKS, CRUSHED
OR TIDBITS, 13%-0Z.
CHUNKS
PET PRIDE GOURMET

Pinapple

KROGER

Blackeye Peas

LUCK'S

1-1b.
9-oz. $1
cans

3

APPLE SAUCE

KROGER

SOFT WEVE

ok„
*..)
c
2-07. .13
PKGS.

5-07,
BARS

3-LB.
BAG

13-oz.
c

qan

Slices

CANS

1-Ls,
I-oz.

1-LB.
1-0Z.
CANS

1-LB
BAG

AVONDALE
PEACHES
Halves or

LUCK'S GREAT

LUCK'S

$2.29
4
Pinto Beans
Northern Beans 4

Coffee

SPOTLIGHT

2".89c
79c

GRAPEFRUIT JUla

KROGER REGULAR OR PINK

NOW!

BOTTLESW

•"2 8-oz.

or MU
White B
S= M
Colors

COUNTRY OVEN

CANNED RIDS SALE

Facial Tissues

SCOTTIES

gal 39

CASHMERE BOUQUET

Apple, Cherry or Peach

BANQUET
FRUIT PIES

IP

1-1b.
z•
"
9-

I

89c Toilet Soap '7,,H,g,YR 4
79c Animal Cookies 2

KANDY BLEACH

7-0?.CAN

Peanut Butter
Johnson Pledge

1 5 lb
bag

Plain or Self-Rising

KROGER
FLOUR

KROGER

24 ct
pkg

ZS'

ZIG
irel

CATSUP

DEL PAONTE

with this coupon Awe Timm.. May it. Limit one.
iiiiWeet to aPIAMIIIA• tam's.
.

we
ONO

we

we

we
we

WORTH 10< CASH

toward the purchase of. 24-0*. lord VILLAGE
BAKERY SANDWICH BREAD. Good thru
Tues.. May 8. Limit one. Subiect to applicable
ta

we
ral

2MI
.

KROGER
GLADLY ACCEPTS
U.S. GOVT.
FOOD STAMPS

-glomminimummixon laaer

..,
low

MitDrilitt VALUABLE COUPON fitinditTili
Y'......
AI
sr*

Cl
101010111111111111101114111111111411111111141414111( rimier

1.0110N DETERGENT 81.2;-?fiE 10c
we
err
we
tr

KROGER WHITE MILD

we
we

we

1#1111jIIIIIII VALUABLE COUPON

we

01111111111: VALUABLE COUPON bbliblilla

we
111110101111111111101011111011111110111101.11101

al
we
we
we
we
we
we

aptTITITIT VALUABLE COUPON 11411111111114

we
1111111111°V1W11111111111111111111111111VP lercer

with this coupon thru Toot., Miry 8. Limit one.
Subiect to applicable texas.

KROGER

pia
-. .
:
ri.
HAMBURGER MAGIC 3wA.$1 ir.
.:...
..
szi"

ad

Andelifal VALUABLE COUPON WITITITIMITI

11111111PITTITIFIC fjer

with this coupon and $6.00 additional purchase,
excluding tobacco (and fresh or froten milk
products in Tenn.) and in addition to any other
purchase requirements. Good thru Tues., May 8.
Limit one. Subject to applicable tuxes.

5-lb.
bag

KROGER
SUGAR

COUPON

our Advertised Specials on our
shelves when you shop for them.
Sometimes. due to conditions beyond our control, we run out of
an adouttsod special. If this should happen to you, ask
at the store office for a RAIN CHECK which entitles
you to thil some advertised spocial at the same special
price any time within 2 weeks.

FOR YOUR
CONVENIENCE
AND PERSONAL
SATISFACTION...
We do all in our power to have all

Lotinoul

LIKE HA'.

85

BOSTON BUTT STYLE

Pork Hocks

LEAN, TASTY FRESH

12-oz.
pkg.

_

E. ..o?

(N

• ""4 I

#E5bil

en .1

PORK ROAST

FRESH PICNIC STYLE

69

cr

g

LB

LB

WHOLE OR HALF CHOICE

b

LB

$1.99

B

Family Pak
of 3-fts.
or more

x

Cooked Shrimp =-99c

FR ES-SHORE

Dressed Whiting

PAN READY

Shrimp 'n Batter

SEA PAK

Fantail Shrimp

SEA PAK

Fish Sticks

SEA PAK

Turbot
Fillets

FISH
STICKS
8-oz.
pkg.

f1151

$1.49

$2.29

$1.99

LB

LB

11:11

GROUND
CHUCK

9c
3 $289
chub

lb.

571:il

$1129
117I„diggamilimmompommaimmormius.
" ROUND lb
"

sin GROUND

Chub
Pack

KROGER FINE QUALITY

GROUND
BEEF

GET ACQUAINTED
WITH

FRONTIER

Cheese,
Hamburger,
14-oz.
Sausage
each

lb.

65c
La 69c
12:, (1:$3.09
,SHENDANDOAH LIGHT B DARK MEAT BONELESS

FRESH FRYER

Leg Quarters
Breast Quarters
Turkey Roast

FRESH FRYER
LB-

FRYING
CHICKEN

$1.29
LB.

$1.19
LB.

PKG. /

8-02.79c

89c

PIZZA

FOX DELUXE

Sliced Bacon

(

89c

VAC PAK

OSCARlIfie
- fERf Franks
OSCAR MAYER

FAMILY PAK MIXED PARTS

LB.

3 Breast Qtrs.,
3 Leg Quarter,
3 Wings, 2 Giblets

Smok-E-Links
Smoked Sausage

12-0Z. ell9c
PKG. *Ur

Liver Cheese

KROGER

OSCAR MAYER SLICED
LEL69C

15-0Z. ri5c
PKG. 0

59
Shenandoah 5-7-1b.
Butterball 12-14 lb.
lb.

Braunschweiger

i
.89c

SUZANNA FROZEN

Corn Dogs

99c
99c
S2.99

:
1)

-I, S1.19

1

Spaghetti SatIcs. /Si 1? Meat Balk
Grdyy /fr
StP.siss

JIFFY MAIN
DISH MEALS

Beef Patties
Veal Patties
Beef Patties

KAY-BEE FROZEN
MEATS

Pwbuw
lb

SMOKED HAM

Glendale Semi-Boneless

_ mum oil ma. •
man mema me migalm,

KROGER CHUNK STYLE

.1b.79c

BOLOGNA
SLICED,

CHUNKS,

99c
$1.29
LB

LB $1.39

LB,

KROGER ALliAEAT

U.S. CHOICE GRADE BEEF BONELESS

U.S. CHOICE GRADE BEEF BONELESS

Chuck Roast
English Roast
Shouler Swiss

U.S. CHOICE GRADE BEEF SEMI-BONELESS

ROAST

BONELESS

Boston Roll

U.S. CHOICE GRADE BEEF

BURGERM,,,

MEAT DEPT.!
‘
411411prof

KROGER

FROM YOUR

NEW

LOOliWINArs

Not everybody in this area
sells U.S.D.A. CHOICE beef.
Kroger sells no other kind.
It's your best assurance of
"insistent high quality in
the beef you serve your
family.

Only beef which has been
inspected by an official U.S.
Dept. of Agriculture grader
and meets government
stemdar
for texture, maturity.
color marbling, bone structure and other quality features is allowed to use this
Official shield.

A delicious blend of 75% triads beef and IS% hydrated
veable protein! A totally nevi food product that
LOOKS . . . . COOKS
. . AND TASTES LIKE
HAMBURGER
pos its juicier and cooks with Isms
. GOOD TASTE

fTrAggegit6E.P4OPTIR

1p:$1109

99

SERVE & SAVE COOKED

PORK SAUSAGE

LB 89c

$1.49

99c

LB.

PORK STEAKS

WILLIAMS' WHOLE HOG

LB 49c Neck Bones

U.S. CHOICE GRADE BEEF

99c Flat Brisket

U.S.CHOICE BONELESS

CUT-UP
FOR THE
FREEZER'

99c

$1.39

LB.

BOILING BEEF

U.S. CHOICE GRADE

CHOICE GRADE BEEF

PKG. OF 3 OR MORE

Chuck Steaks
Rib Steaks
US
Cube Steaks

59c Fresh Lamb

(FAMiLY PAK OF 3-LBS. OR MORE

Pig Tails

PORK FEET OR

LB

Le

SLICED BACON

SMOKED PICNICS Pork Roast

TASTY

NECK BONES

MEATY PORK

MORRELL PRIDE

lb.

U.S. CHOICE GRADE BEEF

g Center-Cut

ST

U.S. CHOICE GRADE BEEF

erimarimalIMIMmarialme

witillnaiL
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ON FINEST QUALITY
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